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Abstract

The front-end electronics of the TPC detector, one of the major detectors of the
ALICE experiment at CERN, utilizes an SRAM based FPGA to control the readout
of detector data. Compared to traditional ASIC design, an SRAM based FPGA
was chosen because it offers the flexibility of in-field programmability. However,
when used in radiation exposed environments, FPGAs have shown to be susceptible
to radiation induced effects such as single event upsets. A single event upset is
induced when a single ionizing particle deposits a sufficient amount of energy to
alter the logic state of a memory element. In an SRAM based FPGA the user-
programmed functionality depends on the data stored in millions of these memory
elements. A single event upset in one or several of these memory cells may result
in unexpected and incorrect behaviour. Consequently, for the FPGA in the TPC
front-end electronics, this can potentially cause the readout of detector data to
temporarily break down. It is therefore important to investigate how radiation
induced failures can be reduced or even avoided if possible.

Due to its stochastic nature, a single event upset has to be treated in terms of its
probability to occur. This probability is determined by the sensitivity of a memory
cell to a specific type of radiation, and further what type of radiation environment
it will finally be operated in. Moreover, depending on how a given memory cell is
utilized by a system, a single event upset may or may not result in a detectable
malfunction of that system.

The main purpose of this thesis has been to investigate these aspects for the
SRAM based FPGA in control of data readout in the TPC front-end electronics.
By means of Monte Carlo simulations, test procedures and mitigation approaches a
major objective has been to qualify this FPGA for reliably operation in the radiation
environment produced by particle collisions in the ALICE experiment.

This thesis presents updated Monte Carlo simulation of particle energy spectra
and fluences in more precise locations than what has previously been done. Irra-
diation tests have further been carried out in order to investigate the single event
upset sensitivity of the SRAM based FPGA. The results are discussed in light of
independent results reported in literature. Combined, Monte Carlo simulation and
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irradiation test results have been used to predict the single event upset rate expected
during operation in the ALICE experiment.

Due to the number of FPGAs utilized in the TPC front-end electronics, single
event upsets can be a reliability concern. In order to reduce the probability of system
malfunction, a reconfiguration solution was developed that enables the possibility
to clear single event upsets in the configuration memory of the FPGA. Irradiation
test results show that combined with additional system level mitigation techniques,
this reconfiguration solution can be used to finally reduce the functional failure rate
of the FPGA.

Because irradiation testing can be time consuming, costly and sometimes even
technically difficult, a software based fault injection solution has been implemented
without any modification to the existing hardware setup. It provides an alternative
and possibly systematic method of testing how a single event upset may impact
the operation of the FPGA. Test results show good agreement with comparable
irradiation test results.

Finally physics based Monte Carlo simulations are discussed as an additional
method to investigate single event upset in memory devices. A general methodology
is presented and applied to the specific case study of the TPC front-end electronics
FPGA.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

SRAM1 based Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have become a very at-
tractive alternative in many applications due to the continuous increase in density
of user programmable resources and embedded memory. Compared to traditional
ASIC2, design, SRAM based FPGAs offer advantages such as decreased cost and
development time. In addition one of the major benefits is considered to be their
ability to be programmed in the field. This offers great flexibility as it allows to
reprogram already deployed devices with new functionality or improved versions of
existing implementations. For complex detector systems like the ALICE3 experi-
ment where changes may be needed up to the very last minute, reprogammability
may prove to be a vital feature. It will also allow continued development to improve
functionality after start-up of the experiment. With the use of ASICs, any upgrades
would not be possible without the need to replace hardware. Moreover, as the AL-
ICE experiment will be physically inaccessible for most of its operational life time,
replacing hardware would require parts of the detector system to be dismantled.
The flexibility offered by SRAM FPGAs is therefore a major reason why they were
chosen for the project described in this thesis.

A major drawback of SRAM FPGAs is their susceptibility to radiation induced
effects [1], in particular single event upsets. Single event upsets are caused by
ionizing particles which may deposit enough energy in the device to alter the logic
state of a memory element. Since the user-programmed functionality depends on
the data stored in millions of these memory elements, a single event upset may give
rise to unfavourable effects in the expected functionality.

In the ALICE experiment, beams of particles will be collided at extreme energies
to study a state of matter known as quark-gluon plasma [2]. These collisions will

1SRAM: static random access memory.
2ASIC: Application Specific Integrated Circuit.
3ALICE: A Large Ion Collider Experiment. See section 1.1 for further introduction.
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generate new particles which can be detected by different sub-detectors of ALICE to
determine properties like for instance particle type, energy and momentum. How-
ever, particles from these collisions will also pose a reliability risk to the readout
electronics of these sub-detectors. For example, in the Time Projection Chamber,
which is the main tracking detector of ALICE, the readout of data is controlled by
an SRAM based FPGA. If vital functionality should be lost due to a single event
upset, large amounts of data may be lost unless the source of the failure can be
repaired in time or even avoided in the first place. Due to the dense architecture of
the detectors and the fact that the radiation field is dominated by neutrons, physical
shielding of the electronics is practically not possible in ALICE. Nor is it wanted
as extra material should be avoided if possible in order to minimize the distortion
of the physics measurements. The main challenge is therefore to apply the appro-
priate measures in order to reduce the consequences of such effects. The process or
technique applied to reduce the failure probability of a system is often referred to
as mitigation of the system.

This thesis is based on the various aspects related to qualifying an SRAM based
FPGA for use in the ALICE experiment. The work focuses on investigating the un-
derlying mechanisms responsible for single event upsets in the ALICE environment,
the probability of experiencing failures, and a method to repair and test the effects
of single event upsets.

1.1 The ALICE experiment

The LHC is a circular accelerator located at CERN4, the European Organization
for Nuclear Research. It has a circumference of about 27 km and located about
100 m below the ground level. With to adjacent beam pipes bunches of particles
will travel in opposite directions and collide at dedicated experimental locations.
ALICE is one of four main experiments at LHC.

1.1.1 Physics goals

The main purpose of ALICE is to study a state of matter known as quark-gluon
plasma, which is believed to have existed soon after the Big Bang. Quarks are bound
together into hadrons5 by the strong force, which is mediated by gluons. As the

4CERN: Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire.
5Hadrons contain two subsets of particles: baryons, made up of 3 quarks, and mesons, made up of a

quark-antiquark pair. Common baryons are the protons and neutrons, while pions are typical a example
of mesons produced in particle physics experiments.
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potential associated with the strong force increases with distance, quarks cannot
appear as isolated particles under normal conditions. With the extreme energy
density and temperatures that will be achieved in the nucleus-nucleus collisions at
the LHC, it is expected that matter will undergo a phase transition into a plasma
of unbound quarks and gluons, the quark-gluon plasma. As the quark-gluon plasma
expands and cools, it will transform into hadronic matter. The quark-gluon plasma
can therefore not be studied directly. Instead a set of observables are identified as
indicators of its existence. More details on ALICE physics can be found in [3].

1.1.2 Detectors

The ALICE detector shown in figure 1.1 is optimized for heavy ion collisions. Beams
of lead ions and protons will enter from each side of the detector and collide in the
interaction point which is at the centre of the detector. The detector has an onion-
like structure where the various sub-detectors are arranged in different layers from
inside to the outside. Each sub-detector is optimized to study specific properties of
the particles produced in the Pb-Pb collisions.

Figure 1.1: Layout of the ALICE detector [2].
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The Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

The TPC, shown in figure 1.2, is the main tracking detector in ALICE and is
optimized for charged particle momentum measurements. It consists of a cylindrical
shaped field cage and has an inner radius of 85 cm, an outer radius of 280 cm, and
an overall length along the beam direction of 510 cm. Charged particles produced
in the collisions will ionize the gas inside the field cage and electrons will drift
in the electric field between the central high voltage electrode and the two end
plates. Each of the two end plates is divided in 18 trapezoidal sectors where multi-
wire proportional chambers provide the required charge amplification. Each sector
is again sub-divided into an inner and outer chamber with slightly different wire
geometry spacing and pad sizes. This is done to provide better spatial resolution
as the track density is higher closer to the beam line. The full readout plane of the
TPC is divided into a total of 570132 pads where each pad corresponds to one data
readout channel. As the TPC front-end electronics is located directly behind the

Figure 1.2: Layout of the ALICE TPC detector.

two end plates of the field cage, it is expected that radiation induced effects will
pose a reliability risk. Thus the radiation environment in this location is further
investigated in section 2.3 of this thesis.
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1.2 The TPC front-end electronics

The 18 trapezoidal sectors on each side of the TPC are divided into 6 readout
partitions of which 2 are located in the inner chamber and 4 in the outer chamber
as shown in figure 1.3. Each readout partition is controlled by the readout control
unit which is connected to a number of front-end cards. The main task of the front-
end cards is to processes the signals generated by charge deposition on the readout
pads. In total 216 readout control units and 4356 front-end cards are needed to
read out data from 570132 channels.

Figure 1.3: Each TPC sector is divided into 6 readout partitions. One RCU per
readout partition is in charge of reading out data from the detector through the
FECs [4].

1.2.1 Readout Control Unit

The Read Out Control Unit (RCU) consists of the RCU motherboard, the Detec-
tor Control System board (DCS board) and the Source Interface Unit (SIU). A
Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA, hereafter called the RCU main FPGA, is mounted on
the back side of the RCU motherboard. The RCU main FPGA plays a key role
in the TPC front-end electronics as it is in charge of data readout from the TPC
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detector. It is responsible for moving data from the front-end cards to the SIU were
the data is optically transmitted via the data detector link to the data acquisition
system. In addition it carries out tasks related to configuration and housekeeping
of the front-end cards. The RCU is therefore divided into a readout network and a
control network with a corresponding readout node and control node in the RCU
main FPGA user design. This is illustrated in figure 1.4. Through the DCS bus

Figure 1.4: The architecture and readout path of the TPC electronics for one read-
out partition [4].

the control node of the RCU main FPGA is connected to the DCS board which
essentially is an embedded computer running Linux. In this way remote access can
be provided through a standard Ethernet connection. This option adds flexibility
to the system even though the front-end electronics is physically inaccessible. Up-
grades of the RCU main FPGA can therefore be carried out after start-up of the
experiment. Detailed information about the RCU and front-end electronics can be
found in [5], [6], and [7].

1.2.2 Choice of FPGA technology

Because the RCU main FPGA is a vital part of the data readout path, it is im-
portant that it remains fully functional during the operation of the experiment. At
the time when the RCU main FPGA device choice was made, different FPGA tech-
nologies were therefore evaluated based on their single event upset susceptibility.
Reprogrammability was also an important requirement as this would allow to de-
velop and upgrade the user design during and after commissioning of the detector.
The standard available technologies considered were:

6



Figure 1.5: Top: The RCU motherboard with the DCS board and SIU card at-
tached: Bottom: The back side of the RCU motherboard where the FPGAs and
reconfiguration network are located.
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• SRAM, where the user-programmed functionality is stored in SRAM memory
cell.

• Flash, where the memory element is a floating gate transistor that can be
turned off by injection charge into the floating gate.

• Anti-fuse, where an electrically programmable switch that is initially high
impedance forms a low resistance and permanent connection when programmed.

Anti-fuse and Flash based FPGAs are non-volatile. This means that the user-
programmed functionality continues to be stored when the power is turned off. No
external circuitry is therefore needed to program the FPGA when powered on. Once
an anti-fuse switch is programmed, the process can not be reversed. Anti-fuse FP-
GAs are therefore not susceptible to configuration loss due to single event upsets [8].
Nonetheless, due to their one-time programmability, this technology was not consid-
ered as an alternative candidate for the RCU main FPGA. Flash based FPGAs are
also considered inherently single event upset tolerant [9] and contrary to anti-fuse
FPGAs, they can be reprogrammed. However, at the time when the device choices
were made, no Flash based FPGAs were available with enough resources to imple-
ment the data acquisition design of the RCU main FPGA. In-field programmability
was also limited due to the need of a higher programming voltage than what was
available for the readout electronics. These limitations strongly favoured the use of
SRAM based FPGAs even though they are known to be sensitive to single event
upsets. In the end an SRAM based FPGA from Xilinx was found suitable because
it offered the possibility of partial reconfiguration on an operational system. An
external system can therefore be designed in order to detect and repair single event
upsets in the configuration memory of the Xilinx FPGA without disrupting its oper-
ation [10]. This external system is further described in chapter 3 where it is referred
to as the reconfiguration network of the RCU main FPGA. Along with the RCU
main FPGA it is located on the back side of the RCU motherboard as shown in
figure 1.5. In contrast to the RCU main FPGA, fewer resources were required to
implement the control functionality of the reconfiguration network. A Flash based
FPGA from Actel was therefore chosen together with a Flash memory device to
store the configuration data of the RCU main FPGA.

1.3 Primary objective and main contributions

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the various aspects related to qualifying
the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA for use in the radiation environment of the ALICE
experiment. First of all this requires knowledge about the radiation environment at
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the location where the device is operated. This can be obtained through simulations
using Monte Carlo transport codes. Accelerated beam tests are mandatory in order
to investigate how sensitive a device is to a certain type of radiation. In relation
to single event upsets this sensitivity is referred to as the single event upset cross
section, σSEU . When combined with the knowledge of the radiation environment,
it can be used to predict the rate at which single event upsets will occur in the
ALICE experiment. The effects and consequences of single event upsets are however
difficult to accurately quantify. Single event upsets in FPGAs are not one to one
correlated to measurable errors in the expected functionality. Additional testing
is therefore needed to investigate this issue, and also to measure the effectiveness
of any techniques applied in order to reduce the failure probability. Physics based
simulations is another method that can provide additional insight into how different
types of radiation and material compositions of a device may contribute to the single
event upset rate.

All these aspects are treated in this thesis and the main contributions are listed
below:

• Monte Carlo simulations to determine the radiation environment in the loca-
tion of the RCU main FPGAs, presented in section 2.3.3.

• Development of the RCU support FPGA user design that is in charge of the
various reconfiguration procedures for the RCU main FPGA. This design is
presented in section 3.2.2 and was developed together with Johan Alme [11].
An important feature of this design is the ability to carry out frame-by-frame
read back to verify the integrity of the configuration memory, and further
correct single event upsets if detected. It is an important part of the mitigation
strategy for the RCU main FPGA.

• Accelerated beam tests to investigate the single event upset sensitivity of the
Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA configuration memory in a 29 MeV proton beam
at the Oslo Cyclotron (OCL). The results are presented in section 4.2.1.

• Accelerated beam tests to investigate the effectiveness of the frame by frame,
read back, verification and correction procedure when combined with other
system level error detecting and correcting techniques. The results are pre-
sented in section 4.2.2.

• Implementation of a fault injection solution on the RCU as a method to test
how single event upsets may effect the functional behaviour of the final RCU
main FPGA user design. This method, which is presented in chapter 5, can for
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instance be used to test the effectiveness of any mitigation strategies applied
to the design.

• Preparation of a test case study where physics based simulations will be carried
out to investigate the single event upset rate of the Xilinx Virtex-II PRO
FPGA. The work is presented in chapter 6.

1.4 Outline

This thesis is divided into seven chapters including this introduction chapter. Chap-
ter 2 starts by giving a brief overview of the basic single event effects related to
SRAM memory and FPGAs. The basic mechanism responsible for the single event
upsets is then presented along with how single event upsets may affect the SRAM
memory cell and FPGA. The second part of the chapter focuses on the radiation
environment in the location of the RCU main FPGA, and simulation results are
presented. Chapter 3 introduces partial reconfiguration and how it is applied to the
RCU main FPGA. Special attention is given to the RCU reconfiguration network
and the RCU support FPGA responsible for the different configuration procedures.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the accelerated beam tests of the RCU main FPGA.
The single event upset cross section for the configuration memory is measured using
a 29 MeV proton beam at the Oslo Cyclotron. A standard shift register design is
further used to demonstrate how the reconfiguration network in combination with
triple modular redundancy will reduced the consequences of SEUs. Finally some
predictions are made of the expected number of single event upsets when the RCU
main FPGA is operated in the ALICE radiation environment. Chapter 5 describes
how fault injection is implemented for the RCU main FPGA. A case study is pre-
sented to demonstrate how fault injection can be used to test the effect of single
event upsets on the RCU main FPGA user design. This case study uses the same,
however somewhat smaller in size, shift register design as for the accelerated beam
tests. Chapter 6 describes how physics based simulations are carried out for a case
study of the RCU main FPGA. Physics based simulations using Monte Carlo trans-
port codes can be applied to study how the single event upset rate may be affected
by different material compositions and types of radiations. xsFinally the thesis is
concluded in chapter 7 with and outlook on prospective work.
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Chapter 2

Radiation effects in the TPC RCU

main FPGA

It has become a well established fact that modern digital integrated circuits can
be sensitive to ionizing radiation. When for instance an SRAM cell is exposed to a
transient noise pulse, this may change the state of the memory cell from a logical 1 to
a logical 0 or vice versa. The basic mechanism responsible is the energy deposition
from an incoming ionizing particle traversing the sensitive part of the SRAM cell.
This effect is commonly referred to as a single event upset (SEU) or soft error.

SEUs are the main radiation effects of concern for the SRAM based RCU main
FPGA in the TPC front-end electronics. They can lead to a variety of undesirable
effects where the loss of vital control functionality is the main worry. An SEU may
result in breakdown of the readout of data from the TPC detector. In order to avoid
or reduce the consequence of an SEU, it is essential to have a good understanding
of the basic mechanism responsible, including its potential effects in the FPGA.
An overview and introduction to this subject is therefore given in the first part of
this chapter. The SEU rate or frequency of a device is strongly dependent on the
radiation environment it is exposed to. The last part of the chapter will therefore
describe the radiation environment that is expected in the vicinity of the TPC
front-end electronics.

SEUs are not the only radiation induced effects in integrated circuits. A number
of other radiation effects also exist that may have temporary or even permanent
damaging potential. However, in a radiation environment consisting of mainly en-
ergetic hadrons, which is the case for the TPC detector, it is the SEU which is of
main concern and consequently the focus of this chapter and thesis.
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2.1 Single Event Effects

Numerous acronyms are used by the radiation effects community to describe the
different types of radiation effects in digital integrated circuits. This section gives a
brief overview and description of the most relevant effects related to SRAM based
FPGAs. Another compact summary of radiation effects related to Xilinx FPGAs
can be found in [12].

The common term for any measurable effect resulting from the deposition of
energy from a single ionizing particle strike, is a single event effect (SEE). The most
relevant SEEs are:

Single Event Upset (SEU)

The JEDEC standard [13] defines an SEU as a soft error caused by the transient
signal induced by a single energetic particle strike. In [14], it is said to occur when a
radiation event causes a charge disturbance large enough to reverse or flip the data
state of a memory cell, register, latch, or flip-flop.

An SEU can be defined in a number of ways. Essentially it refers to any type of
memory cell whose content or value has been changed into an erroneous state due
to a radiation event. As a memory cell stores the value of a bit, it is also commonly
referred to as a bit flip, meaning the bit value has been flipped or inverted. An
SEU can be categorized as a soft error. The error is “soft” because the device is not
permanently damaged by the radiation. When new data is written to the struck
memory cell, the device will store it correctly [14].

Multiple Bit Upset (MBU)

An MBU is a single radiation event that results in more than a single bit being
flipped. Each bit flip is essentially an SEU. An MBU is therefore considered to
be a subset of the SEU. They are usually a small fraction of the total number of
observed SEUs. The MBU probability is however steadily increasing as geometries
shrink [15], [16]. Since most conventional error correcting techniques are only ca-
pable of detecting and correcting single bit flips, MBUs are an increasing reliability
concern. Still, the conclusion from [16] is that approximately 1-3% of the upsets
induced by a 63.3 MeV proton beam are MBUs for the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA.
MBUs will therefore not be the main source leading to functional failures in the
RCU main FPGA. Determining the MBU cross section was therefore not within
the scope of this thesis.
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Single Event Transient (SET)

An SET is a transient pulse in the logic path of an IC. Similar to an SEU, it
is induced by a charge deposition of a single ionizing particle. An SET can be
propagated along the logical path where it was created. It may be latched into a
register, latch or flip-flop causing their output value to change. In the case of the
Xilinx FPGAs the FPGA structure by its nature is highly resistant to SETs due
to the large capacitive loading of the single path [17]. Compared to SEUs in the
FPGA configuration memory, SETs are therefore considered a negligible problem
and are not treated in this thesis.

Single Event Functional Interrupt (SEFI)

Xilinx [15] defines SEFI as an SEE that results in the interference of the normal
operation of a complex digital circuit. SEFI is typically used to indicate a failure
in a support circuit, such as loss of configuration capability, power on reset, JTAG1

functionality, a region of configuration memory, or the entire configuration. For the
Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA used as the RCU main FPGA, the SEFI cross section
is typically orders of magnitude lower than the SEU cross section [17]. As for the
previously mentioned SETs, further investigation of SEFI rates are not considered
for this thesis.

Single Event Latchup (SEL)

The latchup phenomenon occurs when a spurious current pulse activates the para-
sitic bipolar transistors that are inherent in complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) structure [18]. The result is an abnormally high current state which may
lead to permanent damage if not restored to normal operation by a power cycle.
If the origin of the current pulse is an ionizing particle it is called a single event
latchup. Because it is a potentially destructive event, it is not categorized as a
soft error. SELs are typically a problem for devices operating in environments of
energetic heavy ions such as in space. For environments consisting of single hadrons
only, such as the ALICE TPC or in terrestrial applications, SELs are considered
a negligible problem. No high current events, that needed a power cycle to be
restored, were detected during the accelerated beam test presented in chapter 4.

1JTAG: Joint Test Action Group.
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2.2 Basic mechanism

2.2.1 Charge generation and collection

As a charged particle passes through matter it loses energy through the process
known as ionization. This is the starting point of all single event effects. Along
its path, the charged particle generates electron-hole pairs through scattering with
the atomic electrons of the material. In this process the target nucleus remains
at a fixed location due to the small amount of energy transferred. The charged
particle is only slightly deflected and its path can therefore be considered as a
straight line. If the path traverses a reverse-biased p-n junction, charge carries are
collected by the electric field and drifted to the nearby node where a current/voltage
transient is created [14]. The process is illustrated in figure 2.1. Charge collection
is dominated by the faster drift process followed by a slower diffusion process. An
additional effect of the generated column of electron-hole pair, is its distortion of
the electric field. A funnel shaped extension of the depletion region enhances the
drift collection, and effectively more charge can be collected at the node. The
funnel concept was first introduced by Hsieh in [19] and depends on the doping
concentration of the substrate. Increasing the doping concentration will decrease
the distortion of the electric field lines. The amount of collected charge is a complex

Figure 2.1: Charge generation and collection phases in a reverse-biased junction
and the resultant current pulse caused by the passage of a energetic ion [14].

combination of factors like the size of the device, biasing of the various circuit nodes,
substrate structure and device doping [14]. In addition the type of ion, its energy
and trajectory through the node plays an important role.
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2.2.2 Single event upsets in SRAM memory

A single event upset was previously defined as bit flip in a memory cell caused by
the transient signal induced by a single energetic particle strike. Figure 2.2 shows
a schematic of a 6-transistor SRAM cell. It consists of cross coupled inverters each
with one NMOS and one PMOS transistor. The sensitive regions in an SRAM cell
are the drain areas of the transistors in the “OFF” state. These regions correspond
to a reverse biased pn-junction capable of collecting the charge carriers. When a
particle strikes one of the drain areas, a transient current pulse will be created at
the output of the respective inverter. This current pulse is then propagated to
the input of the other inverter pair. If the width and amplitude of the pulse are
sufficient, the next inverter stage will change its output as a consequence. Effectively,
a new value will be loaded/latched in the memory cell. The sensitivity of an SRAM

Figure 2.2: 6-transistor SRAM cell [20].

cell depends on factors like the node capacitance, the operating voltage and the
speed of the feedback circuit [14]. The node capacitance together with the channel
resistance acts as a low pass filter that may reduce the rising slope and magnitude
of the induced current pulse. With down scaling of technology and feature sizes,
the operational voltage of a device is also decreased. This means that less charge
is needed to induce an SEU. Increasing the capacitive load is therefore a known
design technique to reduce the sensitivity as the technology nodes gets smaller [17].
Combined, parameters like these define the amount of charge or energy needed to
flip the bit of a memory cell. This is also referred to as the critical energy, Ecrit, or
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critical charge, Qcrit. That is, an SEU can be induced if a charge larger than the
critical charge has been collected by the sensitive node. Critical charge and critical
energy can be used interchangable, provided that one knows how to change the unit
from one to the other. If silicon is assumed as the material of the charge collection
volume, which is usually the case, then

Qcrit(infC) = 44.5 · Ecrit(inMeV) [21]. (2.1)

2.2.3 Single event upsets in the FPGA configuration memory

The main building blocks of a modern SRAM based FPGA are a number of pro-
grammable logic blocks structured in a large matrix. In an FPGA, a function is
implemented by mapping it into this pre-existing and programmable logic. This
mapping is referred to as its configuration [22] and is stored in a large array of
SRAM cells. If an ionizing particle causes one or multiple SRAM cells to change
its value during normal operation, this is referred to respectively as an SEU or an
MBU. If this corrupted bit controls a logical resource utilized in the implemented
design, this may cause a malfunction in the operation of the FPGA. For example,
look-up tables are used to implement Boolean functions in SRAM based FPGAs.
The content of the look-up table is stored as part of the configuration memory, and
if the stored value is corrupted due to an SEU it will no longer store the correct
Boolean function. This can result in unwanted and incorrect behaviour. Similarly,
other programmable logic such as for example routing multiplexers are controlled
by the content of one or several SRAM cells. An SEU can therefore cause a broken
connection between two logical blocks and consequently corrupt the flow of data
in the FPGA. These types of malfunctions are referred to as functional failures or
functional errors in the following.

An FPGA can contain millions of configuration bits and the larger part controls
the complex routing network interconnecting all the logic blocks. For a typical
FPGA design only a fraction (90-98%) of the configuration bits are used [20]. An
SEU in an unused bit will have no effect on the normal operation of the device.
This effect was seen during both the accelerated beam tests and fault injection tests
presented in chapter 4 and 5. During irradiation several of the SEUs detected did not
seem to have any influence on the operation of the FPGA. Thus, making prediction
on the expected functional failure rate of the RCU, the relationship between SEUs
and functional failures must first be established. This ratio is highly dependent on
the implemented design due to how the utilization of logical resources may vary from
one design to another. In combination with accelerated beam tests to determine
the SEU sensitivity of a device, fault injection is a well suited method to further
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determine the average number of SEUs per functional failure. Fault injection is
therefore discussed in chapter 5.

An SEU in the configuration memory of an FPGA can only be corrected by
reconfiguring the device. A standard mitigation technique is therefore to regularly
reconfigure the full device to correct any accumulated SEUs. This approach is
implemented for the RCU main FPGA and is further described in chapter 3.

2.2.4 The physics of single event upsets

The dominant mechanism of energy loss by a charged particle passing through a
material is Coulomb scattering by the atomic electrons of the material. Due to
the small size of the nucleus compared to the size of an atom, a collision with the
nucleus is far less probable. Nevertheless, nuclear interactions play an important
role prior to the creation of an SEU and will be discussed in this section.

Stopping power and range

A measure for the energy loss of a particle per unit length is the stopping power.
The stopping power can be related to the number of electron-hole pairs produced per
unit length along the particle’s track. For silicon, the conversion factor is 3.6 eV per
electron-hole pair [21]. The stopping power is usually expressed in MeV cm2 mg−1.
If multiplied by the material density it becomes MeV/cm, energy per unit length.

Figure 2.3(a) shows the stopping power of a proton, an α-particle and a mag-
nesium ion in silicon. As can be seen, the stopping power is dependent on the
kinetic energy and charge of the particle. Except for very low energies, the higher
the charge of the ion the higher is the stopping power. Thus a magnesium ion is
more ionizing than the α-particle, and the α-particle more than the proton. The
stopping power increases with decreasing energy until it reaches a maximum and
then starts to decrease. At low energies the ion has a tendency to pick up electrons
which lowers its effective charge and thus its stopping power.

After travelling a certain distance in the material, the ion eventually loses all
its energy and comes to rest. This distance is referred to as the range of the ion.
For comparison the range of protons, α-particles and magnesium ions in silicon is
plotted as a function of energy in figure 2.3(b).

In section 2.2.2 the critical charge was introduced as the amount of charge needed
to induce a bit flip in a memory cell. In addition a memory cell is associated with
its sensitive volume. That is, charge which is deposited within this volume can be
considered to be collected by the sensitive node. Knowing its size and shape, and
the particle direction and stopping power in the material, the amount of deposited
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Figure 2.3: Stopping power for various ions in silicon. The plots are generated by
data from SRIM 2006 [23].

charge within the sensitive volume can be estimated. To a first order the sensitive
volume can be defined by the area and depth of the NMOS or PMOS transistor
of the SRAM cell. For a 0.13 μm technology such as the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro, the
maximum track length through the sensitive volume is probably2 in the order of
1 μm and below. The maximum stopping power of a proton is 0.14 MeV/μm which
corresponds to approximately 6 fC/μm . This is below the average critical charge of
12 fC [24] for for the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro. Because direct ionization from protons
is not expected to be the cause of SEUs, a different mechanism must therefore be
responsible.

SEUs from non-elastic interactions

In the case of highly energetic neutrons and protons, they can collide with the
nucleus of the target material and induce a nuclear reaction. Compared to the
Coulomb interactions nuclear reactions are rare events. However, due to the large
number of SRAM cells in modern devices, significant particle fluxes, and the lengthy
exposure times, the contribution from non-elastic interctions can not be disregarded.

Interactions between a nucleon (i.e. a proton or neutron) and a nucleus can
be either elastic or non-elastic. In an elastic reaction the incident and outgoing
particles are the same. Due to the small amount of momentum transfer in an elastic

2See section 6.2.
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collision they are considered to only play a minor role of SEU rates [21]. For future
applications, when the feature size is further downscaled and the critical charge is
decreased, this assumption may no longer hold and elastic interactions may have to
be reconsidered. In a non-elastic interaction on the other hand, additional particles
can be created and emitted from the reaction. Figure 2.4 shows an example of how

Figure 2.4: Cross section schematic showing the structure of the device. A particle
entering from the top may travel through both the copper lid and silicon substrate
before it creates a non-elastic interaction nearby a sensitive node. The resulting
fragments may have enough energy to induce and SEU if their paths traverses the
sensitive node.

an energetic particle can enter a device and create a non-elastic interaction in the
silicon substrate. One or several of the fragments produced may be emitted with
the right direction and enough energy to reach a sensitive transistor. It is typically
the recoil ion or an α-particle that possesses enough stopping power to induce an
SEU. An example of a reaction channel for a 100 MeV p + Si reaction is given in
equation 2.2.

p +28
14 Si → p + 2γ +4

2 He +24
12 Mg (2.2)

This produces a 5.4 MeV α-particle and a 4.9 MeV magnesium ion. Their ion
energies are similar, but due to the higher charge of the magnesium, its stopping
power is approximately 2.3 MeV/μm compared to approximately 0.14 MeV/μm for
the α-particle. At the production location, the stopping power of a 5.4 MeV α-
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Figure 2.5: Energy distribution of α-particles produced by Fluka simulations of 108

protons of 100 MeV on a 100 μm thin silicon target.

particle may not be large enough to cause an SEU. However, as it starts to move
its kinetic energy will decrease and consequently its stopping power will increase.
With a range close to 28 μm it therefore has potential to cause an SEU at a certain
distance from its production location. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 shows the energy distri-
bution of α-particles and magnesium ions produced in a Fluka [25] [26] Monte Carlo
simulation of a 100 MeV proton beam on a thin silicon target. The mean energy of
the magnesium ions is approximately 2.2 MeV while it is 6.5 MeV for the α-particle.
Because a 2.2 MeV magnesium ion has a range of approximately 2.3 μm in silicon,
it must be created in close proximity to a sensitive transistor in order to pose a
reliability risk. On the other hand, α-particles can potentially contribute even if
they are produced as far away as 25-50 μm .

2.3 The TPC radiation environment

When high energetic beams of lead ions collide in the central point of the ALICE
experiment, a high primary particle production rate is expected. Many of these
particles produce secondaries through hadronic and electromagnetic cascades in
absorbers and structural elements of ALICE [2]. This leads to particle fluxes which
may pose a reliability risk to the front-end electronics of the TPC detector. An
understanding of the TPC radiation environment is therefore important in order to
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Figure 2.6: Energy distribution of magnesium recoil ions produced by Fluka simu-
lations of 108 protons of 100 MeV on a 100 μm thin silicon target.

make predictions of failure rates due to single event upsets.

2.3.1 Particle multiplicity

The event rate for Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC nominal luminosity of 1027cm−2s−1

will be about 8000 minimum-bias collisions per second, of which only 5% corresponds
to the most central ones [2]. At present the estimates for the multiplicity density
(dN/dη) in a central Pb-Pb collision range from 1500-4000 charged particles per unit
of pseudorapidity3 at mid-rapidity. This corresponds to 40000 particles in the worst
case scenario. The average particle multiplicity for minimum-bias runs is roughly
1/5 of the multiplicity of a central event [27], [28]. When running simulations of
particle fluences in Fluka the result is normalized to the number of primary particles
transported and square centimetre, particles/(cm2 ·primary). The particle flux can
then be calculated according to equation 2.3

Flux = ΦFluka · Rcol · Ncentral

5
, (2.3)

where ΦFluka is the fluence result from Fluka , Rcol is the collision rate, and Ncentral

is the particle multiplicity of a central Pb-Pb event.

3Pseudorapidity η describes the angle of the particle momentum relative to the beam axis. η = −
ln[tan(θ/2)].
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Total dose

One month of the year will be dedicated to Pb-Pb collisions, and in [29] the total
dose for 10 ALICE years is estimated to approximatley 6 Gy4 at the TPC locations.
For the rest of the year, p-p collisions will run at an interaction rate of 200 kHz [2].
This is a factor 25 higher than for Pb-Pb collisions. Assuming that the particle
multiplicity roughly scales with the number of participants (2 for protons and 416
for lead), the total number of particles from 10 ALICE years of p-p collisions is
approximately a factor 1.2 compared to Pb-Pb collisions (25 x 10 months x 2/416).
The total dose is therefore not expected to be higher than a few kRad.

2.3.2 Previous work

Particle transport simulations have already been carried out to estimate the radia-
tion environment in the TPC detector. In [29] the particle fluence was scored in a
1 mm thick silicon disc representing the front-end electronics. It was divided in four
cylindrical scoring regions to study the fluence at different radial distances from the
beam line. The results of the simulations are summarized in tables A.1 and A.2
of appendix A.

2.3.3 Updated simulations with new geometry description

In [29] the geometry description of the experiment and detectors was based on
ALIFE5 [30]. It did not contain a description of the actual front-end electronics. The
front-end electronics of the TPC detector consist of 216 RCU nodes controlling 4356
front-end cards equally divided between both sides of the TPC. All of these cards
are encapsulated in copper envelopes for water cooling and make up extra material
between the beam collision point and the RCU main FPGA. Thus it was desirable to
implement a more detailed description of the front-end electronics to study whether
this would have any impact on the hadron fluence in the locations of the different
RCUs. Also, since the present most updated geometry description of the ALICE
experiment is available in the AliRoot framework [31], the updated simulations are
based on this description. Applying the Virtual Monte Carlo interface (VMC) [32],
AliRoot can be combined with Fluka for particle transport.

41 Gy = 100 Rad
5ALIFE is an editor and parser for the Fluka geometry and detector definition.
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Geometry description and scoring regions

Figure 2.7 shows how the front-end electronics has been implemented in the ge-
ometry description of the TPC detector. The front-end cards are represented by
the yellow volumes while the RCUs are represented by the green volumes. A more

Figure 2.7: A view of the TPC geometry with the added front-end cards (yellow)
and RCUs (green).

detailed description of the geometry can be found in appendix A.2. Compared to
the scoring scheme in [29], using the RCUs as scoring regions gives a more accurate
fluence versus location information. To increase statistics, the RCUs are grouped
in 6 rings of 18 cards for each side of the TPC. The RCU scoring rings are labeled
1 through 6, where ring 1 consist of the 18 innermost RCUs (closest to the beam
line), and ring 6 the 18 outermost RCUs. Figure 2.8 shows how the location of the
6 scoring rings compares to the scoring scheme used in [29].

Results of the preliminary simulation run

In total 15 independent simulations were carried out for the geometry implemen-
tation without the front-end cards, and 18 for the geometry implementation with
the front-end cards included. For each simulation 10000 primary particles were re-
quested to be transported. The results in figures 2.9(a) and 2.9(b) show that the
hadron fluence was not significantly changed by adding the extra geometry. It can
be argued whether a tiny shielding effect is observed on the absorber side.
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Figure 2.8: A comparison showing the location of the RCU scoring rings compared
to the scoring scheme used in [29].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: Total fluence of energetic hadrons (Ekin > 10MeV ) for the non-absorber
(a) and absorber (b) side as a function of radial distance from the beam line. Error
bars represent the standard deviation between the individual runs as produced by
Fluka.

This shielding effect is more evident for the low energy neutrons (E<10 MeV) for
the absorber side as can be seen in figure A.7. Appendix A also shows additional
plots and detailed tables of all the scored particles.

Good agreement is found when comparing the results of the overlapping scoring
rings/regions with the previous simulations in [29]. The absorber side has a slightly
higher hadron fluence than the non-absorber side, and both sides show the same
trend of decreasing hadron fluence with increasing distance from beam line.
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Applying equation 2.3, the total hadron flux for each RCU ring can be calculated
based on tables A.5 through A.8 in appendix A. The results are shown in tables 2.1
and 2.2 for a particle multiplicity of Ncentral=40000, and can be used to calculated
the expected SEU rate for all RCUs.

Flux [part/(cm2s)]
Scoring ring absorber side (WITH FEC)

1 2 3 4 5 6
p 3 ± 14% 6 ± 19% 5 ± 17% 4 ± 21% 4 ± 19% 2 ± 20%
n 191 ± 4% 147 ± 7% 94 ± 6% 86 ± 7% 70 ± 8% 55 ± 7%
π± 11 ± 13% 16 ± 7% 23 ± 5% 19 ± 7% 19 ± 6% 15 ± 7%
had± 15 ± 10% 24 ± 7% 31 ± 5% 24 ± 6% 24 ± 6% 19 ± 6%

Sum (had± + n) 207 ± 4% 171 ± 6% 126 ± 4% 111 ± 5% 94 ± 6% 74 ± 5%

Table 2.1: Estimated hadron fluxes (particles/cm2/s) for each scoring ring for a
particle multiplicity of Ncentral=40000 (absorber side). The numbers are based on
the simulation runs with the front-end cards implemented and for Ekin > 10MeV .

Flux [part/(cm2s)]
Scoring ring non-absorber side (WITH FEC)

1 2 3 4 5 6
p 15 ± 12% 8 ± 9% 5 ± 11% 4 ± 15% 4 ± 15% 3 ± 16%
n 85 ± 3% 68 ± 4% 53 ± 4% 50 ± 7% 48 ± 8% 39 ± 5%
π± 63 ± 3% 44 ± 4% 28 ± 5% 25 ± 7% 23 ± 6% 19 ± 6%
had± 82 ± 3% 56 ± 3% 36 ± 4% 30 ± 6% 29 ± 5% 24 ± 6%

Sum (had± + n) 167 ± 2% 125 ± 2% 90 ± 3% 81 ± 5% 77 ± 5% 64 ± 4%

Table 2.2: Estimated hadron fluxes (particles/cm2/s) for each scoring ring for a
particle multiplicity of Ncentral=40000 (non-absorber side). The numbers are based
on the simulation runs with the front-end cards implemented and for Ekin > 10MeV .

2.3.4 Discussion

Assuming that only hadrons above 10 MeV are of concern, and further that these
hadrons can be treated as the same particle, tables tables 2.1 and 2.2 can be used
calculate the expected SEU rate. The basis of these assumptions is briefly discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Neutron and protons

In [21] the characteristics of proton-nucleus and neutron-nucleus interactions are
considered to be very similar for energies above 100 MeV. Figure 2.10 shows a
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comparison of the non-elastic interaction cross section of protons and neutrons in sil-
icon. In fact, the interaction cross sections are very similar down to 20-30 MeV. For
lower energies the main difference between the neutron and proton is the Coulomb
repulsion which decreases the non-elastic cross section of the proton. Lower incident

Figure 2.10: Non-elastic reaction cross section of protons and neutrons in silicon [33].
1 barn = 10−24 cm2.

particle energies also reduce the probability of producing light secondary fragments
such as the α-particle. This is seen for both neutrons and protons in figures 2.11(a)
and 2.11(b). For the p + Si interaction, the α-particle production cross section
is significantly reduced below 20-40 MeV. Because neutrons are not affected by
Coulomb repulsion they are slightly more effective in producing α-particles at ener-
gies below 40 MeV. However, below 10 MeV the α-production from neutrons shows
a sharp cut-off with a threshold close to 5-6 MeV. The contribution for neutrons
in this energy region is therefore expected to be negligible due to the low fragment
production cross section and possible energy transfer.

Figures 2.12 and 2.13 shows the simulated fluence for neutrons and protons as a
function of energy summed over all the 6 RCU scoring rings. For both neutrons and
protons a peak can be found around 100 MeV. However, while the proton fluence
below 10 MeV is effectively negligible, there is a significant amount of lower energy
neutrons. Thermal neutrons need to be considered only for the 10B(n,α)7Li reaction
which has a high capture cross section. The result of this reaction is a 7Li ion of
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.11: α-particle production cross sections for the n + Si(a) and p + Si(b)
interactions. The neutron data is obtained from [33] while the proton result is
obtained from a Fluka simulation with protons beams of different incident energies
hitting a thin silicon target.

approximately 0.9 MeV6 and an α-particle of 1.47 MeV, both capable of inducing
SEUs. Since 10B has been effectively removed from all Xilinx technologies below
220 nm [17], thermal neutrons are not considered to be an issue for the Xilinx
Virtex-II Pro used on the TPC readout control unit.

Pions

While protons and neutrons have comparable cross section characteristics, pions
show a slightly different behaviour. Figure 2.15 shows a comparison of cross sections
for protons and pions in silicon. The plots are produced from Fluka simulations of
proton and pion beams on a thin silicon target. For parts of the energy range of
interest in the TPC radiation environment, the α-particle production from pion
interactions is a factor 2-3 higher than from proton interactions. Similarly, the
π++Si non-elastic interaction cross section is also slightly higher in a certain energy
range. It is therefore not obvious that pions can be treated similarly to protons and
neutrons when considering their effectiveness in inducing SEUs. Unfortunately no
pion beam SEU cross section data is available for the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA.
Therefore the best approximation is currently to apply proton and neutron SEU

60.84 MeV in 94% of the time and 1.014 MeV in 6% of the time.
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Figure 2.12: Simulated fluence of neutrons as a function of energy. Summed over
all scoring regions and showed for the non-absorber side and absorber side with the
Front-end cards implemented.

Figure 2.13: Simulated fluence of protons as a function of energy. Summed over
all scoring regions and showed for the non-absorber side and absorber side with the
Front-end cards implemented.
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cross section data when considering pions. Because the relative number of pions to
the total hadron flux varies between 5-30%, the potential systematic error of using
this approximation is reduced. Some research has been done by others to study the

Figure 2.14: Cross sections for π+ and protons in silicon.

effect of pions in DRAM and SRAM devices [34], [35]. The results are however not
unambiguous with a device dependent spread in the experimental data for DRAMs.
For SRAMs it is claimed in [35] that it can not be demonstrated that pions are more
effective than protons in creating upsets. It should be mentioned that the SRAM
devices tested in this study used an older technology process (0.5μm - 0.8μm) than
what is the case for the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro (0.13μm).

2.4 Summary

Due to the nature of the TPC radiation environment the main radiation effect of
concern for the RCU main FPGA are single event upsets. The main mechanism
responsible is identified as the energy deposition from fragments produced in non-
elastic interactions. Direct ionization from protons is neglected due to their low
stopping power.

Based on simulations of Pb-Pb events and transport of the produced primary
particles, the hadron flux at the location of the RCU main FPGA has been calcu-
lated as presented in tables 2.1 and 2.2. Compared to previous simulations a more
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Figure 2.15: Fluence of π+ as a function of energy summed over all 6 RCU scoring
rings.

detailed description of the front-end cards were implemented. The added geometry
description did however not significantly influence the hadron flux above 10 MeV.

When calculating the total hadron flux in the different locations of the RCUs, it
is assumed that protons, neutrons and pions are equally effective in inducing SEUs.
In addition the energy cut-off is made from 10 MeV and below. For the accuracy
needed in the final calculations in this thesis work, this approximation is accepted as
valid. In cases where higher precision is needed, one should consider to include the
contribution from neutrons below 10 MeV and down to the non-elastic interaction
threshold. Also, a closer investigation of the potential difference between pions,
protons and neutrons could be carried out.
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Chapter 3

RCU radiation tolerant system

solution

In chapter 1 the RCU motherboard and the DCS board were introduced as parts
of the front-end electronics. Because the RCU main FPGA is in charge of data
readout for the TPC detector, it is important that this FPGA is kept in operational
status during a data taking run. A solution has therefore been implemented that
will repair SEUs in the configuration memory of the RCU main FPGA through
the use of partial reconfiguration. This method allows reading back a subset of the
configuration memory checking for an error in the data. If an error is found, it is
corrected by rewriting a correct version of the data.

This chapter will start by introducing partial reconfiguration before describing
how it has been applied to correct SEUs in the RCU main FPGA configuration
memory. The RCU reconfiguration network will be presented along with the user
design of the RCU support FPGA which is the low level controller of the reconfig-
uration procedures.

3.1 Partial reconfiguration

Partial reconfiguration is defined by Xilinx in [36] to be ”rewriting a subset of con-
figuration frames, either while user design is suspended (“Shutdown” partial recon-
figuration) or while the user design is operating (“Active” partial reconfiguration)”.
For the RCU main FPGA it is important that it is kept in continuous operation
during data taking. Shutdown partial reconfiguration is therefore not an option
because this implies that the FPGA will be inactive for a short moment. Active
partial reconfiguration means that certain areas of the device can be reconfigured
while others areas remain operational and unaffected by the reprogramming. This
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is possible due to the special architecture of the Xilinx configuration memory.

3.1.1 Xilinx Virtex-II Pro configuration memory

The Xilinx Virtex-II Pro is a user-programmable gate array of Configurable Logic
Blocks (CLBs) and embedded blocks such as user memory (BlockRAM). Each CLB
contains four similar slices used to build combinatorial and synchronous logic de-
signs. A simplified schematic of a slice is shown in figure 3.1 where the main building
blocks are the Look-Up Tables (LUTs) and configurable register. The LUTs can be
used to implement any arbitrarily defined boolean function of four inputs. Addi-
tionally it can also be configured as distributed memory or as a 16-bit shift register.
A CLB element is tied to a switch matrix with access to the general routing ma-

Figure 3.1: The Xilinx Virtex-II Pro slice, a basic building block of the CLBs [37].

trix of the FPGA. This extensive routing network is used to interconnect all the
configurable elements. It also connects to the BlockRAM user memory through
the BlockRAM Interconnets. Input and output pins connects the FPGA to exter-
nal circuitry and are configured by special Input/Output blocks (IOBs and IOIs).
Moreover, dedicated clock pins are used to connect to the Digital Clock Managers
(DCMs), clock buffers, and the global clock lines. The global clock resources are
configured by a special part of the configuration memory called GCLK. All these
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programmable elements are controlled by values stored in static memory cells. These
values are loaded in the memory cells during configuration and can be reloaded to
change the functions of the programmable elements.

The Virtex-II Pro configuration memory is divided into six column types that
corresponds roughly to the physical device resources: IOB, IOI, CLB, GCLK, Block-
RAM, and BlockRAM Interconnect. These column types are further grouped in
three main blocks as illustrated in figure 3.2 [36]. A 3-dimensional address pointer
is used to access the configuration memory. The highest level of addressing is the
Block Address (BA), and within each block the columns are addressed by their
Major Address (MJA). Each column is again sub-divided into a number of minor

Figure 3.2: The configuration memory map of the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro. BA: Block
address, MJA: Major address [36].

frames which are the lowest addressable units of the configuration memory. That
is, a minor frame is the smallest portion of data that can be read from or written
to. In the following a minor frame is referred to as a frame. A frame in the Xilinx
Virtex-II Pro FPGA contains 424 bytes of data organized in a 1-bit vertical column
from the top to the bottom edge of the FPGA. In total there are 1320 frames, 804
in block 0, 384 in block 1, and 132 in block 2. Block 0 is the largest block as it
contains not only columns for configuring the GCLK and IOBs, but also the full
matrix of CLBs. Due to the vertical alignment of the frames, the IOI and IOB
frames, which are situated on the left and right edges of the FPGA, only controls
resources connected to the I/O’s on the right and left edges. The I/O’s along the
top and bottom edges are controlled by a certain number of bytes in the top and
bottom part of each CLB frame.

The number of columns within a block and frames within a column, varies with
the size of the Virtex-II Pro device. More details can be found in Table 4-18 in [36].
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3.1.2 Configuration process

There are three main processes that can be used to configure the Xilinx Virtex-II
Pro FPGA. Access to the configuration memory is offered through the SelectMAP
interface, specific to Xilinx FPGAs only. It is an 8-bit bidirectional data and 5-bit
control bus. In the context of this thesis configuration consists of two sub-categories,
initial configuration and reconfiguration or scrubbing.

• Initial configuration - This involves an erase of the configuration memory be-
fore new data is written to the full configuration memory. This is true both if
the FPGA already runs with valid configuration data, and if the configuration
memory is empty. In any case, the FPGA will turn inactive from the point
of erase until new data has been loaded and the device again returns to an
active state. The source of configuration data is a standard Xilinx configura-
tion file produced by the Xilinx BitGen1tool. Also referred to as a bitstream
file, it contains configuration data for all the available frames in the FPGA
configuration memory.

• Reconfiguration - In this context also referred to as scrubbing2, is different with
respect to initial configuration in that it does not first erase the configuration
memory. This makes it possible to reconfigure the device without interrupting
the user design. However, for this to work, the FPGA must be reconfigured
with the same data already present in the configuration memory.

A reconfiguration file, also referred to a a scrubbing file is produced by the
Xilinx BitGen tool. In general the scrubbing file is smaller than an initial
configuration file because it only contains data for frames which are utilized
in the user design. In fact, this is a partial reconfiguration.

The configuration interface of the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro consists of a set of reg-
isters used to control the configuration process. Before loading the configuration
data, these registers are initialized with information like the number of frames to
be written, the size of a frame and the start address of the first frame. The relevant
commands are located in the header part of the configuration files. Two additional
important flags are the PERSIST and SBITS flags, located in the Control Register
(CTL). Setting the PERSIST flag keeps the SelectMAP interface in configuration
mode after completion of the initial configuration. If left unset, the SelectMAP
interface pins becomes normal user I/O’s which prevents the possibility to do re-
configuration or scrubbing. The SBITS flags are used to set the security level of the

1The Xilinx bitstream generation program
2Xilinx [15] defines scrubbing as the process of correcting any configuration cell upsets through FPGA

partial reconfiguration. Scrubbing does not interrupt user design function
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configuration memory. That is, it can block the possibility to read back the data
stored in the configuration memory. An essential part of the work described in this
chapter is to check for SEUs in the configuration memory. This can only be done if
readback is enabled and the SBITS flags should therefore be left unset.

Figure 3.3: The configuration path. Reading or writing frames of data to the
configuration memory is pipelined through the frame buffer [36].

After initialization a special register called the Frame Data Input Register (FDRI)
is used to write data to the configuration memory. This operation is pipelined
through the frame buffer such that the first frame of data is written to the config-
uration memory while the second frame is being shifted through the frame buffer.
The process is illustraded in figure 3.3. For this reason the FDRI must be flushed
with one frame of pad data at the end of a configuration process to make sure that
the last data frame is loaded. After a frame of data has been shifted into the FDRI,
it is loaded in parallel into the frame specified by the value previously written to
the Frame Address Register (FAR). The last part of a configuration file contains a
footer with commands to complete the configuration process in a controlled fashion.
For instance, in case of an initial configuration a special start-up sequence must be
enabled to bring the FPGA into an active mode. The file structure with a header
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part, a main body of data, and a footer part, is common for all the configuration
files. Different file types are illustrated in figure 3.4. The content of the header and
footer differs slightly between an initial configuration file and a scrubbing file. As
the scrubbing file contains fewer data frames, this part of the main body is also
shorter. However they are both represented by the same structure shown to the
left in the figure. The two rightmost file structures in figure 3.4 are generated by
tailor made software. While a scrubbing file reconfigures all the utilized frames in
the configuration memory, the WriteFrame file is used to reconfigure only a single
frame. The main body therefore only contains one frame of data in addition to the
pad frame. Header and footer information is modified to accommodate this. The

Figure 3.4: Left: Structure of a Xilinx Configuration file. Right: Structure of the
generated frame files: write-frame file and read-frame file [11].

ReadFrame file is used to read back a given frame of data. A read process starts
by writing the header part of the ReadFrame file to the relevant configuration reg-
isters. It contains information about the address and size of the frame to be read.
The direction of the SelectMAP data bus is then switched into output mode before
the frame data is read from the configuration memory. There is no need for a pad
frame in this case. It is therefore omitted from the main body of the ReadFrame
file. However, due to the pipelined process using the frame buffer, the first frame
read out of the device is not valid data. The smallest possible read process therefore
requires two frames of data. After the frame data has been read, the SelectMAP
bus is switched back into input mode and the footer part is written to complete the
read process. The initial configuration file contains all the frames of data that will
be written to the configuration memory. These are stacked in a sequential order.
WriteFrame and ReadFrame files are generated by extracting each individual data
frame from the initial configuration file. Respective header and footer commands
are then added for either a read or a write process. A pad frame is also added to
the main body of the WriteFrame.
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3.1.3 Partial reconfiguration on the RCU

The main purpose of implementing partial reconfiguration on the RCU is to cor-
rect any SEUs that may be induced in the configuration memory. The solution
implemented allows this to be done in two ways: continuously overwriting the con-
figuration memory regardless whether an SEU has been induced or not, or first do
a read back of the configuration memory to check for an SEU, and reconfigure the
part of the memory where the SEU was detected. While the first option generally
is referred to as scrubbing, the latter is in this thesis referred to as Frame by frame
Readback, Verification and Correction (FRVC). A ReadFrame and WriteFrame file
is produced for each data frame in the configuration memory. The main body of
the ReadFrame file contains the data which is expected to be read from the con-
figuration memory. Using the ReadFrame files in a sequential order, all frames are
read back from the configuration memory, one by one, and compared to the answer
book data frame in the main body of the ReadFrame file. If a difference is detected,
the corresponding WriteFrame file is used to reconfigure the frame where the SEU
were found.

Of course, an SEU could also be corrected through an initial configuration, but
as this involves bringing the FPGA into an inactive state, it is not a very efficient
method. Except for the limitations mentioned in 3.1.4, the architecture of the
Xilinx Virtex-II Pro configuration memory allows all or parts of the memory to be
reconfigured without interrupting the design. As the FPGA remains in the active
state this is referred to as Active Partial Reconfiguration (APR). This is applied in
the FRVC procedure where a partial reconfiguration is carried out only if an SEU
has been detected. It also allows to time stamp the SEU and keep track how many
SEU has been detected. This information can be used to correlate any abnormal
behaviour of the user design to a detected SEU.

3.1.4 Limitations of partial reconfiguration

Reconfiguration of the FPGA puts a few constraints on the user design. The most
important is related to implementation of user memory. In the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro
the CLB Look Up Tables (LUT) can be configured to be memory elements. This
is for instance an efficient way of implementing shift registers without using the
register resources of a CLB [36]. It is important that this feature is not utilized in
combination with reconfiguration. The LUT are part of the configuration memory
and if used as dynamic memory in a shift register design, reconfiguration will over-
write the dynamic data with the default initial data of the configuration file. LUT
must therefore strictly be used to implement static logic. However, when develop-
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ing the partial reconfiguration solution for the RCU main FPGA, this feature was
utilized for testing purposes. A LUT was used to implement a standard memory
module. During initial configuration of the FPGA, an initial bit pattern was loaded
to the implemented LUT memory. During operation this memory is accessible from
the user design level an can be overwritten with a different bit patten. If a read
back of the memory is then carried out through the SelectMap configuration in-
terface, this new bit pattern will be detected and compared against the initially
loaded bit pattern. This method proved to be an efficient way to confirm correct
implementation of the SEU detection and reconfiguration procedure.

The BlockRAM resources are also part of the configuration memory and should
therefore not be reconfigured. Alternative methods like hamming encoding or other
SEU mitigation techniques should be applied to secure the BlockRAM data. An
example presented by Xilinx can be found in [38]. Simply just reading back the
BlockRAM is also not recommended as the configuration control logic shares the
same access interface as the user design. During a readback the user design is
therefore not able to access the BlockRAM data. The BlockRAM interconnect
frames are on the other hand a static part of the configuration memory. These
frames are used to configure how the BlockRAM should be utilized and must be
included in the reconfiguration.

During an initial configuration of the FPGA readback of the configuration mem-
ory can be disabled by setting the SBITS in the Control Register. Combined with
encryption of the bitstream it can be used to prevent for instance reverse engineer-
ing of the user design. This security measure can not be used in combination with
reconfiguration.

3.2 The RCU and reconfiguration network

To control the configuration process of the RCU main FPGA a reconfiguration
network has been implemented. Its main components are a Flash based support
FPGA (Actel ProASICplus APA075 [39]) and a Flash memory device [40]. The
support FPGA is the main configuration controller and all configuration files needed
are stored on the Flash memory device. High level housekeeping tasks are taken
care of by the DCS embedded computer which is connected to the reconfiguration
network through the DCS bus. A conceptual schematic of the RCU is shown in
figure 3.5 where the data path of the readout system is indicated by the black
arrows. Besides the initial configuration of the RCU main FPGA at power up, the
main purpose of the reconfiguration network is to detect and reconfigure any SEUs
and thereby reduce the probability of interrupting the data flow.
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Figure 3.5: Conceptual schematic of the RCU motherboard. The data path of the
system is marked with black arrows. As can be seen it passes through the Xilinx
Virtex-II Pro FPGA.

3.2.1 DCS communication and operational modes

The DCS board runs a dedicated Linux operating system on an Altera Excalibur
FPGA [41]. This FPGA consists of an embedded ARM processor core in addition to
an area of programmable logic. External SRAM and Flash components serve as the
memory and hard drive of the Linux system. In the programmable logic part of the
FPGA, a special module has been implemented to access external hardware such
as the RCU motherboard. The RCU Communication Module (RCM)[11] shown in
figure 3.6 connects the DCS embedded computer to the RCU motherboard. It is the
master of the DCS bus and each slave on the bus has a corresponding communication
slave. Three modes of operation are supported by the DCS bus:

• Normal mode

• SelectMAP mode

• Flash mode

A conceptual model of the different modes are shown in figure 3.7. In normal mode,
which is the default operational mode, the DCS bus is used in a memory mapped
fashion to communicate with the registers in the user design of the RCU main FPGA
and the RCU support FPGA. Normal mode operation will further be elaborated for
the RCU support FPGA in section 3.2.2.
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Figure 3.6: System sketch of the DCS configuration [11].

While the RCU main FPGA supports only normal mode operation, the RCU
support FPGA also supports the SelectMAP and Flash modes. Two lines on the
DCS bus are dedicated to select the mode of operation. These lines are constantly
read by the RCU support FPGA in order to switch into the correct mode. In Se-
lectMAP and Flash mode the RCU support FPGA acts as a tunnel for the DCS
bus. A direct connection is established from the DCS RCM module to either the
SelectMAP interface of the RCU main FPGA, or the Flash memory device. The
reason for adding these modes is a combination of optimizing for speed, resource
usage and robustness. Using memory mapped communication to communicate with
the SelectMAP interface or the Flash memory device is not very efficient. Adding
two additional and more direct communication paths from the DCS embedded com-
puter reduce the layers of abstraction in the communication chain and optimize the
speed at which the communication can be carried out. In case of Flash commu-
nication a write process is more complex than a read process. Running the RCU
support FPGA in normal mode, a configuration process only needs read access to
the Flash memory. As the logical resources of the RCU support FPGA is limited3

3The implemented design uses 93.4% of the available logic block of the RCU support FPGA. The
synthesis report gives a possible clock frequency of 40.870 MHz which is at the limited compared to the
LHC clock frequency of 40.08 MHz
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Figure 3.7: Conceptual model showing the different modes of operation in for the
RCU system.

when compared to the tasks it will carry out, the Flash Interface module was moved
up to the DCS level. The purpose of the Flash mode is therefore to add a direct
connection to the Flash memory in order to upload RCU main FPGA configuration
files.

The architecture of the RCU motherboard does not provide a remote configura-
tion option for the RCU support FPGA. Upgrading the user design will therefore
be difficult after the system commissioning has completed and the experiment has
started. In case any unforeseen bugs are detected at this stage, correcting them
may not be possible. The SelectMAP mode was therefore implemented to add
redundancy in the configuration process of the RCU main FPGA. In SelectMAP
mode the I/O pins of the SelectMAP interface are directly connected to the DCS
embedded computer. A special Linux driver was developed to support the basic
SelectMAP communication protocol. This makes it possible to configure the RCU
main FPGA directly from DCS software. Different flavours of the RCM module and
the Linux driver have further been developed in in [11] and [42] to support other
projects using the SelectMAP interface. Additionally it should be mentioned that
the SelectMAP mode is an important part of the fault injection solution developed
for the RCU main FPGA and described in chapter 5.
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3.2.2 RCU support FPGA

The RCU support FPGA is the low level controller of the RCU main FPGA con-
figuration process. It supports three main configuration options:

• Initial configuration - This option issues a complete erase of the RCU main
FPGA configuration memory before uploading the user design stored in the
Flash memory device. The FPGA is inactive during the configuration process.

• Complete reconfiguration (Scrubbing) - This option reconfigures the memory
with the same design already loaded in the memory. This is done to refresh
the memory and correct any SEUs that may have accumulated. Scrubbing is
a blind process. That is, it reconfigures the memory regardless of if an SEU
is present or not. The FPGA remains fully active during the reconfiguration
process.

• Frame by frame Readback, Verification and Correction (FRVC) - This options
sequentially reads back single frames of data from the configuration memory,
verifies the data with the original frame data stored on the Flash memory de-
vice through an XOR process, and if a difference is found, the respective frame
address is overwritten with the original frame stored on the Flash memory de-
vice. The FPGA remains fully active during the FRVC process.

Figure 3.8: Block diagram showing the RCU support FPGA firmware [11].
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During normal operation the main task of the RCU support FPGA is to keep the
configuration memory of the RCU support FPGA intact with its original data.
FRVC is the preferred process as it, in contrast to scrubbing, can keep track of the
number of induced SEUs, and further reconfigure only the frame where an SEU has
been detected. A block diagram of the RCU support FPGA user design4 is shown
in figure 3.8. Three levels of abstraction are implemented:

1. Detecting and switching between operational modes

2. Decoding of DCS address and control lines

3. Configuration logic

The Mode Select & Wrapper module is in charge of setting the correct operational
mode based on the value of the two dedicated mode lines on the DCS bus. In
SelectMAP and Flash modes the main control logic of the support FPGA is effec-
tively bypassed to establish direct access from the DCS embedded computer to the
configuration memory of the RCU main FPGA or the Flash memory. The purpose
of these modes are described in section 3.2.1. In normal mode the Memory Mapped
Interface module is in charge of decoding the address and control lines of the DCS
bus. It provides a memory mapped interface to registers used by the configuration
logic.

Configuration Controller

The configuration logic is controlled by the Configuration Controller module. A
simplified block diagram is shown in figure 3.9. An internal state machine is in
charge of decoding commands issued by the DCS embedded computer. The state
machine has four main global states as can be seen in figure 3.10, an IDLE state and
one state for each configuration procedure. A procedure is executed when the DCS
embedded computer issues the command enable signal. This triggers the controller
state machine to read the command register from Memory Mapped Interface module
and carry out the requested procedure. Initial configuration and Scrubbing are
simple procedures. The respective configuration file is located in the Flash memory
and then transferred to the SelectMAP Interface module which takes care of the
low level communication with the configuration memory of the RCU main FPGA.
If initial configuration is requested, the SelectMAP Interface module carries out a
special initialization procedure which erases the configuration memory of the Xilinx

4The user design of the RCU support FPGA has been developed in cooperation with Johan Alme,
University of Bergen [11]
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Figure 3.9: Block diagram of the configuration controller in the RCU support FPGA
[11].

Virtex-II Pro FPGA and prepares for loading the initial configuration file. This
initialization procedure is skipped if scrubbing is requested.

FRVC is a more complex procedure as it in addition to reading data from the
Flash memory, also reads back data from the configuration memory of the RCU main
FPGA. A simplified flow diagram of the FRVC procedure is shown in figure B.1 of
appendix B. Frame by frame data is read back and compared through a simple
XOR process. If the frames are found to differ, the SEU counter is increased by the
number of differing bits, and the SEU error flag is set. This flag is made available
to the DCS embedded computer and the user design of the RCU main FPGA. This
means that the SEUs can be time stamped and therefore possibly correlated to a
functional failure in the operation of the RCU main FPGA. The SEU error flag
indicates that an error has been found in the current frame and this triggers a
reconfiguration of this specific frame after which the SEU error flag is cleared.

During the different procedures the controller state machine keeps track of:

• Frame Counter - the number of frames read back

• SEU Counter - the total number of SEUs detected

• Last Frame with SEU - the frame number where the most recent SEU was
detected

• Cycle Counter - the number of times a procedure has been executed
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Figure 3.10: The configuration controller state machine.

In addition a combined status and error register is updated to keep track of the
last issued command and any failures in the operation. This information is continu-
ously written to registers accessible from the DCS embedded computer through the
Memory Mapped Interface (MMI).

A special feature of the Scrubbing and FRVC procedures is that they can be
executed in a repetitive mode. This feature is controlled by writing the number of
requested repetitions to the data register of the Memory Mapped Interface module.
A continuous mode can be achieved by setting the data register equal to zero. A
scrubbing or FRVC procedure can be aborted by writing the ABORT command
to the command register at any point. In order to ensure a safe exit, the ABORT
command will only be evaluated after the scrubbing file has been written to the
configuration memory, or when all tasks for the current active frame has been com-
pleted.

3.3 Measurement of configuration times

Table 3.1 summarizes the measured times of the different configuration procedures.
The configuration speed is essentially limited by the access time of the Flash memory
and implementation details of the configuration controller. In section 4.3 the worst
case number 2.4 · 10−5 SEUs/(FPGA s) is computed for the expected SEU rate. To
sufficiently reduce the probability for accumulation of SEUs, Xilinx [10] recommends
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Operation Time Frequency

Initial configuration 113 ms -

Scrubbing 77 ms 13 Hz

Read one frame 163 us -

Write one frame 180 us -

Read all frames (FRVC) 150 ms 6.6 Hz

Table 3.1: Measured times for the different configuration procedures. Note that the
time of the scrubbing is dependent on the design, as the scrubbing file is compressed.
Frequency is given for procedures that is meant to run continuous operation.

that the reconfiguration rate should be placed an order of magnitude above the upset
rate. A reconfiguration frequency of 6.6 Hz for the FRVC procedure is therefore
well within this recommendation. For the purpose of detecting and correcting SEUs,
any furhter optimization for speed was therefore not considered for the configuration
controller.

3.4 Summary

As the RCU main FPGA will operate in a radiation environment where it can be
expected to experience functional failures due to SEUs in the configuration memory,
partial reconfiguration is applied as a measure to correct these SEUs. It should be
pointed out that this solution will only correct the SEU and not prevent it from
occurring in the first place. The essential result is that it will prevent accumulation
of SEUs in the configuration memory. This has important implications for functional
failure rate of the FPGA and will be further discussed in section 4.1.3.

The configuration controller is implemented to run both reconfiguration of the
full5 configuration memory (scrubbing), and reconfiguration of single frames (FRVC).
However, an advantage of the single frame operation is that it is able to keep track
of the number of SEUs which has occurred. When enough statistics is accumulated,
the result can be compared to the predicted SEU rate in section 4.3. The FRVC
procedure also allows to time stamp the SEUs in order to study any correlation to
functional failures that may be detected during a run. This type of diagnostics is
not available when running the scrubbing procedure. FRVC will therefore be the
preferred method during normal operation.

5Except for the BlockRAM frames
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Chapter 4

Accelerated beam testing of the

Xilinx Virtex-II Pro 7 and the RCU

reconfiguration network

Accelerated beam testing have been carried out to estimate the SEU cross section
of the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro SRAM configuration memory. Combined with infor-
mation about the TPC detector radiation environment, the SEU cross section is
used to predict the number of SEUs expected during an ALICE run. As explained
in section 2.2.3, the number of SEUs alone can not be used to predict the func-
tional failure rate at the system level. A shift register test design was therefore also
monitored during irradiation to study how the SEUs affected the operation of the
design.

The focus of this thesis is to present the results from the 29 MeV proton beam at
the Oslo cyclotron where most to systematic studies were carried out. Accelerated
beam test have also been carried out using a 180 MeV proton beam at the The
Svedberg Laboratory in Uppsala [43].

4.0.1 Calculating the SEU cross section

The probability that a nuclear reaction will occur is given by the nuclear reaction
cross section σ. The cross section has the unit of area and is on the order of the
square of the nuclear radius R. The nuclear radius is in the order of 10−15−10−14 m
which results in a small cross section. Thus the cross section is commonly measured
in barns where 1 barn = 10−28 m2 = 10−24 cm2. The total reaction cross section can
be defined [44] as

σ =
NR

NvΦ
(4.1)
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where NR is the number of reactions that take place, Φ is the number of incident
particles per unit area, also known as the fluence, and Nv is the number of scattering
centres per unit volume. Accelerated beam tests to experimentally determine the
SEU sensitivity of a memory device can be compared to determining the nuclear
cross section. The memory device is irradiated with a beam of incident particles I0

and area Abeam. The fluence of the beam is Φ = I0/Abeam and the area of the beam
should be larger than the area of the chip to make sure all memory bits are covered.
After irradiation the number of accumulated SEUs, NSEU , in the memory device is
counted. To reduce the chance of one memory bit being hit twice within the same
experiment, the counted number of SEU should be kept at a fraction of the total
number of memory bits. This assumption is true unless the memory is continuously
being read during the experimental run. If hit twice, a memory cell will change back
to its original value and will not be accounted for. The SEU cross section, that is,
the probability of one incident particle causing an SEU in the memory device is
determined by

σSEU(E) =
NSEU

Φ
(4.2)

where E is the kinetic energy of the incident particle. It is the amount of deposited
charge by a ionizing particle that determines if a memory cell will upset or not. If
the deposited charge is larger than a certain critical charge, Qcrit, associated with
the memory cell, an SEU will occur. The deposited charge is dependent on the
ability of the particle to ionize the material (stopping power) which again is related
to the kinetic energy of the particle. Thus, the SEU cross section of memory cell is
a function of the kinetic energy of the particle. The SEU cross section is commonly
measured in the unit of cm2/bit. This is achieved by normalizing equation 4.2 to
the number of memory bits tested, NB, in the memory device.

σSEU,bit(E) =
NSEU

Φ

1

NB
(4.3)

Equation 4.3 now corresponds well to equation 4.1 assuming that number of bits
tested NB can be compared to the total number of scattering centres per unit
volume, Nv. Equation 4.3 is identical to the proton-induced SEU cross section for
a mono-energetic proton beam as given in the JEDEC standard [13].

4.1 Experimental setup

The experiments have been carried out using a 29 MeV proton beam at the Oslo
Cyclotron (OCL), at the University of Oslo, Norway. A schematic of the experi-
mental setup is shown in figure 4.1. A collimator, located at the beam exit point
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup area at OCL.

inside the vacuume beam pipe, gives a beam spot diameter of approximately 1 cm.
The device under test (DUT) is the RCU main FPGA. It is placed in the beam line
166 cm upstream from the exit point. At this point the beam spot was measured
to be large enough to cover the full package of the FPGA which is approximately
2 cm by 2 cm. This gives a uniform beam over the chip die which is approximately
1 cm by 1 cm and centered within the FPGA package.

As the RCU is placed in the beam other components on the RCU can also be
exposed to the beam. Even though the beam spot is small and covers mainly the
RCU main FPGA, other devices should be protected from the beam if possible. The
DCS card is attached in parallel to and on top of the RCU motherboard. A DCS
bus extension card was produced to flip the DCS board off the RCU motherboard
and out of the most intense part of the beam. Close to the RCU main FPGA
on the RCU motherboard are the RCU support FPGA and the Flash memory
device. A few centimetres away from the center of the beam line they are at the
outskirts of the beam spot. A graphite collimator was therefore placed in front of
the RCU motherboard to minimize the exposure to these devices. The opening of
the collimator was centered in the beam line to keep the RCU main FPGA fully
exposed to the beam. Figure 4.2 shows a picture the RCU in the beam line.
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Figure 4.2: The RCU with the DCS board connected through the DCS extension
card. The RCU support FPGA and Flash memory is located behind the collimator
and is not visible. A laser is used to align the DUT and collimator in the beam line.
The beam line is through the upper left opening of the collimator which is 1.5 cm
in diameter. This is sufficient to cover the die inside the FPGA package.

4.1.1 Beam line configuration and monitoring

The beam flux is determined using a Thin Film Breakdown Counter (TFBC) [45][46].
During irradiation of the DUT1, a scintillator is used as a relative beam monitor
measuring beam stability and fluence. The fluence measurement is based on a
pre-irradiation test calibration with the TFBC. More details on the OCL beam
monitoring and experimental area setup can be found in [47] and [48].

4.1.2 Measuring the SEU cross section of the RCU main FPGA

The experimental approach used to measure the SEU cross section of the RCU main
FPGA is based on a standard test methodology

1. Determine the energy and flux of the proton beam

2. Load the memory device with a known bit pattern

3. Irradiate the memory device with a given fluence

1Device Under Test
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4. Read back content of memory device and count number of inverted bits

5. SEU cross section per bit is then calculated by equation 4.3, where the NSEU

is the number of inverted bits detected and NB is the number of bits read back
and checked.

This flow is referred to as static testing in the JEDEC standard [13]. If instead the
memory is continuously checked during irradiation it can be referred to as dynamic
testing. For the RCU reconfiguration network it is possible to apply both static
and dynamic testing. Dynamic testing has the advantage that an SEU can be
corrected immediately after it has been detected and thus prevent accumulation of
SEUs. However, if the effects related to accumulation of SEUs is of interest, static
testing has to be applied. Figure 4.3 shows the flow diagram of the dynamic test
procedure used for measuring the SEU cross section of the RCU main FPGA. Except

Init ialization
- Set irradiation t ime

- Initial configuration of RCU main FPGA

Irradiation

terminate irradiat ion

1 single FRVC

[Run complete]

[cont inue]

Continuous
FRVC

Check elapsed time

Check RCU support FPGA registers

Check RCU support FPGA registers

Figure 4.3: Flow diagram of the dynamic irradiation test procedure for the RCU
main FPGA.
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for starting and stopping the beam, the procedure is automatically controlled by
DCS software. At first an initial configuration is carried out to load a pattern of bits
to the configuration memory. Parallel to irradiating the RCU main FPGA, the RCU
support FPGA continuously reads back the configuration memory to check for SEUs.
At regular intervals this information is read by the DCS software, timestamped and
stored in a log file.

In the JEDEC standard [13], the word “dead-time” refers to the time between
a read of a memory location and a subsequent write to that location. Any upset
that occurs in this time window will not be detected since it is overwritten. The
total “dead time” during an irradiation test must be small compared to the total
irradiation test time. If not, the SEU cross section will be erroneously low. For the
RCU main FPGA the “dead-time” is the time it takes to read a single frame plus
the time it takes to write a single frame. Using the respective numbers from table
3.1 this gives approximately 350 μs. The total “dead-time” for an irradiation cycle
is then

tdead = 350μs · NSEU (4.4)

4.1.3 Measuring the mitigation effect of the reconfiguration net-

work

The purpose of the reconfiguration network is to correct SEUs in the configuration
memory of the RCU main FPGA. Before an SEU can be corrected it has to be
detected. This means that an SEU will be present in the system from the moment
it is detected until it has been corrected by a reconfiguration. Its existence is limited
by the best case and worst case correction times. The worst case correction time
is the time it takes to carry out the FRVC cycle. In case an SEU occurs in the
last frame of the configuration memory at the same time as the FRVC procedure
starts on the first frame, it will take 150 ms before the SEU is corrected. The best
case correction time is when the FRVC procedure enters a frame where an SEU
has just occurred. This SEU will immediately be corrected and only exist for the
time it takes to read and reconfigure that frame, which is 350 μs. Summarized,
in the RCU main FPGA an SEU has a potential life time spanning from 350 μs
to 150 ms. Considering that the FPGA operates on a 40 MHz clock (25 ns clock
cycle), it is clear that an SEU has the potential to cause operational failures before
it can be corrected. In [11] it has been suggested that an operational failure, if
existing for more than a few tens of ms, has the potential to abort the ongoing run.
It is therefore important to ensure that the probability of having an operational
failure is minimized. Reconfiguration can not prevent an SEU from occurring, but
it can reduce its life time. Futhermore, it prevents accumulation of SEUs in the
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configuration memory. Given that the reconfiguration time is considerably shorter
than the average expected SEU rate, this reduces the probability of having more
that one SEU present at any time. By carefully implementing additional mitigation
on the FPGA user design level, an operational failure caused by this single SEU can
be masked out. Some of the irradiation tests carried out during this thesis work
were dedicated to study this effect.

Firmware test design

The firmware test design used during the irradiation test was a basic shift register
extended with a configurable Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) solution. TMR
is a commonly used mitigation for FPGAs where three copies of the logic is imple-
mented to operate in parallel [49][50]. A majority voter is placed at the output to
identify the correct value. Figure 4.4(a) illustrates how this has been implemented
in for the shift register test design. Configurable TMR means that the design is

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Conceptual schematic of the shift register test design (b) Layout of
the shift register test design from the Xilinx Floorplanner layout manager. Large
green area is the triplicated shift register. Yellow identifies the DCS bus slave.
Sharp green is the majority voter.

extended with a simple multiplexer that can either “turn off” TMR by forwarding
the output directly from the primary shift register, or “turn on” TMR by forwarding
the output from the voter. A simplified version of the Memory Mapped Interface
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module described in section 3.2 is implemented as the DCS bus slave. The DCS
bus slave takes care of the communication between the DCS test software and the
shift register design.

The shift register used for the irradiation tests is 32 bit wide and 70 bit long.
Three instances of the same shift register are used to implement the TMR. In total
72% of the total available register resources of the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro 7 FPGA is
occupied by the TMR shift register. The corresponding value for the DCS bus slave
is 6%. Figure 4.4(b) shows the layout of the implemented design. The greater part
of the FPGA is covered by the TMR shift register while the smaller yellow part in
the top left corner represents the DCS bus slave. The few sharp green colored boxes
make up the majority voter logic.

Test strategy

The purpose of the irradiation tests is to see how the reconfiguration and TMR
affects the operation of the shift register design. Figure 4.5 shows a conceptual flow
diagram of the test procedure. Similar to the procedure of the SEU cross section
measurements, an initial configuration of the RCU main FPGA is first carried out.
The actual irradiation period is however divided in three parts. During the first
part the RCU main FPGA, neither reconfiguration nor TMR is enabled. As a
consequence, SEUs will accumulate in the configuration memory. In parallel, DCS
software shifts through and reads out a bit pattern from the shift register in the
RCU main FPGA. If the outcome is different than expected, and this difference is
persistent, it is regarded as an operational failure due to an SEU in the configuration
memory. For the second and intermediate period, reconfiguration is activated by
enabling continuous cycles of FRVC. For the first round of FRVC, the number of
accumulated SEUs will be counted and corrected by the RCU support FPGA. Any
errors in the readout of the shift register will consequently be corrected as well. If
an SEU should occur during the second period, it may still cause a an operational
failure in the shift register, but due to the reconfiguration it will only be present
for a short time. For the third and last period the TMR option is enabled. The
outputs of the shift register are now fed through the majority voter and compared
with the identical outputs of the two extra TMR shift registers. If an SEU causes
an operational failure in one of the shift registers, the majority voter will mask
this failure out, and it will not be visible to the DCS software. If the next failure
occurs before the first has been fixed, it can only be masked out if it effects the
already failing shift register. In case it affects one of the two other shift registers,
the majority voter will vote through the incorrect value. To avoid this situation it
is important to keep the rate at which the reconfiguration is carried out at a higher
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frequency than the expected SEU rate. Still, there may be situations were a failure
caused by a single SEU can not be corrected. For instance, if all shift registers
share the same clock tree, an SEU in the root of this tree will be spread to all shift
registers. When doing TMR solutions of sequential logic, isolating the replicas in
three different clock domains will therefore improve the failure rate. Moreover, an
SEU related to the voter logic can of course not be corrected. Considering the small
size of the voter logic compared to the logic it is meant to protect, its probability
of failure is relatively small.

Init ialization
- Set irradiation t ime

- Initial configuration of RCU main FPGA

Irradiation

terminate irradiat ion

1 single FRVC

[Run complete]

[cont inue]

               Reconfiguration
procedure

Check elapsed time

Check RCU support FPGA registers

Check RCU support FPGA registers

Check RCU main FPGA shift register design None

FRVC

TMR

Figure 4.5: Flow diagram of the dynamic irradiation test procedure for the shift
register test design.

4.2 Results

The irradiation tests of the RCU main FPGA are divided in two main irradiation
test periods. Each period contains a number of individual runs using the same
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experimental setup. The main purpose of the irradiation tests were to measure the
SEU cross section and the mitigation effect of reconfiguration network. However,
no high current event in need of a power cycle to be restored, indicating an SEL,
was detected during the irradiation tests.

4.2.1 SEU cross section

In total 61 individual runs were carried out with fluxes in the order of 106 −
107 p/(cm2 s). At these fluxes the SEU count per second ranged from 0.2 - 2.5.
That is, the average period between an SEU is from 0.4 - 5 seconds, which is at
least tree orders of magnitude higher than the dead time specified in equation 4.4.
A correction due to the dead time will be less than 0.1% and can therefore be ne-
glected. One cycle of FRVC is measured to approximately 150 ms, see table 3.1.
The probability of having more than 1 SEU in the configuration memory at any time
during a run is therefore small. The duration of the individual runs were typically
100-1000 seconds. During almost 7 hours of irradiation, 20750 SEUs were detected.
In total 936 frames of 424 bytes each were continuously read back and checked.
Only the BlockRAM frames were not checked for reasons explained in section 3.1.4.
Figure 4.6 shows that the SEUs seems to be evenly distributed in between the 936
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Figure 4.6: Frame distribution of SEUs.

frames. This indicates that the FPGA has been fully covered by a uniform beam.
As explained in section 4.1.3 some of the runs were dedicated to study the mitigation
effect of the reconfiguration network. During these runs continuous FRVC could be
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disabled for fixed periods of time which resulted in accumulation of SEUs. When
corrected during the first cycle of continuous FRVC, it is not possible to identify
each single SEU to a frame number. This explains why the number of entries in the
frame distribution plot is smaller than the total number of SEUs for all runs.
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Figure 4.7: Histograms showing the distribution of the measured SEU cross section
for test periods 1 (a) and 2 (b)

The SEU cross sections are calculated for the individual runs and finally binned
in two histograms, figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b), representing the first and second test
period2. Even though the mean results correspond well, there is a wider distribution
in the results from the first test period. This may indicate differences in experimental
factors between the two periods. While the positioning of the DUT, TFBC and
scintillator were identical for both periods, the alignment and tuning of the beam
may have given slightly different beam characteristics.

A single event upset has a statistical nature and is expected to be proportional
to the beam flux. That is, if the beam flux increases it is expected that the SEU
count will increase, and vice versa. It could therefore also be used as beam flux
monitor like the scintillator. Changes in the beam flux should be reflected in both
the scintillator counts and the SEU counts. The correlation plot in figure 4.8 shows
this linear dependency which also confirms that the scintillator is well suited as a
relative monitor.

When trying to fit a straight line to each of the two periods of counting data,
a small mismatch can be seen. The SEU cross section calculations are based on

2The individual results are listed in the tables of appendix C
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Figure 4.8: Correlation between scintillator and SEU counts.

the calibrated relationship between the TFBC and the scintillator. Therefore, if
the correlation plot of the two periods do not exactly overlap, this can be related
to the difference in the SEU cross section distribution. In figures 4.9 and 4.10 the
SEU and scintillator counts are plotted in chronological order as a function of the
run number. Each curve is normalized to the time of the run and to the highest
detected count value of all the runs. This makes it possible to compare the curves
in a better way. During the second period there is a very close relationship between
the SEU and scintillator counts. For the first period the general trend is still present
but there is a mismatch for individual runs. In particular this is evident for the first
few runs. This is a probable explanation for the wider distribution of the SEU cross
section during the first test period. Regardless of this difference, the mean result
and standard deviation of the two periods overlap. The results can therefore be
merged into a single histogram as shown in figure 4.11, and giving an SEU cross
section of 2.1·10−14±0.2·10−14 cm2/bit. The bin width is set to reflect the standard
deviation.

Comparison to other results

The SEU cross section for the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro have previously been determined
by others using both neutron and proton beams. For terrestrial application which
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Figure 4.9: Normalized scintillator and SEU count curves for test period 1.

is the focus of the Rosetta study in [17], the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro has been tested
using a neutron beam with energy distribution similar to the atmospheric (Hess)
spectrum (1 MeV to 600 MeV). The reported SEU cross section for neutron energies
above 10 MeV is 2.98 · 10−14 cm2/bit. In [16] a 63.3 MeV proton beam has been
used to measure a SEU cross section of 3.68 · 10−14 cm2/bit. Both these results
are higher than the result measured using the 29 MeV proton beam at OCL. This
is mainly explained by the low energy of the proton beam used at OCL. From
the point where the proton beam leaves the beam pipe at the OCL experimental
setup, it travels through approximately 166 cm of air before it hits the surface of
the FPGA. To reach the area of sensitive devices within the FPGA, the protons
additionally have to travel though a 450 μm thick copper lid and the 800 μm thick
silicon substrate. This simple geometry setup was simulated in Fluka to study
the attenuation of the beam energy. Figure 4.12 shows that within a distance of
approximately ±100 μm relative to the sensitive area, the beam energy has been
reduced to approximately 15 MeV. It is therefore fragments produced by non-elastic
nuclear interactions induced by protons at this energy that may lead to SEUs. From
figure 2.11(b) it can be seen that at 15 MeV the probability of producing α-particles
is a factor 6-7 lower than at 63.3 MeV. Furthermore, the possible energy transfer to
the produced fragments is less than at 63 MeV. As can be seen from figures 2.3(a)
and 2.6, the typical recoil energy is already below the maximum ionization energy
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Figure 4.10: Normalized scintillator and SEU count curves for test period 2.

for a primary beam energy of 100 MeV. Thus, reducing the energy transfer and
thereby the recoil energy, results in a lower dE/dx which in turn means a lower
SEU probability. This effect is therfore expected to dominate even though the non-
elastic interaction cross section increases slightly at lower energies before finally
dropping to zero.

4.2.2 The effect of the reconfiguation network under irradiation

To study how the shift register behaves under irradiation a special output error
plot is produced. If the bit pattern being shifted through differs from the expected
value at the output of the shift register, this indicates an operational failure. In
figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) the status of each output is plotted as a function of
time for two individual runs. An erroneous output is indicated by an entry (black
dot) in the plot at the corresponding output number on the y-axis. If an error
is persistent, a continuous number of black dots can be identified as a continuous
line for the corresponding output. During the 200 first seconds of irradiation, the
shift register design runs without any mitigation. That is, both reconfiguration and
TMR is disabled. This is clearly shown in the plots as the number of erroneous
outputs increases with time. After 200 seconds continuous FRVC is enabled and
the configuration memory is reconfigured.
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Figure 4.11: Histogram showing distribution of the measured SEU cross sections.

Both the number of scintillation counts and the number of SEUs detected by
the RCU support FPGA, are continuously monitored during the test. Normal-
ized scintillator and SEU counting values are plotted as a function of time in fig-
ures 4.13(c) and 4.13(d). For the first 200 seconds no SEUs are detected because the
FRVC procedure of the RCU support FPGA is not enabled. At the moment FRVC
is enabled, all the accumulated SEUs are detected and corrected. This explains
the sudden increase in SEU counts after 200 seconds. Both curves show a strong
linear dependency which is a strong indication of a stable beam and the stochastic
nature of SEUs. Even though SEUs in the configuration memory are continuously
corrected, the output error plot still shows that errors are detected in the shift reg-
ister. As explained in section 4.1.3 this can be due to the fact that an SEU can exist
long enough to corrupt the output of the shift register. When it finally is corrected,
the output returns to giving the correct value and the operational failure becomes
temporary. It should be noted that a single SEU can induce errors in several shift
register outputs at the same time. The number of corrupted outputs is therefore
not directly linked to the number of SEUs.

During the last 200 seconds of the irradiation test, the TMR option is enabled.
Given that an SEU affects the outputs of only one of the TMR replicas, the majority
voter should mask out the erroneous outputs of the corrupted replica. The result
should be an error free shift register. Looking at the plots, there is a clear difference
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Figure 4.12: Energy attenuation simulation for a simple geometry representing the
irradiation test setup. At the device entry point the beam energy has been reduced
to 26 MeV while after 450 μm of copper and 800 μm the beam energy has been
reduced to approximately 15 MeV.

between the 200 first seconds and the 200 last seconds of the runs. There is also a
visible improvement from from the middle period to the last period. This shows that
the TMR combined with continuous reconfiguration (or scrubbing) can improve the
failure rate of a design, and consequently the mean time between failure. Still, a
few errors are still seen during the last period. This is believed to mainly be due to
how the TMR is implemented. Because the main purpose of the irradiation test was
to get a preliminary indication on the effect of the combined reconfiguration and
TMR mitigation solution, a minimum of effort was put into improving the TMR
solution. For instance, the three shift register replicas are heavily interwoven and
not physically separated in the layout. They therefore also share that same clock
tree. Because of this, a single configuration bit may control resources connected to
more than one replica of the shift register. Consequently, the TMR solution is likely
to fail for an SEU in this type of configuration bit.

During the second irradiation test period, eight runs were dedicated to the shift
register mitigation test. The result can be quantified by comparing the average
number of SEUs needed to cause a functional failure for the three mitigation sce-
narios. The number of erroneous outputs is continuously monitored during a run.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.13: The plots are produced from the individual runs number 57 and 59. (a)
and (b) shows the error plot of the shift register output where a black dot indicates
an erroneous output. (c) and (d) are normalized values of scintillator and SEU
counts. (e) and (f) are the current consumption of the RCU. For the first 200 s the
shift register is run without FRVC and TMR. From 200-400 s FRVC is enabled.
From 400-600 s both FRVC and TMR are enabled.
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A functional failure is defined as an increase in the number of erroneous output.
Table 4.1 shows the summarized results. Since the beam flux is stable during a

Run Type SEUs FF Average SEU/FF

No mitigation 2628±51 71±8 37±4

FRVC 2632±51 67±8 39±5

FRVC + TMR 2599±51 14±4 186±50

Table 4.1: The average number of SEUs needed to induce a functional failure (FF)
are calculated for the three different mitigation scenarios. The uncertainties are
produced from counting statistics only.

run, one would expect the same number of SEUs to accumulate within each of the
three equally long periods. This is also confirmed by observation. Due to the lim-
ited number of runs the accumulated statistics for the number of functional failures
is low. Nevertheless, the result indicates that the combination of FRVC and TMR
gives an improvement in the average number of SEUs per functional failure com-
pared to no mitigation. Due to the interwoven nature of the shift register it was
expected to show failures when applying FRVC and TMR mitigation. It should
also be mentioned that the DCS bus slave was not mitigated at all. As the full
chip was irradiated, any SEUs in this part of the chip could therefore corrupt the
readout of the shift register. However, the DCS bus slave utilizes roughly ten times
less resources than the shift register.

Applying only FRVC alone does not improve the result compared to no miti-
gation. The readout frequency of the shift register is approximately 100 Hz, and
thereby higher than the FRVC frequency. This difference is sufficient for a failure in
any node of the shift register to propagate a number of nodes before the corrupted
node is corrected. It will therefore be detected as a temporary failure.

During irradiation, when accumulating SEUs, the current consumption of the
RCU was observed to increase. Immediately after reconfiguration was enabled, it
dropped down to its initial level as can be seen in figures 4.13(e) and 4.13(f). This
is an effect which also has been reported in [51] where it is explained to be due to
internal contention by the accumulated upsets. Since not all the configuration bits
may be used for a given design, a number of bits remains “unprogrammed”. In case
these bits are “programmed” by an SEU, some of them might for instance connect
the clock tree to unused logic and induce more activity which again increases the
current consumption. When corrected by a reconfiguration, this unwanted activity
is removed and the current consumption is reduced to its initial level. If the current
consumption did not decrease after a reconfiguration, this could indicate a Single
Event Latch-up. This situation was not observed during the two test periods.
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The qualitative result of the mitigated shift register irradiation test, is that if
carefully implemented, the combination of reconfiguration and extra design level
mitigation can be used to improve the failure rate the final RCU firmware design.

4.2.3 Total ionizing dose

Total dose effects are typically related to malfunction due to long term energy
deposition in active semiconductor regions. During the OCL irradiation tests the
one single FPGA was exposed to approximately 4 · 1010 protons. This corresponds
to a dose3 of approximately 160 Gy which is significantly higher than the expexted
total dose in ALICE. The FPGA was fully functional after the irradiation tests,
and no significant change in the current consumption was registered except for that
related to the temporary SEUs.

4.3 Predicting the SEU rate in the TPC radiation

environment

Based on simulations of the TPC radiation environment the hadron flux above
10 MeV was calculated and presented in tables 2.1 and 2.2. The SEU cross section
is a measure for the probability that an incoming particle will induce an SEU. Mul-
tiplying the SEU cross section by the hadron flux and the number of configuration
bits4, therefore gives an estimate for the SEU rate per second and per FPGA.

NSEU = σSEU,bit(E) · Flux · NB (4.5)

As previously discussed, the OCL result is probably on the low side and would
therefore slightly underpredict the SEU rate. The following calculations are there-
fore based on using the SEU cross section reported for the 63.3 MeV proton beam
in [16]. The worst case SEU rate is calculated to 2.4 · 10−5 SEUs/(FPGA s) for
the innermost ring of RCUs on the absorber side. A data taking run in ALICE is
expected to last four hours. Using the worst case estimate this gives 75 SEUs for
an ALICE run counting all 216 FPGAs together. This estimate can be somewhat
moderated to 42 SEUs by instead applying the differentiated flux over all the RCU
scoring rings. As discussed in section 2.2.3 not every SEU will result in a measurable
functional failure in the user design of the FPGA. Given the example of the shift
register design, an average of 37 SEUs were needed before a functional failure was

3See appendix C.1.1 for dose calculation
4936 · 424 · 8 configuration bits are used for the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro 7. This corresponds to all the

frames in the configuration memory except for the BlockRAM frames.
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detected. To predict the expected functional failure rate of the FPGA, the SEU
rate therefore has to be scaled down. The shift register result can however not be
applied to the case of the final data acquisition user design being implemented in
the the RCU main FPGA. This design is of higher complexity and separate test-
ing is needed to determine the corresponding scaling factor. Nevertheless, a worst
case prediction can be made as Xilinx [17][20] recommends a conservative scaling
factor of 10. Based on the previous calculations 4-8 functional failures can then be
expected per run.

4.4 Summary

The SEU cross section for the configuration memory of the RCU main FPGA was
measured to 2.1 ·10−14±0.2 ·10−14 cm2/bit in a 29 MeV proton beam at OCL. This
is a factor 1.5-2 lower than the result reported for a atmospheric neutron spectrum
in [17] and a 63.3 MeV proton beam in [16]. The reason is explained to be that at
29 MeV the energy is effectively attenuated to around the threshold for non-elastic
interactions. This leads to both fewer fragments produced, and in particular recoil
fragments with lower ionization power. Even though higher energies are generally
recommended for accurate determination of SEU cross sections, the 29 MeV beam
at OCL is still capable of inducing acceptable upset rates well suited for the specific
testing applications described in this thesis work.

For the TPC radiation environment the worst case SEU rate was calculated to
2.4 · 10−5 SEUs/(FPGA sec). This result corresponds to the location of the RCUs
closest to the beam line on the absorber side. It is expected that the SEU rate will
slightly decrease moving out towards the outermost RCUs. Considering the result
of the simulated radiation environment and counting all 216 FPGAs together, one
can expect to detect 40-80 SEUs during a 4 hour run in ALICE. This corresponds to
approximately 4-8 functional failures during the same run if a conservative scaling
factor of 10 is used. A concluding remark is therefore that experiencing a failure in
the readout functionality of an RCU main FPGA is a realistic scenario during an
ALICE run. It can however not be specified if the failure is of a severe or negligible
type. Only testing of the final RCU main FPGA user design can give indications of
expected failure types.
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Chapter 5

Implementing Fault Injection for the

RCU main FPGA

Fault injection (FI) is an analysis technique that injects faults and errors into a
system in order to see what impact they may have. It is a method to simulate
errors that can occur during normal operation and thereby learn how the system
behaves when something goes wrong. A basic introduction to fault injection and
how it is applied to software is given in [52]. When related to FPGAs, fault injection
can for instance be applied during simulation of VHDL behavioral-level models as
described in [53]. Due to the increased use of FPGAs within radiation exposed
environments, fault injection can also be used to simulate the effects of SEUs in
the configuration memory. This type of fault injection is more often referred to as
accelerated beam testing or irradiation testing. Accelerated beam testing captures
the actual physical mechanisms that are responsible for an SEU. It is the only
method of testing to determine how sensitive an SRAM cell is to a certain type
of radiation. That is, to determine the SEU cross section. However, for extensive
testing to study the behavioural effect in the FPGA user design, accelerated beam
testing can be inconvenient. To achieve significant coverage and statistics, a complex
set of test vectors or stimuli is needed. This can be time consuming and therefore
not compliant with the fact that access to accelerated beam facilities often is both
limited and costly. Also, due to the stochastic nature of SEUs, it is difficult to
achieve controlled fault injection with accelerated beam testing. That is, limited by
the accelerator specifications, the upset rate can to some extent be controlled, but
the bit location is still random.

The work presented in this chapter is motivated by applying partial reconfigu-
ration as a utility to carry out fault injection. This method does not require access
to accelerated beam facilities, and it can be carried out in a controlled fashion by
simply manipulating the configuration bitstream of the FPGA. It has also proved
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to be successful in a number of other cases [54][55][56]. Even though a more general
injection platform like the Flipper tool [57] exists, it can not directly be applied
to the RCU main FPGA during operation in the data readout path of the TPC
detector. To achieve this, the fault injection solution has to be implemented as part
of the already existing hardware system. This chapter will describe how this done
in addition to presenting the resuls of a test case study carried out to validate this
implementation.

The terminology used to describe fault injection throughout this chapter varies
slightly. Fault injection will also be referred to as injecting a bit flip or injecting
an error in the configuration memory. In some situations this terminology better
describes the process. The impact fault injection has on the behaviour of the FPGA
user design is referred to as an operational failure or a functional failure.

5.1 Implementation

5.1.1 System design considerations

Initially fault injection was not included as a feature of the RCU reconfiguration
network. Implementing it at a later stage meant that a major limitation had to
be overcome. The preferred solution would be to add fault injection as an option
in the configuration state machine of the RCU support FPGA. This solution was
disqualified due to the limited available resources of the RCU support FPGA. Great
effort had already been put into optimization in order to fit the design into the
RCU support FPGA. Implementing additional functionality was simply not feasible.
Also, since fault injection was introduced as a possible test method at the stage
when system commissioning was started, redesigning the configuration controller
to include fault injection would impose an extra delay. The alternative solution
chosen was to take advantage of the available operational modes of the DCS bus.
SelectMAP mode offers a direct connection from the SelectMAP configuration pins
to the DCS embedded computer. Since a special Linux driver (Virtex driver) already
had been developed to carry out initial configuration from DCS software, only a
simple modification was needed to support partial reconfiguration. When writing
either a scrubbing file or a single frame file, the special Prog b line for clearing
the configuration memory was not activated. This means that similar to partial
reconfiguration (FRVC) done by the RCU support FPGA, the DCS software can
write a frame of configuration data to the RCU main FPGA without interrupting
the operation of the user design running on the FPGA.

The final solution is therefore a combination of software to control the fault
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injection procedure and switching of DCS bus modes, and the normal functionality
of the RCU support FPGA to detect and correct the injected bit flip.

5.1.2 Fault injection procedure

In order to carry out the normal reconfiguration tasks controlled by the RCU support
FPGA, a number of WriteFrame and ReadFrame files have to be produced and
downloaded to the RCU Flash memory device. This has already been described
in chapter 3. During fault injection the task of the DCS software is limited to
only writing frames of configuration data to the RCU main FPGA. Therefore, the
same WriteFrame files stored on the Flash memory device are also kept in the
file system of the DCS embedded computer. When fault injection is applied, the
DCS selects one of the WriteFrameFiles, reads the content, inverts one of the data
bits, and finally writes the frame content containing a corrupt bit position to the
configuration memory of the RCU main FPGA. The specific frame and bit location
to invert, can of course be decided by the user of the software. In order to carry
out this operation, the system has to be switched into the SelectMAP mode. After
the frame content has been written, the system is again switched back into normal
mode. In normal mode stimuli are given to the implemented user design in the RCU
main FPGA to check for any abnormal behaviour. The response is logged for further
analysis. Depending on whether the operator of the fault injection test wants to
correct the injected bit, a command can be sent to the controller state machine of
the RCU support FPGA to issue a single cycle of FRVC. If accumulation of bit flips
are requested, the FRVC cycle is skipped. The procedure is illustrated in figure 5.1
and can be repeated for every requested bit flip.

5.1.3 Software classes

Four main software classes were developed to make it possible to run fault injection
from the DCS embedded computer. A brief description of each class will be given
in this section and a corresponding class diagram can be found in appendix D.

XilinxTest

This is the top level class of the fault injection software. It contains methods related
to different fault injection test procedures. In the present version, the following
methods are implemented based on slightly different test strategies.

• FlipAllBits - This method flips every single bit within a frame one by one in a
sequential order. By specifying the frame number of the first and last frame,
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Figure 5.1: Direct access in SelectMAP mode is used to inject errors in the configu-
ration memory of the Xilinx FPGA. The system is then switched back into normal
mode to check the design and reconfigure the configuration memory. FRVC: Frame
by frame Readback, Verification and Correction.

this can be carried out over a number of frames. In case fault injection should
be carried out on a number of frames in a non-chronological order, the method
can be called several times for a single frame each time. The purpose of this
method is to carry out fault injection in a systematical fashion. It can for
instance be used to map sensitive bits in a given design. Of course, methods
for testing the behaviour of the FPGA user design has to be added as well.

• RunToFirstFailure - The basic purpose of this method is to empirically de-
termine the average number of fault injections needed in the configuration
memory before a failure is detected in the operation of the FPGA user design.
It is specifically designed for the case study presented in section 5.2 but is
not limited by this and can be used for other case studies as well with small
adjustments.

• FlipSingleBit - This method is implemented to increase the flexibility of the
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fault injection software. It uses the SetFlipData and doFI methods of the
XilinxFaultInjection class to inject a single bit flip in a specified frame of the
configuration memory.

While the first two methods are tailor made to carry out a specific test procedure,
the FlipSingleBit is a simple method doing one operation. It can for instance easily
be utilized to make a small test program to manually inject a single bit flip. In
addition to the public methods described above, the class contains a number of
private methods. These are specifically implemented to carry out the test procedures
in the FlipAllBits and RunToFirstFailure methods.

XilinxFaultInjection

This method takes care of the main operations related to injecting bit flips in the
configuration memory of the FPGA. Before fault injection can be carried out, the
user has to prepare a special configuration file. This file contains a list of the frames
that will be used by the fault injection software. The location of this file is specified
by the SetFramePath method. This is also the location of all the frame files. The
use of a configuration file allows a more dynamic use of the fault injection software
since the individual frames do not have to be hard coded. A limitation to this is
that the specified frames in the configuration files have to correspond to the frame
files loaded in the RCU Flash memory device. If not, a mismatch will exist between
the frames where a bit flip can be injected and the frames that will be read back
and corrected by the RCU support FPGA.

The main available methods in the XilinxFaultInjection class are listed below.

• doFI - This is the method that controls how the fault injection should be
carried out. Its main tasks are:

– Open and read the content of the specified frame file.

– Locate and invert the bit value of the specified bit.

– Write the content with the corrupted bit position to the configuration
memory of the RCU main FPGA.

Two options exist for deciding which frame and related bit to invert. In case
the user wants to invert a specific bit, this can be done by first using the
SetFlipData method, followed by calling the doFI method with the param-
eter random=FALSE. By setting random=TRUE, a random frame file will
be selected from the available frame files specified in the configuration file.
When the content of the frame file has been read into the frameFileContent
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table, a random byte location will be selected followed by inverting a random
bit location within this byte. Accumulation of bit flips is supported by set-
ting accumulation=TRUE. Whenever a bit value is flipped, the bit location
information is stored in the flippedBitTable. If accumulation is activated for
the subsequent bit flip, the bit locations already stored in this table will be
inverted in the same fault injection cycle as well.

• SetFramePath - Sets the path to where the frame files are located in the DCS
file system.

• SetFlipData - Sets the information related to the specific bit location of the
fault injection.

• ReadFrameConfigurationFile - Reads the configuration file containing infor-
mation about which frames that can be used for fault injection.

A frame can be addressed by using either a combination of the block, major and
minor number, or by a single number identifying the frame by its order among all
the utilized frames. A frame info file is used by the software to correlate the block,
major and minor number to the single frame number, and get the information about
how many frames are used for the fault injection.

As described above, accumulation of bit flips is supported by implementing a
table keeping track of all the previously injected bit flips. The reason for this solution
is to keep one set of WriteFrame files only. Alternatively the original WriteFrame
file has to be used for the first injected bit flip, then the corrupted frame content
has to be written to a new and corrupted frame file. The next time a fault injection
is carried out and accumulation is activated, the corrupt frame file has to be loaded
and updated with the additional corrupted bit.

Flipping multiple bits at the same time has not been specifically implemented
in the present version of the software. However, only minor modifications are need
to accomplish this. An additional method can be added to the XilinxFaultInjection
method that allows to fill the flippedBitTable with the number of bit flips requested.
By calling the doFI method with accumulation activated, all the bits specified in
the flippedBitTable will be inverted in the respective frame. Applying this method,
the effect of multiple bit upsets (MBU) can be studied. A limitation governed by
the architecture of the Xilinx configuration memory is that only bits within the
same frame can be flipped at the same moment in time. If multiple bit flips should
take place between different frames, a short delay between the bit flips will be
present. This is because the frame data input register in the Xilinx configuration
state machine only can latch one frame of data into the configuration memory at a
time.
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SelectMapIF

The main task of the SelectMapIF class is to activate and control the operation of
the Linux driver communicating with the SelectMapIF on the RCU main FPGA.
It contains the public method WriteFrameDataToDevice that controls activities
related to switching the DCS bus between normal mode and SelectMAP mode,
opening and closing the correct device of the Virtex driver, and of course writing
the frame content to the SelectMAP interface of the RCU main FPGA.

NormalModeIF

During normal mode operation of the DCS bus, the NormalModeIF class contains
methods to simplify the communication which is needed to carry out fault injection.
The standard communication tasks needed are

• InitActelRegisters - This method is called at the start of a fault injection to
clear and set the command, status, error, and other registers into a default
ready mode.

• InitActelRegisters - This methods reads the present value of all registers in the
RCU support FPGA related to the reconfiguration processes. For instance, the
number of SEUs detected and the frame number of the last frame where an SEU
was detected. It is called by the XilinxTest class whenever this information is
needed and stored in a log file for further analysis.

• WriteReg - General method that can write requested data to a user design
register specified by the register address.

• ReadReg - General method that can read data from a user design register
specified by the register address.

This class uses the MessageBufferIF module which is previously developed [58] to
control the low level communication over the DCS bus during normal mode opera-
tion. Like for the SelectMapIF class, it is associated with a specific Linux driver to
handle the communication with the hardware modules. The communication line of
these two interfaces has previously been shown in chapter 3 figure 3.6.

5.2 Fault injection case study

A case study was carried out to validate the implementation of fault injection for
the RCU main FPGA. To show the potential use of fault injection, a specific test
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procedure was developed. The basic purpose was to determine the average number
of fault injections needed before a test design running on the RCU main FPGA
experienced a functional failure. Except for some modifications, this strategy is
identical to the test carried out during the accelerated beam test described in chap-
ter 4. Therefore, a similar design as the shift register used for the accelerated beam
test was used for the fault injection as well. This also allows to better compare the
results from the fault injection results to the results from the accelerated beam test.

5.2.1 RCU main FPGA test design

For the accelerated beam test a 32 bit wide and 70 bit long shift register was
used. As figure 4.4(b) shows the layout of the shift register covered almost the full
FPGA. All the 936 frames covering the GCLK, IOB, IOI, CLB and BlockRAM in-
terconnects were downloaded to the RCU Flash memory device and used during the
reconfiguration process. Compared to writing a single frame of data from the RCU
Flash memory device to the SelectMAP interface using the configuration controller
of the RCU support FPGA, writing a frame of data from DCS software using the
SelectMAP mode of the DCS bus is a significantly slower process. Writing the ac-
tual data frame is measured to approximately 1 ms, but with an additional software
overhead of 60 ms. Compared to the approximately 180 μs it takes to carry out
the same operation for the RCU support FPGA, this is a factor 340 slower. The
cause of this overhead is not specifically identified, but is believed to be connected
to the software accessing drivers and switching the DCS bus mode. Running the
FlipAllBits method in the XilinxTest class for all 936 frames, the estimated total
time of this procedure is approximately 185 hours or 1 week. This includes running
cycles of FRVC (150 ms) to correct each injected bit flip. For this case study it was
decided to reduce the test time by decreasing the number of frames used. Therefore,
the length of the shift register was reduced to 8 bits. For this study, the purpose
was to test the effect of the mitigation technique implemented for the shift register.
From the resource point of view, the size of the shift register is comparable to the
DCS bus slave. It is therefore expected that the contribution from the DCS bus
slave will be significant, in particular for the mitigated versions of the shift register.
Therefore, fault injection is only carried out for the shift register and not the DCS
bus slave. This is achieved by carefully placing the modules in different frames
using placement constraint settings. The shift register and majority voter is placed
within 66 frames in the middle part of the FPGA, while the DCS bus slave is placed
within 88 first CLB frames to the left. In addition to the shift register, the relevant
IOB, IOI and GCLK frames were also tested (30 frames). In total 96 frames were
exposed to fault injection.
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5.3 Results

The main purpose of the case study was to validate proper operation of the fault
injection implementation. One method of validation is to compare the results of the
fault injection to the accelerated beam tests. Since fault injection is meant to be
an alternative to beam testing when studying the behavioural effects of the RCU
main FPGA user design, similar results should be required. A case study based
on fault injections in random locations was therefore carried out. With only a few
modifications the same shift register test design used during the beam tests were
also used for fault injection.

5.3.1 Summary and validation results

Table 5.1 summarizes the main observed results from the randomized fault injection
runs. Fault injection was carried for similar mitigation scenarios as during the
accelerated beam tests. Bit flips were injected in random locations of the utilized
configuration memory until a functional failure in the shift register was detected.
Both the number of fault injections and the number bit flips detected by the RCU
support FPGA was then recorded. An initial configuration of the RCU main FPGA
was then carried out and the test was repeated until in total 2600 functional failures
were detected. In total 874722 fault injects were carried out over the 96 available

Type of mitigation Non FRVC TMR FRVC + TMR Total

Functional failures (FF) 2600 2600 2600 2600 10400

Injected bit flips 100223 102891 247300 424308 874722

Detected bit flips 95683 98056 235337 404391 833467

Bit locations not sampled 246672 245220 162708 97189 28373

Coverage (Bits sampled) 24% 25% 50% 70% 91%

Detected bit flips / FF 37±1 38±1 91±2 156±3 -

Table 5.1: Summary of all test runs for each of the four scenarios. The uncertainties
are produced from counting statistics only.

frames. Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) shows that an even distribution in frame and
bit location has been achieved. Out of totally 325632 available bit locations, 28373
were not sampled during this test. This results in a total bit location coverage of
approximately 90%. The individual coverage for each mitigation scenario is listed
in table 5.1. To increase the coverage, the runs have to be either extended, or
a systematic testing approach has to be taken. For this test randomized fault
injections were carried out since this best compares to the accelerated beam testa.
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Also, during the beam test in total 20750 SEUs were detected for in total 936 frames.
This gives a bit location coverage of 0.7%.
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Figure 5.2: 31478 bit positions are not covered in this distribution. This is approx-
imately 10% of the all bit locations in the 96 frame files.

Nonexistent memory locations

If a fault injection can be detected during a cycle of FRVC by the RCU support
FPGA, this is a clear indication that the technical part of the fault injection works
properly. While this has clearly been successful, a certain discrepancy between the
number of injected bit flips and the number of detected bit flips was observed. Of
the total number of injected bit flips, 4.7% were not detected by the RCU support
FPGA. In the configuration section of the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro User Guide [36], it
is reported that the Virtex-II Pro has nonexistent memory locations. These are bit
locations that are not connected to any logical resources of the FPGA and thus can
not affect the behaviour of the user design if struck by an SEU. The Xilinx BitGen
tool can produce a special mask file that contains a bitmap of these nonexistent
memory locations. In addition it also contains mask bits for all the user memory
(BlockRAM) bits. A ’1’ in the mask file indicates that a bit location should be
masked out. An analysis of the mask file produced for the design used during fault
injection was carried out and the result is given in table 5.2. The CLB66 entry
gives the number of mask bits in the CLB frames used for the shift register design.
When analysing the FRVC and combined FRVC and TMR mitigation run log files,
it is possible to map the injected bit location which does not result in a detected
SEU by the RCU support FPGA. These bits are referred to as stuck bits in the
following and can be interpreted as nonexistent memory cells. The results are listed
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Frame type Mask bits Number of frames Total frame bits % of mask bits

GCLK 13166 4 13568 97%

IOB1 128 4 13568 0.9%

IOI1 1904 22 74624 2.6%

CLB 178080 748 2537216 7.0%

CLB66 2040 66 223872 0.9%

IOI2 1904 22 74624 2.6%

IOB2 128 4 13568 0.9%

BRAMINT 113848 132 447744 25.4%

BRAM 800628 384 1302528 61.5%

Table 5.2: The table shows the number of mask bits for a given frame type. The
numbers are produced from an analysis of the mask file produced by the Xilinx
BitGen tool.

in table 5.3. This shows that for the GCLK and IOB1 frames, the percentage of
stuck bits compares well with the percentage of mask bits for those frames. It is
thus in the IOI1 and CLB66 frames the discrepancy is found. This indicates that
some of the bit locations that is requested to be masked out by the mask file, can be
accessed and therefore are existing memory cells. The assumption is then that these
memory cells exist, but that they are not connected and therefore do not control any
logical resources of the FPGA. These bits are referred to as soft bits in the following.
To further investigate the discrepancy, the injected bit locations for the FRVC and

Frame type Injected bits Detected stuck bits % stuck bits Coverage

GCLK 21903 21126 96.5% 77%

IOB1 22160 210 0.9% 78%

IOI1 120484 1664 1.4% 77%

CLB66 362652 1561 0.4% 78%

Table 5.3: The table shows the relationship between the number of fault injections
that were carried out and the number of times it did not result in a detectable bit
flip. The bit location coverage was 77-78% which means that not all bit locations
were tested.

the combined FRVC and TMR runs were compared to the bit locations in the mask
file. If any of the injected bit locations corresponded to a mask bit location, a check
was made to see if it was either a stuck bit or a soft bit. The results are listed in
table 5.4. This shows that of the injected bit locations matching a mask bit location
in the mask file, only 56.7% and 46.7% of the injected bits locations are detected
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Frame type stuck bits soft bits % stuck bits %soft bits Mask bit coverage

GCLK 10131 0 100% 0 77%

IOB1 102 0 100% 0 80%

IOI1 815 622 56.7% 43.3% 75%

CLB66 739 852 46.4% 53.6% 78%

Table 5.4: If a fault injection was carried out in a location corresponding to a mask
bit in the mask file, it was check whether fault injection resulted in a detectable bit
flip or not. For the GCLK and IOB1 frames, only stuck bits were detected. In the
case of the IOI1 and CLB66 frames, roughly half of the locations did not result in
a bit flip while other half resulted in a detectable bit flip. The bit location coverage
was from 75-80% which means that some mask bit locations were not tested.

as stuck bits for the IOI1 and CLB66 frames respectively. Accounting for both the
detected stuck bits and soft bits, the discrepancy to the number of mask bits is no
longer significant. The conclusion is therefore that the difference between the total
number of fault injections and the total number of detected bit flips in table 5.1, is
not caused by an incorrect implementation of the software, but by the nonexistent
memory locations.

Comparison to accelerated beam test

When running fault injections without any mitigation enabled, in average 37 con-
figuration upsets are needed to induce a functional failure in the design. Applying
both FRVC and TMR the number of bit flips per fault injection is increased by a
factor of 4. These numbers compares well to the corresponding results from the
accelerated beam tests reported in section 4.2.2. In principle the fault injection
and the accelerated beam tests ran the same test design on the RCU main FPGA.
The only differences were the decreased shift register length, and that the DCS bus
slave was not exposed during the fault injection tests. Because the shift register is
approximately ten times larger than the DCS bus interface in the accelerated beam
case, its contribution is expected to be relatively low. Comparing the results from
the fault injection and the accelerated beam tests is therefore still acceptable. At
least this is true when running non mitigated tests. For the runs using TMR or a
combination of TMR and FRVC, the relative contribution from the DCS might have
to be considered. In fact this can explain why the number of bit flips per functional
failure for the combined FRVC and TMR case is higher in the accelerated beam
test. Another explanation for this difference can of course be related to the poor
statistics gathered during the accelerated beam test.
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A fault injection run was also carried out in order to see if similar plots to the
ones shown in figure 4.13 could be produced from fault injection. The result is seen
in figure 5.3.1 and shows similar behaviour as for the accelerated beam tests. For
the accelerated beam test results in figure 5.3.1 the SEU rate was approximately
2.4 SEUs/sec compared to 0.9 emulated SEUs/sec during fault injections. This
explains why fewer erroneous outputs are seen during the same period of time for
fault injection. The fact that the current consumptions also increases during fault
injection, supports the explanation that this increase is caused by “programming”
of unused bits, and thereby possibly increasing the activity in the FPGA. Due to
the lower upset rate, the increase is less visible for this fault injection test. Still,
there is a clear boundary at the point where FRVC is enabled and the injected and
accumulated bit flips are corrected.

The overall results validates that the fault injection implementation works cor-
rectly. It can therefore be used as an alternative to extensive beam testing when
studying the behavioural effect of SEUs on the final RCU main FPGA user design.

5.3.2 Applications

To allow flexible connections of the logical resources in an FPGA requires an ex-
tensive network of routing lines. For a specific design only a fraction of the possible
routing solutions are used. Also, depending on the complexity of a design, not all
of the available logical resources are used. The result is that a large number of
configuration bits remain “inactive”. That is, they are not controlling any resources
that are used for the implemented design. In [20] it is reported that only 1 out of
every 10-40 configuration memory cells are utilized in a typical design. This num-
ber reflects the number of SEUs needed to cause a functional failure in a design.
When studying the impacts of SEUs, Xilinx [17] refers to this number as the single
event upset probability impact (SEUPI). If combined with the SEU cross section,
it can be used to predict the expected functional failure rate for a design in a given
radiation environment.

σFF = σSEU · 1

SEUPI
(5.1)

This scaling factor is also briefly discussed in chapter 4.

Fault injection is a well suited method to determine the SEUPI number for the
final RCU main FPGA, and thereby estimate the expected failure rate of the design
for a given radiation environment. Since the final RCU main FPGA design was not
available during testing of the fault injection solution, the shift register design was
used to show the potential of fault injection.

Table 5.1 lists the average number of detected bit flips per functional failure for
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Figure 5.3: a) Shift register error plot. b) Detected bit flips by the RCU support
FPGA. c) RCU current consumption during fault injection.0-200s: no mitigation,
200-400s: FRVC, 400-600s: FRVC+TMR.
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the different mitigation approaches of the shift register design. As can be seen the
number for the non-mitigated design compares well to the typical number of used
configuration memory cells in [20]. However, the average number is computed from
a distribution, and with a sufficient amount of data, a frequency distribution plot
can be produced for the different mitigation scenarios applied to the shift register.
The result is shown in figure 5.4(a). Even though the combined TMR and FRVC
mitigation approach has increased the average SEUPI number, there are still a
considerable amount of entries for low SEUPI numbers. This can be explained by
the simplistic implementation of the TMR mitigation. In addition no approach was
taken to mitigate any failures induced in the GCLK, IOI, or IOB frames. A weak
link in the TMR solution is of course the majority voter itself. An approach that
combined can improve the result is to move the majority voter out of the FPGA.
This will also include using triplicated output pins and could thereby reduce the
influence of SEUs in the IOI and IOB blocks. For a 32 bit wide shift register a
solution like this may be difficult or even impossible due to limited available I/O
pins. In cases where fewer I/O’s are needed, for instance a serial communication
line as I2C, it can prove an effective method.

The average SEUPI numbers for the non-mitigated and the FRVC mitigated
run in table 5.1 are very similar. Comparing the distribution plots in figure 5.4(a),
this similarity becomes even more clear. This is due to the procedure of the fault
injection test. For the FRVC runs, a bit flip is first injected in the configuration
memory. This is followed by checking the shift register for any subsequent failure
caused by the injected bit flip. FRVC is then carried out first after this check.
Compared to the non-mitigated approach there is really no difference in the testing
procedure expect for the accumulation of bit flips for the non-mitigated approach.
Similar distribution curves are therefore expected. If a difference could be seen,
this would indicate an effect related to the accumulation of bit flips. For instance,
while two or more bit flips in combination could cause a functional failure, flipped
individually no failures would be seen. Because of the millions of available config-
uration bits, if such an effect is existing, characterizing it would be difficult due
to the large number of possible combinations. It would demand a very extensive
and tedious test which was beyond the scope of this thesis work. The fact that the
non-mitigated and FRVC mitigated runs show similar results for this test, can not
be considered a universal truth. It very much depends on the operation of the user
design. For instance, it could be interesting to check whether FRVC can improve
the result in cases were the injected bit flips are corrected before the data in the
shift register is shifted. For instance if the shift register clock is slower than the
FRVC detection and correction time. In [11] it was predicted that several tens of
readout operations can be carried out by the final RCU main FPGA design during
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Figure 5.4: a) shows the distribution in number of fault injections needed to induce
a functional failure in the shift register design. Each mitigation scenario were run
until 2600 functional failures were detected. The cumulative probability function is
shown in b). 82



this time. It is therefore not expected that FRVC alone will considerably improve
the failure rate. As demonstrated in the distribution plot, an improvement is more
likely by combining the TMR and FRVC mitigation approaches. However this can
only be determined when a fault injection test is carried out on the final RCU main
FPGA user design. A similar distribution plot could then be produced. By also
generating the cumulative distribution plot, the probability of a failure during an
ALICE run can be estimated. As an example the cumulative distribution plot has
been produced from the fault injections of the shift register design. In chapter 4
the worst case number of expected SEUs during a standard ALICE run is estimated
to 75 for all RCUs. In case the shift register design was meant to operate in this
radiation environment, the chance that one of the RCUs would fail during that run
is 90% for the non-mitigated version, 50% for the TMR version and 35% for the
combined TMR and FRVC version.

Using fault injection to improve the mitigation of a design

Besides using fault injection as a method to predict the failure rate, it can also
be utilized to improve mitigation strategies during the development phase. Fault
injection can for instance be used to map sensitive parts of a design. In cases were
the available resources are limited, and therefore a full TMR implementation is
difficult, the strategy could be to only mitigate the most sensitive parts of a design.
Even though this was not the main purpose of the randomized fault injection tests of
the shift register, the test results can still be used to illustrate this potential. In total
2600 functional failures were induced for the four different mitigation approaches.
Mapping the location of the bit flips that induced these functional failures, plots like
shown in figures 5.5(a) through 5.5(f) can be produced. For the different mitigation
scenarios, these plots show how the location of bit flips causing functional failures
are distributed among the 96 frames used for fault injection. To better understand
the plots, the frame numbers have to be linked to the particular type of resources
used, and if possible to the related logic in the design. This information is given
in table 5.3.2 for the 96 frames used in the randomized fault injection test of the
shift register design. The first 30 frames contains the GCLK, IOB and IOI frames.
Both the TMR shift register and the majority voter is located in the 66 CLB frames
numbered 31-96. To limit the widespread of the majority voter it was constrained
to a small part of the first 22 CLB frames.The remaining part of the 22 frames
are shared with the TMR shift register, while frames 53-96 contains only the TMR
shift register. As already demonstrated, enabling TMR alone or in combination
with FRVC, increases the average number of fault injections or detected bit flips
per functional failure. To reach 2600 functional failures for each of the mitigation
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Figure 5.5: Plots a) through d) shows how the distribution of sensitive bits changes
with the applied mitigation method. In e) and f) 2D scatter plots shows additional
information on how the sensitive bits are distributed within each frame.
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approaches, different numbers of bit flips are needed. The highest number was
reached for the combined TMR and FRVC run. In order to better compare the
results, the other runs were therefore scaled to the number of detected bit flips
reached during the combined TMR and FRVC run. This means that the plots reflect
the number functional failures expected if the four different mitigation approaches
were exposed to the same fluence of fault injections, or particles in a radiation
environment. When TMR mitigation is applied to the shift register, a reduction of
functional failures in the corresponding frames is seen. Also, since no mitigation
is applied to protect the effect of an SEU in the GCLK, IOB, and IOI frames, the
contribution from these frames remains similar through all the four plots. Again,

Frame numbers Resource type Design usage

1-4 GCLK -

5-8 IOB -

9-30 IOI -

31-96 CLB shift register
31-52 CLB Majority voter

Table 5.5: Correlation between frame number and the resource type and usage in
the design. The majority voter is sharing the frames 30-51 with the shift register.

comparing figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(c) it can be seen that FRVC alone does not seem
to improve the result. Enabling TMR alone give much better results, but it is when
combined with FRVC the best results are observed. Nevertheless, due to reasons
already discussed it does not fully remove functional failures in the shift register.
Taking a closer look at the distribution in figure 5.5(d), frames 31-52 have a few
more entries than frames 53-96. The reason for this difference is not evident from
this type of plot. In figures 5.5(e) and 5.5(f) the sensitive bits are plotted in a 2D
scatter plot with the frame number along the x-axis and the bit positions within
the frame along the y-axis. When only FRVC is applied most of the sensitive bit
locations are distributed within frame 30-96 which contains the shift register and
majority voter. Applying both TMR and FRVC it is expected that the number
of entries in these frames should be reduced compared to the first non-mitigated
GCLK, IOI and IOB frames. This is also observed in figure 5.5(f) except for the
two areas highlighted by the dashed circles. There seems to be two distinct areas
within these frames that now stands out as more sensitive. Comparing the relative
position within the frame along the y-axis to the location of the majority voter, it
can be concluded that this concentration of sensitive bits most likely is connected
to the majority voter.

The main purpose of showing these plots was to illustrate how fault injection can
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be used to locate the sensitive parts of a design. When developing user designs for
FPGAs that will operate in radiation exposed environments, this type of analysis
can be used to improve the mitigation strategies of a design.

5.4 Discussion and Summary

A consequence of software controlled fault injection is the reduced injection speed
compared to an implementation directly in the user design of the RCU support
FPGA. This limitation is largely caused by the 60 ms overhead which is believed to
be connected to accessing drivers and switching of bus modes by the DCS embed-
ded computer. For continued development, effort could be put into optimizing the
drivers and software in order to try to reduce this overhead. During the validation
test, fault injection could not be carried out simultaneous to an FRVC cycle. The
reason is that only one physical interface, the SelectMAP interface, is available to
access the configuration memory space. This will slightly influence the distribution
in the time it takes to detect a bit flip, and potentially a minor change in the life
time of any subsequent functional failure in the user design.

Using the DCS bus as a shared interface for all operations limits the flexibility
of the fault injection for the test design. For example, the communication of stimuli
to and response from the shift register test design has to be paused during fault
injection. A reduction in visibility of any time sensitive failure signatures caused by
injected bit flips may be seen. The impact of this limitation is considerably reduced
when fault injection will be used for the final RCU main FPGA firmware. The
reason is because the DCS bus is not part of the main data path of the readout
system. A dedicated data path is used for communicating data from the front end
cards to the data acquisition system (DAQ). This data path is indicated by the black
arrows in figure 3.5. Fault injection can then be carried out in parallel to normal
operation of the RCU main FPGA. This will be used to test how configuration
memory upsets may impact the readout of detector data.

The main purpose of adding configurable TMR was to show the potential of fault
injection as a method to test mitigation techniques in the final firmware of the RCU
main FPGA. It was therefore kept simple and the factor 4 improvement compared
to no mitigation is only an indication of its effect. Effort was not put into increasing
this factor by improving the TMR implementation by for instance also replicating
clock domains. The quantitative results from fault injection tests will vary with the
complexity of the design and implemented mitigation technique.

Multiple bit upsets have not been addressed in this chapter. Using fault injection,
there is no limitation on the number of bits that can be flipped at the same time as
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long as they are located within the same frame. If multiple bit flips should take place
between different frames, a short delay between the bit flips will be present. This
is because the frame data input register in the Xilinx configuration state machine
only can latch one frame of data into the configuration memory at a time. In [16]
multiple bit upsets have been investigated for different versions of the Xilinx Virtex
family. Only 1− 3% of the upsets caused by a 63.3 MeV proton beam are reported
to be multiple bit upsets. Multiple bit upsets are therefore considered to be a higher
order effect in the hadron radiation environment of the TPC detector.
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Chapter 6

Monte Carlo based SEU simulations

Physics based simulations to investigate the SEU response of an SRAM device have
been demonstrated in a number of cases [59][60][61][62]. These simulations utilize
Monte Carlo transport codes to describe the different physical interactions between
an incident particle and the device material. The Fluka Monte Carlo simulation
package [25][26] and the Geant4 toolkit [63][64] are two examples of such particle
transport codes. Another example is the IBM proprietary simulation platform called
SEMM-2 [65]. While Fluka and Geant4 are general purpose tools that can be tuned
by the user to meet a number of different applications, SEMM-2 is specifically
developed for single event effect analysis of advanced CMOS technologies. These
codes can be used to study radiation induced energy depositions from particles
transported through complex geometrical structures.

As the critical charge decreases with newer technology and decreasing feature
sizes, any small variation in particle energy or material structure may become es-
sential. The importance of the overlaying metal interconnect layers have for instance
been demonstrated in [66], where simulations showed increased energy deposition
within the sensitive regions when the interconnect layers were included. A similar
discussion is also presented in [67]. Both these studies show that Monte Carlo sim-
ulation can be used to study how different parameters such as particle type and
energy, material composition and structural layout can contribute to the SEU rate
of an SRAM device.

This chapter is motivated by applying Monte Carlo simulation as a method to
study the SEU sensitivity of a device. It will describe the work which has been
carried out in order to prepare a Monte Carlo simulation case study for the RCU
main FPGA.
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6.1 General methodology

Monte Carlo simulation of SEUs incorporates a number of important aspects rang-
ing from the description of the target geometry, through particle transport, and
finally post-processing of the results. A generalized overview of this flow is shown
in figure 6.1. The first phase of the simulation flow is the preparation of the simula-

Figure 6.1: Generalized flow of the SEU simulation methodology. The diagram is
based on a similar flow chart found in [65].

tion request. This involves the description of the target geometry and the radiation
source that will be used. The radiation source can for instance be a mono-energetic
beam of a given particle type, or a more complex source representing a distribution
of particles and energies like in the TPC radiation environment. When a source
particle travels through the target geometry it will undergo different physical in-
teractions with the material. An accurate description of the target geometry and
material composition is therefore important in order to achieve the most correct
results. Depending on the entry point of the source particle, it may pass different
compositions of material on its path through the target geometry. This will lead
to a dispersion in stopping power for the particles reaching the sensitive region.
Consequently particles with equal intial energy may deposit different amounts of
energy in a sensitive volume. In one case this may lead to an SEU and in another
not.
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The second phase is the actual simulation phase where source particles are trans-
ported through the target material. A number of libraries and databases are utilized
to describe the different physical interactions between the source particle and the
target material. This can for instance be libraries containing non-elastic and elastic
interaction cross sections for a given particle type and energy in a given material.
Monte Carlo sampling techniques are then applied to determine whether a non-
elastic interaction will take place along the path of a source particle or not. In a
similar way, possible reaction fragments can be collected from a reaction database
for further transport.

The basic concept of SEU simulation is to define a sensitive region within the
geometry and then detect the amount of energy deposited in this region. The
sensitive region is often described as a rectangular parallelepiped (RPP) volume.
Whether an SEU has occurred or not is decided in the post-processing phase by
comparing the deposited energy to a predefined critical energy. As pointed out
in [62], the RPP and critical energy approach is rather simplified as it neglects for
instance charge collection efficiencies and characteristics of the generated current
pulse and the circuit response. Nevertheless, to a first order it still captures the
main effects. Others have suggested improvements to this method. In [68] a single
sensitive region is made up of a number of sub-volumes. Each sub-volume is then
assigned a collection efficiency factor depending on the sub-volumes’ distance to the
circuit’s sensitive node. A similar type of approach is also reported in [69]. This
allows to have more complex sensitive regions and to avoid a sharp cut-off at the
edges of a single RPP volume.

6.1.1 SEU cross section from Monte Carlo simulations

As shown in section 4.0.1 the SEU cross section can be expressed as

σSEU,bit(EP ) =
NSEU

Φ NB
, (6.1)

where NSEU is the number of detected SEUs in NB number of bits or SRAM cells,
and Φ is the fluence of incident particles with energy Ep. In this case the fluence is
restricted to the the surface area Asim of the target geometry so that

Φ =
I0

Asim
, (6.2)

where I0 is the number of incident particles. An SEU is defined as an event where
an energy, Edep, larger than the critical energy, Ecrit, has been deposited within a
collection volume. The Collection Volume (CV) represents the sensitive part of an
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SRAM cell where any charge or energy deposited will be collected by the nearby
node.

During a simulation the energy deposited by each transported particle must
be collected individually. The final result is a distribution of events that can be
binned in a histogram according to the amount of energy deposited. Given a critical
charge Ecrit, the number of SEUs can then be computed by integrating over all bins
N(Ei > Ecrit), where N(Ei) is the number of events having energy depositions
within the range Ei ≤ Edep < Ei+1, and i is the bin number.

NSEU =

∫ ∞

Ecrit

N(Ei) dE (6.3)

When normalized to the fluence Φ and number of bits NB, equation 6.4 describes
the probability that an incident particle will result in an SEU. This is the SEU cross
section as a function of incident particle energy EP ,

σSEU(EP ) =

∫ ∞
Ecrit

N(Ei) dE

Φ NB
. (6.4)

Another often used approach is to instead normalize equation 6.3 by the total num-
ber of energy deposition events as shown in equation 6.5,

FC(E
′
) = P (Edep > E

′
) =

∫ ∞
E′ N(Ei) dE∫ ∞
0 N(Ei) dE

, (6.5)

where P (Edep > E
′
) describes the probability that an energy larger than a given

energy E
′

will be deposited by a particle hitting the collection volume. This is
known as the the complementary cumulative distribution function.

6.2 Resolving case study geometry

In order to carry out a meaningful Monte Carlo simulation the description of the
target geometry has to be resolved. A picture of the Xilinx Virtex II Pro FPGA
along with a schematic cross section is shown in figure 6.2. The device die is mounted
in a 672 pin flip-chip BGA 1 package. In a flip-chip BGA the die is flipped over
and placed face down. It is connected with solder bumps to the package substrate.
This means that for the accelerated beam tests described in section 4, where the
proton beam entered perpendicular to the copper lid, the beam first has to travel
through the copper lid and full silicon substrate before reaching the layer of sensitive

1BGA: Ball Grid Array
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Figure 6.2: Picture of the Xilinx Virtex II-Pro FPGA to the left and a schematic
cross section to the right [70].

transistors. This topology is shown in figure 2.4. Only after passing the sensitive
region the beam will traverse the interconnect layers and into the package substrate
and potentially a flip chip solder bump.

As the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA is a commercial device, only limited infor-
mation about its internal structure is available. Except for that it is manufactured
in a 0.13 μm and nine-layer copper process, the data sheet [37] reveals no other
essential details such as the thicknes of the silicon substrate or the interconnect
layers. Some additional information is found in the material data sheet [71] were
the flip-chip solder bumps are reported to be an alloy of 63 % tin and 27 % lead.
It can be important to know the material composition and the thickness of these
different layers in order to have an accurate modeling of the beam particles through
the target geometry. In addition the size of the collection volume representing the
sensitive regions of an SRAM cell must also be defined.

6.2.1 Structural analysis

A structural analysis was carried out to determine some of the most important
parameters needed for the simulation. The analysis was carried out using a Focused
Ion Beam (FIB) instrument and the procedure is illustrated in figure 6.3. To prepare
for the FIB analysis the device had to be cut open to expose the die. Most of
the silicon substrate was polished away to allow the FIB to dig a trench in the
interconnect layers with a high intensity gallium beam. The device was then tilted
45 degrees and images were produced using a low intensity beam. Based on the
FIB analysis the thickness of the silicon substrate and the interconnect layers were
determined. The thickness of the copper lid in addition to the length and width
of the silicon die was simply measured using a digital ruler. Two examples of FIB
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Figure 6.3: Schematic showing the the focused ion beam analyse procedure. The
device is first cut in two parts before most of the silicon substrate is polished away(1
and 2). To expose the interconnect layers the last part of the polishing process is
carried out in a shallow angle (3). The FIB is then used to dig a trench into the
inteconnect layers before the device is titlted with respect to the beam in order to
produce an image (4-6).

images are shown in figure 6.4 where the thickness of each individual layer is simply
determined by visual measurement. Each layer is further assigned a metal fraction
factor that gives the ratio of metal interconnect to dielectric for each layer. The FIB
images in figure 6.4 represents only a tiny fraction of the full interconnect layers.
Basing the metal fraction factor solely on these two images will obviously limit the
accuracy. It can however be used as a nominal starting value for a variability study
were the metal fraction factor will be varied in steps.

Collection volume parameters

The FIB analysis does not reveal any information about the actual dimensions of the
SRAM cell or its sensitive nodes. Estimates of nominal values are therefore derived
based on information from other sources. Similar to the metal fraction factor for
the interconnect layers, the dimensions of the sensitive volume can then be varied
to investigate how this will impact the result.

Values for the area of a standard SRAM cell is available for different UMC pro-
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Figure 6.4: FIB images showing the structure of the interconnect layers at two
different locations.

cess technologies [72], [73] and [74]. The SRAM cell area for their 0.15 micron, 0.13
micron and 90 nanometer process technology is 3.15 μm2, 2.28 μm2, 1.16 μm2 re-
spectively. However, in [17] it is reported that Xilinx has always designed their static
latch configuration cells to different criteria than those used to design commercial
SRAM cells. These cells are designed for robustness and not speed. Maximizing the
capacitive load is reported to be one design criterion. This can for instance be done
by increasing the width of the transistor. Thus, the UMC numbers should only be
treated as guidelines. Moreover, as pointed out in section 2.2.2 the most sensitive
region in an SRAM cell is the depleted drain region of an “off” state transistor. The
area of the collection volume is therefore smaller than the full area of the SRAM
cell. Also, an SRAM cell in normal operation has both a PMOS and an NMOS
in an “off” state. Each SRAM cell therefore has two sensitive regions. Due to the
higher mobility of electrons compared to holes, the charge collection efficency is
considered to be higher for the NMOS transistor. This makes it more vulnerable
to SEUs than the PMOS transistor [75]. Consequently the SEU cross section will
be dominated by SEUs in the “off” state NMOS transistor. For simplicity only one
collection volume is therefore assumed for the simulations carried out in this thesis
work.

Basic scalable CMOS layout rules can be applied as a reference to estimate a
nominal size for the sensitive area. Considering this area to include the drain and
channel region, a first suggestion for the minimum dimensions is approximately
0.4 μm by 0.4 μm. These dimensions can be compared the values used in [76] where
a collection volume area of 0.4 by 0.4 μm2 was used for a 0.13 μm SRAM process. It
is however assumed that Xilinx does not follow the aggressive scaling of configuration
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cell dimensions since stability and not speed is prioritized. As previously mentioned,
increasing the width of the transistor could be a possible method to increase the
critical charge and thereby by make the transistor more robust. For the simulations
presented in this work, a sensitive area of 0.4 by 0.8 μm2 will therefore be used as
a inital case and increased in steps in order to see how this impacts the SEU cross
sections.

The study in [76] also gives an estimate of 1μm for the worst case depth of the
collection volume. For comparison a different study [69] used a charge collection
depth of 0.48 μm for a 0.25 μm process. The depth of the sensitive region is largely
determined by the depth of the depleted drain region, which again is dependent on
biasing conditions and doping profiles. An accurate determination of the depth is
therefore difficult when this information is unavailable. The depth of the sensitive
volume will therefore also be varied similar to the case of the sensitive area.

For the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro the circuit simulations suggest an average value for
the critical charge of 12 fC [24]. It should be kept in mind that this is an average
value. In reality the critical charge is a dynamic value which can show a wide
distribution without a sharp cut-off. For example, in [17] Xilinx reports that the
critcal charge varies by as much as a factor 12:1 due to the loading on the memory
cells.

6.2.2 Generic geometry input description

A generic geometry description is made based on the information retrieved from the
structural analysis and collection volume related discussions. This description will
be used as the basic input to the simulation. A schematic of the geometry is shown
in figure 6.5 where the main dimensions are labeled according to the information in
appendix E. The reference point RC is used to locate the geometry in the coordinate
system of the simulation tool. It is defined as the origin (X=0,Y=0,Z=0) and its
xy-plane represents the interface between the surface of the Sensitive Region (SR)
and the interconnect layers (icl). Depending on the simulation platform used, small
adjustments can be made. In particular the details of the interconnect layers may
be differently described due to special implementation solutions.

The collection volume, representing the sensitive “off” state NMOS transistor,
is enclosed in the sensitive region as shown in figure 6.6. Its area is given by the
dimensions xlcv and ylcv while the depth is described by zlcv.

Even though local density variations may exist, it is assumed that the SRAM
cells are evenly distributed over the area of the silicon die. This assumption is valid
as long as only single event upsets are studied. Each SRAM cell can then be treated
as an isolated case. In case of multiple bit upsets the inter-cell distance becomes
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Figure 6.5: Schematic showing the generic geometry description for the simulation.
See figure 6.6 for a closer description of the sensitive region. Schematic is not to
scale.

important and the previous assumption is no longer valid.

6.3 Preparation and setup of simulation tools

Preparations are made to run a case study simulation using the Fluka simulation
package [25], [26] in addition to an adapted version of the IBM soft-error Monte
Carlo model SEMM-2 [65]. Fluka is a general purpose tool for calculations of particle
transport and interactions with matter. It spans a number of applications like
proton and electron accelerator shielding applications, target design, calorimetry,
activation, dosimetry, detector design, Accelerator Driven Systems, cosmic rays,
neutrino physics and radiotherapy. SEMM-2 is the most recent version of the IBM
soft-error simulation project and is optimized for analysis of single event effects in
advanced CMOS technologies. For more in depth information about the tools the
reader is referred to [25], [26], [77], and [65], including references therein.

6.3.1 Fluka specifics

The setup of a Fluka simulation is based on the standard Fluka input options. In
the following section a brief overview of the setup for this case study is given. A
more comprehensive description on how to use the standard Fluka input options
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Figure 6.6: A schematic showing the basic structure of the a sensitive region con-
taining one SRAM cell (one bit, NB = 1). Each SRAM cell has two collection
volumes representing the depleted drain region of the two “off” state transistors.
Schematic is not to scale.

can be found in the Fluka online manual [77].

The input file and general settings

A simulation request in Fluka is based on the input of a text file. The file contains
a number of individual input cards describing different features of the simulation.
To run a basic simulation, a minimum amount of information is needed related to
the

• radiation source

• geometry

• scoring

Additional input cards can be used to optimize settings like physics, transport of
particles, and biasing. Fluka has a special input card called DEFAULT which can be
used to collectively optimize a number of settings to a certain problem. Thus with a
minimum effort it is possible to carry out a simulation with appropriate conditions.
Nevertheless, some additional features have to be enabled for this case study. In
detector environments the scale of transport is in the metre range. Thus, the short
range of heavy fragment ions can be considered to be point deposition of energy. By
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default, production (evaporation) of heavy fragments from non-elastic interactions
is not activated. Likewise the transport of heavy fragment ions is disabled or ap-
proximated. The result is a reduction of computation time. Approximation means
that the particle is not transported but ranged out to rest in an approximate way.
Its kinetic energy is deposited uniformly over the residual range within a region. If
the range crosses a boundary to the next region a new residual range is calculated
in the new region [77]. To gain a more accurate result for residual production and
ion transport these features should be enabled in Fluka. This is done using the
special input cards EVENTYPE and PHYSICS. The energy cut-off for transport
of particles should also be lowered to an appropriate level. The simplest method is
to use the PRECISIOn setting of the DEFAULT input card. This collectively sets
the transport cut-off to 100 keV for all particles except neutrons which goes down
to thermal energies. A 100 keV α-particle has a range of 0.7 μm and can maximally
deposit 100 keV or 4.5 fC within that range. Similar for a 100 keV silicon ion the
range is approximately 0.1 μm. Thus the default transport threshold of 100 keV is
sufficient for application with critical charge above 10 fC.

Geometry description

The geometry input is based on the generic description from section 6.2.2. Fig-
ure 6.7 shows a cross section of the geometry in the in the zx-plane. It consists of a
450 μm copper layer, 850 μm silicon layer, 10 μm of interconnect layers and finally
a 100 μm layer of either package substrate or solder bump material. The package
substrate layer is shorter than for the real device. This is done deliberately to re-
duce the distance the primary source particles have to be transported. A length of
100 μm should be more than sufficient to include the effect of possible fragments
produced in non-elastic collisions. In figure 6.8 the region of interconnects has been
zoomed in. As previously mentioned in section 6.2.1, an exact description of these
layers is not available. Each layer has therefore been assigned a fraction of metal
based on the metal fraction factor determined from the FIB images of the structural
analysis.

Fluka uses combinatorial geometry description to build the geometry. For struc-
tures containing many regions, this can result in relatively complex descriptions.
The resolution of the interconnect layers is kept in multiples of the thickness of the
actual layers. With 18 individual layers (oxide + metal) and a sub-micron resolu-
tion, a large number of regions is needed to describe the interconnect layers. This
has been avoided by using the voxel based geometry description which is available
in Fluka. In the Fluka online manual [77] voxels are referred to as tiny paral-
lelepipeds forming a 3-dimensional grid. Each voxel is equally sized and is assigned
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a material. Two materials are needed to describe the interconnect layers, copper to
represent the metal wires, and SiO2 to represent the dielectric(oxide). A numerical
3-dimensional matrix is constructed where each voxel is assigned a material based
on an integer number. The result is a geometrical structure described without the
use of combinatorial geometry. This approach is especially useful when the full
layout information of the interconnect layers is unknown. The metal can easily be
distributed among the voxels in a random fashion based on the metal fraction factor
for each layer. Due to the repetitive pattern of logic blocks and wire interconnects
in an FPGA, it is assumed that the fraction of metal for each interconnect layer
is relatively evenly distributed. Thus, using a random distribution of material is
expected to give a reasonable representation of the interconnect layout.

Figure 6.7: Target geometry as described for the Fluka simulation. Full structure
with the Copper lid (brown), silicon substrate (grey), thin layer of interconnect (not
visible) and the solder bump region(blue).

Scoring and collection volume

To score event by event energy deposition in Fluka the EVENTBIN scoring card
can be used. Similar to the closely related USRBIN card it scores the requested
quantity in a regular spatial structure (binning) independent from the geometry [77].
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Figure 6.8: Close up of the layers of interconnects with randomly distributed Copper
according to the predefined metal fraction factor for each layer. The sensitive region
is located in a thin layer at the very end of the silicon substrate close to the layer
of metal interconnects.

However, in contrast to the EVENTBIN card, the USRBIN card scores the total
accumulated value for a full simulation and can therefore not be used for event
by event scoring. An event corresponds to the transport and interactions of one
primary beam particle. This includes, if produced, transport and interactions of
any secondary fragments related to the primary particle. Thus, the number of
events in a simulation is identical to the number of primary beam particles.

A great advantage of the EVENTBIN scoring is its independence of the geom-
etry. This means that for energy deposition scoring there is no need to implement
the geometrical description of collection volumes. The bin volume dimension can
simply be sized in the same resolution as the collection volume size. In this fashion
the energy deposited in one single bin represents the energy deposited in one collec-
tion volume. As explained in appendix E.2, the simulation time can be optimized
by increasing the number of collection volumes. This can be done by increasing
the number of bins in the EVENTBIN scoring structure. Further, if the binning
structure is made smaller than the size of a collection volume, a configuration of
several bins can make up the total collection volume. In fact, by running one sim-
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ulation and combining the bins in different configurations, this allows to do post
simulation variability studies of the collection volume dimensions. In addition it
enables the possibility to apply charge collection efficiency factors to different parts
of a collection volume as suggested in [68] and [69]. If the collection volumes were
implemented as geometrical structures, a new simulation would have to be carried
out if the dimensions of the collection volume were to be changed.

The EVENTBIN card can be combined with the AUXSCORE card in order to
filter particles of interest. This can for example be used to study the contribution
in deposited energy from individual particle types.

Limitations of the EVENTBIN scoring scheme

The use of EVENTBIN comes with some limitations. During simulation an entry
is written to the log file for every event. This takes place even though no hits were
detected in any of the scoring bins. This is a significant disadvantage. Due to the
low reaction cross section, a large number of events is needed to create a statistically
significant number of energy depositions which is larger than the critical energy. As
a result the log files can reach sizes in the order of gigabytes.

Another drawback of the EVENTBIN scoring is the increased CPU time. A
few simulations were carried out to measure the average CPU time used to follow
a primary particle. After a simulation this information is available in the standard
Fluka output file. Activating the EVENTBIN scoring for a grid of 235 x 235 x 10
bins increased the simulation time by a factor 15 compared to not using EVENTBIN
scoring. A simulation was also run with half the number of bins to show that the
CPU time clearly is dependent on the number of bins scored. These runs are based
on the geometry as it is described in section 6.3.1 and using settings as described
previously in this section. When EVENTBIN scoring is activated, an average CPU
time of 12 ms per primary particle gives a total simulation time of approximately
14 days for 108 primary particles. Running without the EVENTBIN scoring this
could be reduced to less than 1 day. The CPU time is of course also dependent
on the specifications of the computer running the job. Nevertheless, the result
shows that the relative difference can be significant. This result also contradicts the
previous statement that increasing the number of collection volumes by increasing
the number of bins would decrease the simulation time. In reality this is a trade-off
situation were a decrease in simulation time will be achieved as long as the number
of collection volumes is kept relatively low.
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Two step simulation method

Some effort can be put into increasing the effectivity when using EVENTBIN scor-
ing. A two step simulation method is therefore proposed. The first step involves a
simulation to determine all non-elastic interaction points. This step does not use
EVENTBIN scoring and is further optimized by turning off irrelevant physics and
particle transport settings. The result is reduced simulation time. A special user
modified scoring routine (mgdraw.f [77]) is used to detect the interaction points.
This scoring routine produces a log file containing the coordinates of the interac-
tion point and information about the fragments produced in each interaction. In
the second step another special user routine (source.f [77]) is used to only load the
fragments of interest for further transport. EVENTBIN scoring is now activated
to score the deposited energy. Because the number of non-elastic interactions is
much lower than the number of primaries needed to create them, the number of
events to be transported is equally lower. This significantly reduces the size of the
log file. Also, the second step is faster due to the lower number of particles to be
transported.

6.3.2 Modifications of the SEMM2 model

Some of the simulation methodologies of SEMM-2 have been adopted to generate
a separate SEU simulation module specific to the needs of this case study. The
module is labeled SEMM2.vBergen. A main reason for developing this module
is that SEMM-2 invokes a lot more details than can be treated in the practical
situation where design information such as the geometry description is minimal.

Similar to Fluka, a SEMM2.vBergen simulation is requested based on the input
of a text file containing information on the simulation setup. The three main blocks
of data that needs to be specified are

• Geometry description

• collection volume description

• radiation source

where in particular the description of the geometry differs from the standard version
of SEMM-2. As SEMM-2 is already optimized for simulation of SEUs, no additional
tuning of parameters connected to physics or transport of particles are needed.
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Geometry description

In the standard version of SEMM-2 the geometry description is extracted directly
from the device layout produced by a custom IC design tool. An algorithm patented
by IBM [78][79] can automatically convert this layout information into a large num-
ber of 3-dimensional and rectangular pixels. Each pixel is characterized by its
location and the material it contains. In its simplest form the material is dielectric
with a certain fraction of metal. This method makes it possible to give a complete
and detailed description of the interconnection layers. Because the circuit layout
information is not available for this case study, the part of this method related to
extraction of layout information can not be applied. Instead the geometry descrip-
tion based on the generic geometry presented in section 6.2.2 is used. It is then
utilized as a special case of the standard SEMM-2 where each layer is represented
by a single pixel. This allows to take advantage of the metal fraction factor that
can be assigned to each pixel. The content of each layer can then be characterized
by two material types and the fraction of the first material to the second material.
In SEMM-2 each pixel is also associated with what is called a granularity sampling
length. This defines the distance a particle is transported before a new sampling is
carried out to determine the material content of the pixel. A special case is when
a layer contains only one type of material like for the silicon substrate. The metal
fraction factor is then set to 1 and the granularity sampling length is of no impor-
tance. However to save computational time it can be set to a value larger than the
longest path through the layer.

When applied to the interconnect layers the metal fraction factor and granularity
sampling length becomes powerful. Combined the result is that a particle being
transported through this region effectively sees a number of randomly distributed
pixels of either metal or dielectric. This can be compared to the voxel approach used
to describe the interconnect layers for Fluka in section 6.3.1. An important difference
is however that for the voxel based approach, the pixel distribution is defined before
a simulation is carried out. The advantage of SEMM-2 is that the granularity
sampling length approach makes this distribution dynamic during the simulation.
Particles entering the same region at a similar location having an identical direction
will therefore not see exactly the same material2. In case these particles crosses a
collection volume on their path, the result is a distribution in the energy deposited
within this volume. Consequently, one particle may cause an SEU and another
not. The complex feature of the interconnect layers can therefore still be captured
even though only one collection volume is implemented for the simulation. To

2Average over a large number of particles the material budget will however reflect the assigned metal
fraction factor.
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achieve the same effect for the fixed voxel based approach, a number of collection
volumes must be used and spread over a larger area. As explained in section 6.3.1
implementing several collection volumes for the Fluka simulations is actually an
advantage as it increases the detection efficiency, but only to a certain point. This
type of optimization is not necessary in SEMM-2 due to how the radiation source
is described.

Radiation source

SEMM-2 has three main options of particle sources available for simulation.

• α-particle source

• Mono-energetic hadron beam (proton, neutron, pion, heavy ion)

• Cosmic ray sources

These options cover the main areas of interest such as α-particles from contamina-
tion of the package material or leaded solder bumps, hadron beams for simulation
and comparison to experimental results, and cosmic ray sources to investigate the
impact of terrestrial cosmic ray neutrons. The cosmic ray source can in principle
be a mix of particles with different energy distributions. It can therefore be used to
describe complex radiation fields like for instance the TPC radiation environment.
For the preliminary version of SEMM2.vBergen only the mono-energetic hadron
beam option is implemented. A great advantage of this option is that the user
can specify the number of non-elastic interactions instead of the number of source
particles to transport. That is, all the source particles simulated will experience a
non-elastic reaction. This saves a significant amount of CPU time, and combined
with the granularity sampling length it greatly reduces need for other optimization
techniques.

6.3.3 Status

At present it has been demonstrated that SEMM2.vBergen successfully can interpret
the specialized input file. The first preliminary simulations runs also show promising
results when compared to the corresponding Fluka results. However, some additonal
work and testing is needed before a full production run can be carried out. Finally
it was therefore not possible to present any results within the time frame given by
this thesis period.
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6.4 Fluka simulation results

The primary objective of the preliminary simulation runs was to validate the setup
and methodology by comparing the simulation results to the mone-energetic ex-
perimental results discussed in chapter 4. At the same time this comparison was
also used to try and determine a possible size of the sensitive volume through a
variability study.

Due to the uncertainties connected to the geometry description of the metal
interconnect layers, a number of simulations were carried out varying these input.
The simulations were carried out according to the two step method discussed in
section 6.3.1. Only particles of charge equal to or higher than 2 were transported
during the second step. In addition to calculating the total cross section, EVENT-
BIN scoring cards were implemented to study the contribution from α-particles and
the group of particles with charge higher than 2. The latter group is referred to as
heavy fragments (HF) in the following.

6.4.1 Collection Volume variability study

By far the greatest uncertainty in the simulations is related to the dimensions of the
collection volume. A variability study was therefore carried out to investigate if the
dimension of the collection volume could be estimated based on comparison with the
experimental results. The different dimensions used are listed in table 6.1. For each
configuration of the area the depth was varied from 0.4 μm to 1.0 μm in steps of
0.2 μm. Two simulations were carried out using proton beam energies of 26 MeV and

length [μm] width [μm] depths [μm]

0.4 0.8 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
0.4 1.2 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
0.6 1.2 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
0.6 1.8 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0

Table 6.1: Collection volume dimensions applied to the post-simulation variability
analysis. For each area configuration four different depths of the collection volume
were studied.

63.3 MeV entering the target geometry from the copper lid side (from the left side
in figure 6.8). The metal interconnect layers were described using the voxel based
approach as shown in figure 6.8. To compare the results to the experimental SEU
cross section, the results in figures 6.9 through 6.12 are plotted as the probability
of charge deposition in a sensitive region per primary beam particle. This is also
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a conveniant way of presenting the data since the critical charge is dynamic value.
The charge deposition axis is limited to the region of interest being around the
expected average critical charge of the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA. A reference line
corresponding to the experimental SEU cross section is added in each respective
case of the energy. Similarly a line indicating the average critical charge is also
added. If these lines and the simulated probability curve all intersect at the same
point, this may be used to suggest a possible size of the collection volume. A

(a) (b)

Figure 6.9: Results for the depth variability study for a collection volume area of (0.4 x 0.4 μm2)
and primay beam energies of 26 MeV (a) and 63.3 MeV (b).

first observation is that the the calculated cross section increases with decreasing
critical charge. This is expected as a lower critical charge means that less charge is
needed to induce an SEU. Similarly, if the size of the collection volume increases,
the cross section also increases. This is due to the increased path a particle can
travel through the volume which again leads to more charge being deposited.

Comparing the various plots, it is not possible to find a perfect match where both
the 26 MeV and 63.3 MeV curves crosses the targeted intersection point for the same
dimensions of the collection volume. While the 26 MeV case generally underestimate
the cross section, the 63.3 MeV case suggests a few possible configurations of the
collection volume. In figure 4.12 it is shown how the energy of a 29 MeV proton
beam is attenuated as it first travels through air and then the different materials
of the device. In the nearby location of the sensitive region, the energy of the
beam has been reduced to about 15 MeV. For protons in silicon this is at the
energy threshold of producing non-elastic interactions. Small variation in the beam
energy or in the simulation geometry may therefore impact the simulated cross
section result. In fact a seperate simulation was carried out where the incident
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.10: Results for the depth variability study for a collection volume area of
(0.4 x 1.2 μm2) and primay beam energies of 26 MeV (a) and 63.3 MeV (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 6.11: Results for the depth variability study for a collection volume area of
(0.6 x 1.2 μm2) and primay beam energies of 26 MeV (a) and 63.3 MeV (b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: Results for the depth variability study for a collection volume area of
(0.6 x 1.8 μm2) and primay beam energies of 26 MeV (a) and 63.3 MeV (b).

energy was slightly increased to 30 MeV. The results are compared in tables 6.2
and 6.3 where a factor 1.7-3 increase in the SEU cross section is seen from 26 MeV
to 30 MeV. Matching the experimental and simulated cross sections at these low
energies consequently proves more difficult than at higher energies, above where the
cross section curve reaches its plateau. Therefore, a firm conclusion on the size of
the collection volume can not be drawn based on these simulation results. Still,
the data clearly suggest that the dimensions are larger than the nominal suggested
starting point of 0.4 by 0.8 by 0.4 μm3. Furthermore, the simulation results show
that even with limited geometrical information, it is possible to reproduced the
experimental SEU cross sections within reasonable expectations. As pointed out
in [80], when dealing with a dynamic values such as the critical charge and SEU
measurements, results are acceptable within an unusually large range of error. For
example, errors of 25%, 75% and even a factor 2 is reported in [80] and references
therein. Another example where 35% is considered an accceptable error is reported
in [68]. This is in line with differences between experimental and simulated results
obtained in this thesis work3.

6.4.2 Contribution from α-particles and heavy fragments

In section 4.2.1 figure 4.12 it is shown how the energy of the proton beam is at-
tenuated to approximately 15 MeV when reaching the region of interest within the

3Note that the referenced errors should not be mistaken for the errors given in tables 6.2 and 6.3 which
are purely statistical.
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Simulated SEU cross sections for CV area of 0.6 · 1.8 μm2 and Qdep ≥ 12fC

Depth [μm] σsim (63.3 MeV) σsim (30 MeV) σsim (26 MeV)

0.4 2.3 · 10−14 ± 10% 5.5 · 10−15 ± 18% 1.8 · 10−15 ± 34%
0.6 3.5 · 10−14 ± 8% 1.1 · 10−14 ± 14% 5.1 · 10−15 ± 19%
0.8 5.0 · 10−14 ± 6% 1.7 · 10−14 ± 10% 9.2 · 10−15 ± 14%
1.0 6.4 · 10−14 ± 5% 2.4 · 10−14 ± 9% 1.4 · 10−14 ± 12%

Table 6.2: Simulated SEU cross section for incident proton beams of 63.3 MeV,
30 MeV and 26 MeV for a sensitive area of 0.6 · 1.8 μm2 and for different collection
depths. σexp(63.3 MeV) = 3.7 · 10−14 cm−2 [16], σexp(26 MeV) = 2.1 · 10−14 cm−2.
Uncertainties are statistical only.

Simulated SEU cross sections for CV area of 0.6 · 1.2 μm2 and Qdep ≥ 12fC

Depth [μm] σsim (63.3 MeV) σsim (30 MeV) σsim (26 MeV)

0.4 1.6 · 10−14 ± 10% 3.6 · 10−15 ± 19% 1.2 · 10−15 ± 33%
0.6 2.3 · 10−14 ± 8% 6.9 · 10−15 ± 13% 3.2 · 10−15 ± 19%
0.8 3.2 · 10−14 ± 7% 1.1 · 10−14 ± 11% 6.0 · 10−15 ± 14%
1.0 3.7 · 10−14 ± 6% 1.5 · 10−14 ± 10% 8.9 · 10−15 ± 13%

Table 6.3: Simulated SEU cross section for incident proton beams of 63.3 MeV,
30 MeV and 26 MeV for a sensitive area of 0.6 · 1.2 μm2 and for different collection
depths. σexp(63.3 MeV) = 3.7 · 10−14 cm−2 [16], σexp(26 MeV) = 2.1 · 10−14 cm−2.
Uncertainties are statistical only.
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irradiated device. This energy level is at the threshold of α-particle production.
In figure 6.15 it is clearly seen that it is the heavier fragments (HF) and not the
α-particles that contributes to the total cross section at a primary proton energy
of 26 MeV. At 63.3 MeV the contribution from α-particles becomes significant for
lower values of the critical charge. Analysing the collision data file produced after
the first step in the simulation, figure 6.15(a) and 6.15(b) shows the charge distri-
bution of particles produced in non-elastic reactions. The distribution is sampled
within a 100 μm region in the silicon substrate just before the location of the sensi-
tive collection volumes. In this region the average energy of the protons is 16 MeV
for a primary beam energy of 26 MeV, and 59 MeV for a primary beam energy of
63.3 MeV. It can be seen that for the lowest energy the production of α–particles is
negligible compared to the silicon recoil. This explains the low contribution to the
total cross section at 26 MeV.

At a primary beam energy of 63.3 MeV the average energy of the produced
α-particles is approximately 6 MeV, corresponding to a dE/dx of 126 keV/μm or
5.6 fC/μm. The longest paths a particle can travel through the volume sizes used
in figures 6.14(a) and 6.14(b) are close to 1 μm and 2 μm. Given that not all
particles will take the longest path through a collection volume, these numbers can
explain why the contribution of the α-particles starts to become significant below
4 fC and 7 fC for the respective volume sizes. With an average critcal charge of
12 fC, α-particles may only play a minor role for the Xilinx Virtex II Pro.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.13: Contribution to total cross section at 26 MeV from secondary α-particles and
heavy fragments (Z>2) produced in the non-elastic reactions. Simulations where carried out for
one small (a) and one large (b) volume size.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.14: Contribution to total cross section at 63.3 MeV from secondary α-particles and
heavy fragments (Z>2) produced in the non-elastic interactions. Simulations where carried out
for one small (a) and one large (b) volume size.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.15: Charge distribution of the fragments produced in non-elastic interactions in the
silicon substrate.(a) Primary proton beam of 26 MeV. (b) Primary proton beam of 63.3 MeV.
Protons, neutrons and photons are not included in the plots.
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6.4.3 Role of metal interconnect layers

A source of uncertainty in the simulation setup is the description of the metal
interconnect layers. However, the simulation results presented in figure 6.16 shows
that an accurate description is of less importance for this specific and preliminary
study. For each proton beam energy simulations were carried out where the layer
representing the metal interconnects either were fully filled with copper or fully filled
with SiO2. The results show no significant difference in the probability curve for
neither the smallest nor the largest volume size used. Due to reaction kinematics
the majority of the fragments are forward peaked with respect to the beam direction
as can be seen in figure 6.17. Thus when the beam first passes the layer of sensitive
collection volume before the metal interconnect layers, as were the case for the
flip-chip package and irradiation test setup in chapter 4, most fragments produced
in the metal interconnect layers will not deposit charge in the collection volumes.
However in a scenario where the beam enters from the other direction, or the device
is placed in an isotropic radiation environment, it should be foreseen that the metal
interconnect layers or other non-symmetric geometry may play a more significant
role.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.16: No significant difference is seen between the simulations when the layer of metal
interconnects is filled with either copper or SiO2. This is true for both a small and large collection
volume and for primary proton beam of 26 MeV (a) or 63.3 MeV (b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.17: Fluka simulations of the angular distribution with respect to beam axis of frag-
ments produced in non-elastice interaction throughout the target geometry. (a) All fragments
with Z > 2. (b) α-particles.

6.5 Summary

A preliminary simulation case study was carried out and compared to experimen-
tal data. Applying variability analysis the study also aimed at determining the
dimensions of the sensitive volume of the target device. As discussed in 6.4.1 this
proved difficult due to the uncertainties connected with using proton energies close
to the production threshold of non-elastic interactions. Small variations in the pri-
mary beam energy or in the device geometry may therefore significantly change
the result. Finding a match at low energies demands a much higher accuracy in
the experimental setup and geometry description than what was achievable for this
case study. Consequently the size of the collection volume should be determined by
comparing simulation results and experimental results at two or more energies well
above the non-elastic interaction threshold.

The simulation results further shows that even with limited geometrical informa-
tion, experimental SEU cross sections can be acceptably reproduced. Monte Carlo
simulation can therefore be used as a tool to study how the SEU cross section is
affected by different beam energies, particle types, and geometrical modifications.
Further work that can provide valuable information for the RCU main FPGA, is to
study how the SEU cross section will be affected by a mixed radiation field compared
to using a mono-energetic beam. Other possible studies can be to study the impact
of beam orientation. This can provide information on how fragments produced in
the metal interconnect layers may contribute to the SEU cross section. Moreover,
this may give valuable input on how future irradiation tests should be carried out.
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Finally, the needed effort to finalize the SEMM2.vBergen for a production run
is of great interest as this will provide an additional source of comparison.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and outlook

The work presented in this thesis was carried out in order to investigate the use of
an SRAM based FPGA in the ALICE TPC detector radiation environment. Due
to the nature of this radiation environment, single event upsets are expected to
be the main source of radiation induced failures. Causing an FPGA configuration
memory element to change its stored value, single event upsets can consequently
lead to malfunction of the user design operating on the FPGA. As the RCU main
FPGA is in charge of reading out detector data, a single event upset can cause this
readout chain to break down. The result can be temporary loss of data. In [11] it
has even been pointed out that in its utmost consequence, a single event upset has
the potential to abort the ongoing run. The focus of this thesis has therefore been
to investigate the single event upset induced failure probability for the RCU main
FPGA in the TPC radiation environment.

Irradiation tests show that the single event upsets probability is low when consid-
ering each FPGA as an isolated case. However, due to the large number of FPGAs
utilized in the front-end electronics, the overall probability becomes significant. Ex-
periencing 4-8 single event upset induced functional failures in the RCU main FPGA
during an ALICE run is therefore a realistic scenario. An important part of this
thesis work has therefore been to develop, implement and test a state-of-the art so-
lution to correct single event upsets in the configuration memory of the RCU main
FPGA. This is a solution that can be run in the background without interrupting
the normal operation of the FPGA. As it will prevent accumulation of single event
upsets in the configuration memory in addition to reducing their life time, it is part
of an overall mitigation strategy to reduce the probability of functional failures in
the FPGA. Irradiation tests have nevertheless shown that for this solution to have
a significant effect, it must be combined with additional mitigation on the level of
the FPGA user design.

In an SRAM based FPGA the user defined functionality is stored in an array of
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SRAM memory cells where only a small number of these memory cells are utilized
for any given design. Consequently the ratio between single event upsets and mea-
surable functional failures in the user design is greater than 1. This ratio, usually
determined by irradiation tests, can be applied to scale the single event upset rate
to obtain the functional failure rate of a design. However, this ratio is strongly cou-
pled to the specifics of the implemented design. Predictions of the functional failure
rate for the RCU main FPGA can therefore only be based on tests of the final user
design. Due to the complexity of the front-end electronics readout chain, irradiation
tests may prove technically difficult. Fault injection has therefore been presented
as an alternative solution. Purely based on software, it has been implemented in
the existing front-end electronics without the need for hardware modifications. It
has been validated by comparable irradiation test results, and further testing has
shown that it can be used to enforce a more targeted mitigation strategy during a
development phase. The suggested continuation of this work is to carry out fault
injection on the final RCU main FPGA design. This will establish the design spe-
cific ratio of sensitive bits to functional failures, which again can be used to more
accurately predict the expected number of functional failures during operation.

Finally physics based Monte Carlo simulations have been applied to a case study
of the RCU main FPGA. Within the given uncertainties, experimental results of
the single event upset cross section were reasonably reproduced. Explanations for
observed discrepancies were suggested based on further analysis of the simulation
results. Potential applications of physics based Monte Carlo simulations are many:
studying the critical charge and SEU cross section of a memory cell, contribution to
SEU cross sections from different types of reactions, total dose deposition studies,
and structural and material layout studies in order to reduce charge deposition
in sensitive regions. For experiments like ALICE, an interesting possibility is to
simulate the response of a device when exposed to a mixed radiation field. This can
be very difficult to achieve in accelerated beam tests where usually mono-energetic
beams of one particle type are used. Further work should therefore be carried out
to: increase the accuracy in the geometry description of the RCU main FPGA,
obtain additional experimental data for comparison in order to better determine
the dimensions of the sensitive volume, and increase the efficiency of the presented
simulation methodology.

The work and analysis carried out in this thesis demonstrate a viable technique
to use programmable devices in radiation exposed areas such as high energy physics
experiments. The system is designed to tolerate a certain level of SEUs by instead
developing solutions to mitigate the effect of these SEUs. This method allows to
introduce the flexibility offered by FPGAs in radiation exposed electronics of run-
ning experiments, contrary to traditional ASIC designs. In future upgrades of LHC
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and new experiments like CBM1 and ILC2, the increased complexity and demand
for rapid development will make the use of FPGAs even more attractive. However,
with potentially harsher radiation environments the need for extensive radiation
tolerance studies will also increase. This will make tools like fault injection analysis
and physics based Monte Carlo simulations even more important in the design of
new detector electronics.

1Compressed Baryonic Matter
2International Linear Collider
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Appendix A

AliRoot simulations of the TPC

radiation environment

A.1 Previous work

Tables A.1 and A.2 presents the summarized results from the simulations of the
radiation environment in [29]. A 1 mm thick silicon disc was used to score the
fluences at each side of the TPC. The silicon disc was divided in 4 concentric circular
scoring regions with increasing radial distances from the beam line. Scoring region
1 is the innermost while scoring region 4 is the outermost.

Layers 1 2 3 4

Neutron 3.42 · 10−5 2.57 · 10−5 2.13 · 10−5 1.85 · 10−5

Neutron Ekin > 10 MeV 2.61 · 10−6 1.60 · 10−6 1.05 · 10−6 7.49 · 10−7

Proton 1.03 · 10−7 6.04 · 10−8 3.93 · 10−8 4.01 · 10−8

Proton Ekin > 10 MeV 9.96 · 10−8 5.89 · 10−8 3.79 · 10−8 3.88 · 10−8

Pion± 2.92 · 10−7 4.37 · 10−7 3.71 · 10−7 2.23 · 10−7

Pion± Ekin > 10 MeV 2.91 · 10−7 4.36 · 10−7 3.71 · 10−7 2.23 · 10−7

Sum Ekin > 10 MeV 3.00 · 10−6 2.10 · 10−6 1.46 · 10−6 1.01 · 10−6

Table A.1: Particle fluences (particles/(cm2 primary)) for a minimum-bias Pb-Pb run (absorber
side). Summarized from table C.4 in [29].
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Layers 1 2 3 4

Neutron 1.27 · 10−5 1.28 · 10−5 1.27 · 10−5 1.27 · 10−5

Neutron Ekin > 10 MeV 8.70 · 10−7 5.80 · 10−7 4.47 · 10−7 3.56 · 10−7

Proton 1.52 · 10−7 7.22 · 10−8 6.34 · 10−8 3.61 · 10−8

Proton Ekin > 10 MeV 1.50 · 10−7 7.10 · 10−8 6.18 · 10−8 3.54 · 10−8

Pion± 8.94 · 10−7 5.13 · 10−7 3.65 · 10−7 2.42 · 10−7

Pion± Ekin > 10 MeV 8.93 · 10−7 5.11 · 10−7 3.64 · 10−7 2.42 · 10−7

Sum Ekin > 10 MeV 1.91 · 10−6 1.16 · 10−6 8.73 · 10−7 6.33 · 10−7

Table A.2: Particle fluences (particles/(cm2 primary)) for a minimum-bias Pb-Pb run (non-
absorber side). Summarized from table C.5 in [29].

A.2 Geometry description

A.2.1 Description of front-end cards

The basic structure of the new geometry is the Front End Card (FEC). All together
one chamber/sector contains 121 FECs, one side of the TPC contains 18·121 = 2178
FECs, and the full TPC contains 4356 FECs. In the AliRoot implementation the
FEC structure is composed by a thin copper housing surrounding the actual FEC
PCB. First the copper housing is created and filled with a volume of air leaving only
a 0.5 mm thin copper wall. The FEC PCB is then placed inside the volume of air.
The dimensions of these volumes are listed in table A.3. Figure A.1(a) shows the

Volume/Material X [cm] Y [cm] Z [cm]

Copper 19 1 17

Air 18.9 0.9 16.9

PCB 18.8 0.1 16.8

Table A.3: Dimensions of the volumes and material composing the FEC structure.

FECs implemented for one sector. This description of FECs is then translated and
rotated into the 18 sectors on each side of the TPC. The final result for one side is
shown in figure A.1(b).
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(a) (b)

Figure A.1: (a) Front end cards for one full chamber with 6 readout partitions. (b)
Front end cards translated and rotated around the full TPC end plate.

(a) (b)

Figure A.2: (a) Geometry description showing six rings of in total 108 RCUs for one
side of the TPC. (b) The final implementation for the FECs and the RCUs shown
for one side of the TPC.
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A.2.2 The RCU scoring region

The purpose of the simulation is to determine the radiation field at the location of
the RCU main FPGA. In principle a scoring area equal to the surface area of the
RCU main FPGA should be used. To gain more statistics an area of approximately
the size of the RCU motherboard is used instead. That is, a rectangular volume of
18x18x0.1cm3 is implemented to describe the RCU. A thickness of 1 mm in the beam
direction (Z) is used to resemble the thickness of the silicon die. There are in all
216 readout partitions in the TPC and thus 216 RCU motherboards. Figure A.2(a)
shows how the RCUs are distributed in the location of the readout partitions for
one side of the TPC. This makes up six rings where each ring contains 18 RCUs.
Each ring of 18 RCUs corresponds to a scoring region for the simulations presented
in this thesis. In this way particle fluences can be studied at six radial distances
from the centre and outwards. Figure A.2(b) shows the final implementation of the
front end cards (yellow) and the RCU volumes (green) for one side of the TPC.

A.2.3 The C++ code of the geometry description

Listing A.1: Geometry description of front-end cards and RCU

//−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
// Front end e l e c t r o n i c s
// Added by KR HiB/UiB Norway
//−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

//Disk t ha t w i l l conta in a l l the Front end cards
TGeoTube ∗ d i sk = new TGeoTube ( 9 0 , 2 5 0 . , 8 . 6 ) ;
TGeoVolume ∗vDisk = new TGeoVolume( ”TPC disk” , disk ,m1) ;

//some geometr ic measures f o r the FEC
I n t t fecA [ 6 ] = {9 ,12 ,9 , 10 , 10 ,10} ; //number o f FECs on the A branch
I n t t fecB [ 6 ] = {9 ,13 ,9 , 10 , 10 ,10} ; //number o f FECs on the B branch
I n t t noPart = 6 ; //no o f p a r t i t i o n s

//y d i s t ance between the FEC fo r each p a r t i t i o n s
Double t dyt r tab [ 6 ] = { 1 . 2 , 1 . 2 , 1 . 9 , 2 . 1 , 2 . 7 , 3 . 2 } ;
//x d i s t ance between each par t i on s dxdr t ab [ 6 ] i s a dummy va lue ( not used )
Double t dxt r tab [ 6 ] = {2 , 9 , 5 , 5 , 5 , 0} ;
// d i s t ance between branch A and B fo r each p a r t i t i o n
Double t dy between brancAB [ 6 ] = { 0 . 2 , 0 . 5 , 3 . 5 , 3 . 5 , 3 . 5 , 3 . 5 } ;
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Double t RCURadius [ 6 ] ;
RCURadius [ 0 ] = 0 ;
I n t t R = 100 ; // rad ius at which FEE s t a r t s
Double t dPhi = 20 .∗TMath : : DegToRad ( ) ;
for ( int i = 1 ; i <6; i++){

RCURadius [ i ] = RCURadius [ i −1] + dxtr tab [ i −1] + 9 . 5∗2 ;
}

// ge t medium
TGeoMedium ∗mCu=gGeoManager−>GetMedium( ”TPC Cu” ) ;
//added in AliTPC . cxx based on FMD
TGeoMedium ∗mPCB=gGeoManager−>GetMedium( ”TPC PCBFEC” ) ;

TGeoVolumeAssembly ∗contFEC = new TGeoVolumeAssembly ( ”TPC FECASS” ) ;

Double t dxtr = 0 ;
Double t dytr = 0 ;
//FEC cons t ruc t i on
//MakeBox i s us ing h a l f l e n g t h s
TGeoVolume ∗CuHousing=gGeoManager−>MakeBox( ”TPC CUHOUSING” ,mCu, 9 . 5 , 0 . 5 , 8 . 5 ) ;
TGeoVolume ∗FECAir = gGeoManager−>MakeBox( ”TPC FECAIR” ,m1, 9 . 4 5 , 0 . 4 5 , 8 . 4 5 ) ;
TGeoVolume ∗FEC = gGeoManager−>MakeBox( ”TPC FEC” ,mPCB, 9 . 4 , 0 . 0 5 , 8 . 4 ) ;
// po s i t i o n the a i r and FEC in s i d e the copper volume/ housing
TGeoTranslation ∗trFEC = new TGeoTranslation ( 0 . , 0 . 2 , 0 . ) ;
TGeoTranslation ∗ t rA i r = new TGeoTranslation ( 0 . , 0 . , 0 . ) ;
FECAir−>AddNode(FEC, 1 , trFEC ) ;
CuHousing−>AddNode(FECAir , 1 , t rA i r ) ;
int noContMod = 0 ;

//add a l l FEC fo r one chamber to the contFEC assembly
for ( I n t t k = 0 ; k<noPart ; k++){ // loop over a l l p a r t i t i o n s

dytr = ( dy between brancAB [ k ] / 2 ) ;
for ( I n t t i = 0 ; i < fecA [ k ] ; i++) // loop over no . FECs in branch A
{

noContMod++;
// po s i t i o n FEC
// ( dxtr−xs , dytr−ys , 0 . ) ;
TGeoTranslation ∗ t r = new TGeoTranslation ( dxtr , dytr +0 . 5 , 0 . ) ;
contFEC−>AddNode(CuHousing , noContMod , t r ) ;
dytr += dytr tab [ k ] ;

}
dytr = −(dy between brancAB [ k ] / 2 ) ;
for ( I n t t i = 0 ; i < fecB [ k ] ; i++) // loop over no . FECs in branch B
{

noContMod++;
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// po s i t i o n FEC
// ( dxtr−xs , dytr−ys , 0 . ) ;
TGeoTranslation ∗ t r = new TGeoTranslation ( dxtr , dytr −0 . 5 , 0 . ) ;
contFEC−>AddNode(CuHousing , noContMod , t r ) ;
dytr −= dytr tab [ k ] ;

}
//add h i g h t o f FEC + d i s t ance between p a r t i t i o n s
dxtr += 19 + dxtr tab [ k ] ;

}

// t r a n s l a t e the chamber assembly to the 18 TPC se c t o r s and add
// i t to the d i s k t ha t w i l l be p laced in the TPC volume
for ( I n t t i =0; i <18; i++){

Double t phi = ( dPhi∗ i )+ openingAngle ;
TGeoRotation ∗ r = new TGeoRotation ( ) ;
r−>RotateZ ((20∗ i )+10) ;
Double t dy = R∗TMath : : Sin ( phi ) ;
Double t dx = R∗TMath : : Cos ( phi ) ;
vDisk−>AddNode( contFEC , i ,new TGeoCombiTrans (dx , dy , 0 , r ) ) ;

}

//Construct a l l the RCU volumes used as s cor ing reg ions
char RCUName[ 1 0 2 4 ] ;

// − s i d e (muon s i d e )
TGeoVolumeAssembly ∗tpcFEEC = new TGeoVolumeAssembly ( ”TPC FEE C” ) ;
I n t t cntFEEC=0;
for ( I n t t i =0; i <18; i++){

Double t phi = ( dPhi∗ i )+ openingAngle ;
TGeoRotation ∗ r = new TGeoRotation ( ) ;
r−>RotateZ ((20∗ i )+10) ;
//cntFEEC++;
// tpcFEEC−>AddNode(sFECv , cntFEEC , new TGeoCombiTrans (0 ,0 ,0 , r ) ) ;
for ( I n t t k=0; k<6;k++){

Double t dy = (RCURadius [ k]+R)∗TMath : : Sin ( phi ) ;
Double t dx = (RCURadius [ k]+R)∗TMath : : Cos ( phi ) ;

s p r i n t f (RCUName, ”RCU C %d” ,k ) ;
TGeoBBox ∗box = new TGeoBBox ( 9 , 9 , 0 . 0 5 , 0 ) ;
TGeoVolume ∗RCU = new TGeoVolume(RCUName, box ,m9) ;
RCU−>SetLineColor ( 3 ) ;
RCU−>Se tF i l lCo l o r ( 2 ) ;
cntFEEC++;
tpcFEEC−>AddNode(RCU, cntFEEC ,new TGeoCombiTrans (dx , dy , 0 , r ) ) ; //

}
}
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//+ s i d e (non muon s i d e )
TGeoVolumeAssembly ∗tpcFEEA = new TGeoVolumeAssembly ( ”TPC FEE A” ) ;
I n t t cntFEEA=0;
for ( I n t t i =0; i <18; i++){

Double t phi = ( dPhi∗ i )+ openingAngle ;
TGeoRotation ∗ r = new TGeoRotation ( ) ;
r−>RotateZ ((20∗ i )+10) ;
// cntFEEA++;
// tpcFEEA−>AddNode(sFECv , cntFEEA , new TGeoCombiTrans (0 ,0 ,0 , r ) ) ;
for ( I n t t k=0; k<6;k++){

Double t dy = (RCURadius [ k]+R)∗TMath : : Sin ( phi ) ;
Double t dx = (RCURadius [ k]+R)∗TMath : : Cos ( phi ) ;

s p r i n t f (RCUName, ”RCU A %d” ,k ) ;
TGeoBBox ∗box = new TGeoBBox ( 9 , 9 , 0 . 0 5 , 0 ) ;
TGeoVolume ∗RCU = new TGeoVolume(RCUName, box ,m9) ;
RCU−>SetLineColor ( 3 ) ;
RCU−>Se tF i l lCo l o r ( 2 ) ;
cntFEEA++;
tpcFEEA−>AddNode(RCU, cntFEEA ,new TGeoCombiTrans (dx , dy , 0 , r ) ) ;

}
}

//add one d i s k o f FEC to each s i d e o f the TPC
v1−>AddNode( vDisk , 5 ,new TGeoTranslation ( 0 . , 0 . , −270 ) ) ;
v1−>AddNode( vDisk , 6 ,new TGeoTranslation ( 0 . , 0 . , 2 7 0 ) ) ;
//add the RCU scor ing reg ions to the TPC
v1−>AddNode(tpcFEEC , 3 ,new TGeoTranslation ( 0 . , 0 . , −279 ) ) ;
v1−>AddNode(tpcFEEA , 4 ,new TGeoTranslation ( 0 . , 0 . , 2 7 9 ) ) ;
//end cons t ruc t i on o f FEC−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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A.3 Visual check using energy scoring

Cartesian energy scoring was used to visualize the implemented front end electronics.
The results are compared to a run without the front-end electroncis. For each run
(with and without FEC) 40000 primary tracks where transported in the TPC. Table
A.4 gives the details of the cartesian scoring setup. A Fluka backend graphical user
interface called flukaGUI was used to produce the plots showing the energy scoring
in figures A.3 through A.5. The energy cut-off was set to 10 MeV for all particles
except neutrons which includes all energies. The sole purpose of these plots was to
validate that the geometry description of the front-end electronics was implemented
and accounted for in the simulations.

TPC Side X-bins Y-bins Z-bins Xmin Xmax Ymin Ymax Zmin Zmax

Absorber (C) 300 300 60 -300 300 -300 300 -280 -250
Non-absorber (A) 300 300 60 -300 300 -300 300 250 280

Table A.4: Cartesian scoring regions for absorber and non-absorber side.

Figure A.3: Energy deposition scoring in the position 278 > Z > 262 non-absorber
side. Left is without FEC and right is with FEC.
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Figure A.4: Energy deposition scoring in the position 260 > Z > 252 non-absorber
side. This shows the structure of the readout chamber at the end cap of the TPC.
Left is without FEC and right is with FEC.

Figure A.5: Energy deposition scoring in the position 280 > Z > 250 non-absorber
side. Left is without FEC and right is with FEC.
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A.4 Fluence results for the 6 scoring regions

(a) (b)

Figure A.6: Fluence of neutrons (Ekin > 10MeV ) for the non-absorber(a) and
absorber(b) side as a function of radial distance from the beam line.

(a) (b)

Figure A.7: Fluence of neutrons (Ekin < 10MeV ) for the non-absorber(a) and
absorber(b) side as a function of radial distance from the beam line.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.8: Fluence of protons (Ekin > 10MeV ) for the non-absorber(a) and ab-
sorber(b) side as a function of radial distance from the beam line.

(a) (b)

Figure A.9: Fluence of charged pions (Ekin > 10MeV ) for the non-absorber(a) and
absorber(b) side as a function of radial distance from the beam line.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.10: Fluence of charged hadrons (Ekin > 10MeV ) for the non-absorber(a)
and absorber(b) side as a function of radial distance from the beam line.

(a) (b)

Figure A.11: Total fluence of energetic hadrons (Ekin > 10MeV ) for the non-
absorber(a) and absorber(b) side as a function of radial distance from the beam
line. (Neutrons + charged hadrons)
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Fluence [particles/cm2/primary]
Scoring region absorber side (WITH FEC)

1 2 3
Protons 6.22e-08 ± 13.9% 9.95e-08 ± 19.6% 9.52e-08 ± 16.7%
Protons Ekin > 10 MeV 5.75e-08 ± 15.0% 9.81e-08 ± 19.9% 9.33e-08 ± 17.1%
Neutrons 1.12e-05 ± 2.2% 7.61e-06 ± 3.1% 5.66e-06 ± 2.9%
Neutrons Ekin > 10 MeV 3.00e-06 ± 4.4% 2.30e-06 ± 7.1% 1.48e-06 ± 6.0%
Charged Pions 1.73e-07 ± 13.3% 2.68e-07 ± 6.9% 3.65e-07 ± 6.0%
Charged Pions Ekin > 10 MeV 1.73e-07 ± 13.3% 2.63e-07 ± 7.0% 3.65e-07 ± 6.0%
Charged Hadrons 2.54e-07 ± 10.6% 3.84e-07 ± 7.0% 4.93e-07 ± 5.5%
Charged Hadrons Ekin > 10 MeV 2.49e-07 ± 10.8% 3.78e-07 ± 7.1% 4.91e-07 ± 5.6%

Table A.5: Particle fluences (particles/cm2/primary) for scoring regions (Ring 1 - Ring 3) on
the absorber side. Simulations were run with the geometry of the front-end cards implemented.
Energy cut set to 0.1MeV for all particles.

Fluence [particles/cm2/primary]
Scoring region absorber side (WITH FEC)

4 5 6
Protons 6.87e-08 ± 20.8% 6.69e-08 ± 19.4% 3.94e-08 ± 19.3%
Protons Ekin > 10 MeV 6.57e-08 ± 21.7% 6.53e-08 ± 19.8% 3.76e-08 ± 20.2%
Neutrons 4.84e-06 ± 3.4% 4.09e-06 ± 3.6% 3.68e-06 ± 3.4%
Neutrons Ekin > 10 MeV 1.35e-06 ± 7.2% 1.10e-06 ± 8.0% 8.59e-07 ± 7.4%
Charged Pions 3.01e-07 ± 7.1% 3.01e-07 ± 6.8% 2.49e-07 ± 7.5%
Charged Pions Ekin > 10 MeV 3.00e-07 ± 7.1% 3.01e-07 ± 6.8% 2.49e-07 ± 7.5%
Charged Hadrons 3.93e-07 ± 6.6% 3.84e-07 ± 6.4% 3.03e-07 ± 6.7%
Charged Hadrons Ekin > 10 MeV 3.89e-07 ± 6.7% 3.82e-07 ± 6.4% 3.01e-07 ± 6.7%

Table A.6: Particle fluences (particles/cm2/primary) for scoring regions (Ring 4 - Ring 6) on
the absorber side. Simulations were run with the geometry of the front-end cards implemented.
Energy cut set to 0.1MeV for all particles.

Fluence [particles/cm2/primary]
Scoring region non-absorber side (WITH FEC)

1 2 3
Protons 2.48e-07 ± 12.6% 1.44e-07 ± 9.6% 9.40e-08 ± 11.1%
Protons Ekin > 10 MeV 2.43e-07 ± 12.8% 1.40e-07 ± 9.8% 9.04e-08 ± 11.5%
Neutrons 6.47e-06 ± 2.0% 5.77e-06 ± 2.7% 4.93e-06 ± 2.3%
Neutrons Ekin > 10 MeV 1.34e-06 ± 4.0% 1.08e-06 ± 4.5% 8.39e-07 ± 4.7%
Charged Pions 9.87e-07 ± 3.4% 6.99e-07 ± 4.2% 4.51e-07 ± 5.5%
Charged Pions Ekin > 10 MeV 9.86e-07 ± 3.4% 6.99e-07 ± 4.2% 4.50e-07 ± 5.5%
Charged Hadrons 1.29e-06 ± 3.6% 8.90e-07 ± 3.6% 5.74e-07 ± 4.7%
Charged Hadrons Ekin > 10 MeV 1.29e-06 ± 3.6% 8.86e-07 ± 3.7% 5.69e-07 ± 4.8%

Table A.7: Particle fluences (particles/cm2/primary) for scoring regions (Ring 1 - Ring 3) on the
non-absorber side. Simulations were run with the geometry of the front-end cards implemented.
Energy cut set to 0.1MeV for all particles.
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Fluence [particles/cm2/primary]
Scoring region non-absorber side (WITH FEC)

4 5 6
Protons 7.41e-08 ± 15.0% 6.95e-08 ± 15.4% 6.45e-08 ± 15.2%
Protons Ekin > 10 MeV 7.35e-08 ± 15.1% 6.91e-08 ± 15.5% 5.99e-08 ± 16.3%
Neutrons 4.80e-06 ± 2.8% 4.80e-06 ± 2.8% 4.52e-06 ± 2.6%
Neutrons Ekin > 10 MeV 7.83e-07 ± 7.7% 7.63e-07 ± 8.2% 6.22e-07 ± 5.8%
Charged Pions 3.96e-07 ± 7.9% 3.63e-07 ± 6.4% 3.06e-07 ± 7.0%
Charged Pions Ekin > 10 MeV 3.94e-07 ± 8.0% 3.63e-07± 6.4% 3.06e-07 ± 7.0%
Charged Hadrons 4.85e-07 ± 6.8% 4.55e-07 ± 5.7% 3.85e-07 ± 6.3%
Charged Hadrons Ekin > 10 MeV 4.83e-07 ± 6.9% 4.54e-07 ± 5.7% 3.81e-07 ± 6.4%

Table A.8: Particle fluences (particles/cm2/primary) for scoring regions (Ring 4 - Ring 6) on the
non-absorber side. Simulations were run with the geometry of the front-end cards implemented.
Energy cut set to 0.1MeV for all particles.

Fluence [particles/cm2/primary]
Scoring region absorber side (NO FEC)

1 2 3
Protons 7.60e-08 ± 15.6% 1.31e-07 ± 29.2% 6.05e-08 ± 15.6%
Protons Ekin > 10 MeV 7.24e-08 ± 16.3% 1.26e-07 ± 30.2% 5.70e-08 ± 16.5%
Neutrons 1.22e-05 ± 2.0% 9.20e-06 ± 2.4% 7.62e-06 ± 3.1%
Neutrons Ekin > 10 MeV 3.12e-06 ± 4.5% 2.20e-06 ± 5.4% 1.79e-06 ± 5.4%
Charged Pions 2.10e-07 ± 11.0% 3.02e-07 ± 7.2% 3.93e-07 ± 6.8%
Charged Pions Ekin > 10 MeV 2.09e-07 ± 11.0% 3.00e-07 ± 7.3% 3.90e-07 ± 6.9%
Charged Hadrons 2.92e-07 ± 9.0% 4.55e-07 ± 9.6% 4.87e-07 ± 6.0%
Charged Hadrons Ekin > 10 MeV 2.87e-07 ± 9.2% 4.49e-07 ± 9.7% 4.81e-07 ± 6.0%

Table A.9: Particle fluences (particles/cm2/primary) for scoring regions (Ring 1 - Ring 3) on
the absorber side. Simulations were run without the geometry of the front-end cards. Energy cut
set to 0.1 MeV for all particles.

Fluence [particles/cm2/primary]
Scoring region absorber side (NO FEC)

4 5 6
Protons 7.99e-08 ± 15.0% 4.62e-08 ± 22.1% 5.70e-08 ± 20.2%
Protons Ekin > 10 MeV 7.54e-08 ± 15.9% 4.57e-08 ± 22.4% 5.54e-08 ± 20.8%
Neutrons 6.13e-06 ± 3.2% 5.61e-06 ± 3.2% 4.53e-06 ± 3.7%
Neutrons Ekin > 10 MeV 1.42e-06 ± 6.4% 1.26e-06 ± 7.5% 8.96e-07 ± 8.0%
Charged Pions 4.44e-07 ± 13.5% 2.80e-07 ± 7.6% 2.39e-07 ± 7.8%
Charged Pions Ekin > 10 MeV 4.44e-07 ± 13.5% 2.80e-07 ± 7.6% 2.35e-07 ± 7.9%
Charged Hadrons 5.48e-07 ± 11.2% 3.39e-07 ± 7.1% 3.03e-07 ± 7.2%
Charged Hadrons Ekin > 10 MeV 5.44e-07 ± 11.3% 3.38e-07 ± 7.1% 2.97e-07 ± 7.3%

Table A.10: Particle fluences (particles/cm2/primary) for scoring regions (Ring 4 - Ring 6) on
the absorber side. Simulations were run without the geometry of the front-end cards. Energy cut
set to 0.1MeV for all particles.
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Fluence [particles/cm2/primary]
Scoring region non-absorber side (NO FEC)

1 2 3
Protons 2.50e-07 ± 8.6% 1.25e-07 ± 11.1% 1.18e-07 ± 12.5%
Protons Ekin > 10 MeV 2.44e-07 ± 8.8% 1.22e-07 ± 11.3% 1.17e-07 ± 12.7%
Neutrons 6.49e-06 ± 2.3% 6.09e-06 ± 2.5% 5.18e-06 ± 2.6%
Neutrons Ekin > 10 MeV 1.22e-06 ± 4.2% 1.03e-06 ± 5.1% 8.24e-07 ± 4.6%
Charged Pions 9.95e-07 ± 3.6% 7.32e-07 ± 4.4% 5.34e-07 ± 7.5%
Charged Pions Ekin > 10 MeV 9.91e-07 ± 3.6% 7.30e-07 ± 4.4% 5.31e-07 ± 7.6%
Charged Hadrons 1.32e-06 ± 3.3% 8.91e-07 ± 4.0% 6.76e-07 ± 6.4%
Charged Hadrons Ekin > 10 MeV 1.31e-06 ± 3.3% 8.86e-07 ± 4.1% 6.72e-07 ± 6.5%

Table A.11: Particle fluences (particles/cm2/primary) for scoring regions (Ring 1 - Ring 3) on
the non-absorber side. Simulations were run without the geometry of the front-end cards. Energy
cut set to 0.1 MeV for all particles.

Fluence [particles/cm2/primary]
Scoring region non-absorber side (NO FEC)

4 5 6
Protons 7.74e-08 ± 15.7% 7.96e-08 ± 16.2% 6.56e-08 ± 15.6%
Protons Ekin > 10 MeV 7.42e-08 ± 16.3% 7.90e-08 ± 16.4% 6.42e-08 ± 15.9%
Neutrons 4.88e-06 ± 2.7% 5.13e-06 ± 2.9% 4.82e-06 ± 2.5%
Neutrons Ekin > 10 MeV 6.82e-07 ± 6.1% 7.22e-07 ± 6.9% 5.21e-07 ± 6.5%
Charged Pions 3.62e-07 ± 7.1% 3.98e-07 ± 7.1% 2.83e-07 ± 7.8%
Charged Pions Ekin > 10 MeV 3.60e-07 ± 7.1% 3.97e-07 ± 7.1% 2.83e-07 ± 7.8%
Charged Hadrons 4.57e-07 ± 6.4% 5.00e-07 ± 6.2% 3.62e-07 ± 6.8%
Charged Hadrons Ekin > 10 MeV 4.52e-07 ± 6.5% 4.98e-07 ± 6.3% 3.60e-07 ± 6.8%

Table A.12: Particle fluences (particles/cm2/primary) for scoring regions (Ring 4 - Ring 6) on
the non-absorber side. Simulations were run without the geometry of the front-end cards. Energy
cut set to 0.1MeV for all particles.
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A.5 Fluence as a function of energy

(a) (b)

Figure A.12: Fluence of neutrons as a function of energy summed over all scoring
regions without front-end cards (a), and with front-end cards included(b).

(a) (b)

Figure A.13: Fluence of protons as a function of energy summed over all scoring
regions without front-end cards (a), and with front-end cards included(b).
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(a) (b)

Figure A.14: Fluence of charged pions as a function of energy summed over all
scoring regions without front-end cards (a), and with front-end cards included(b).

(a) (b)

Figure A.15: Fluence of charged hadrons as a function of energy summed over all
scoring regions without front-end cards (a), and with front-end cards included(b).
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Appendix B

Flow diagram of the FRVC procedure

Figure B.1: Flow diagram of the FRVC procedure.
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Appendix C

Irradiation test results

C.1 SEU cross section results

The Thin Film Breakdown Counter [45][46] used for flux measurements during the
irradiation tests was produced by A.N.Smirnov, V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute,
2nd Murinskiy Prospect 28, St.Petersburg 194021, Russia. The sensitivity at 25-26
MeV is 1.5 · 10−8 within an accuracy of ±13%.

The results of the individual irradiation test runs at OCL are listed in table C.1
and C.2. During irradiation of the FPGAs, a scintillator was used as a relative
fluence monitor. Before irradiation this scintillator was calibrated with the thin
film break down counters.
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id Scintillator Time [s] Scint/TFBC Flux [p/s·cm2] SEU σSEU [cm2/bit]

0 110397 30 10271 2.39 ·107 51 2.24 ·10−14

1 368215 100 10271 2.39 ·107 140 1.85 ·10−14

2 368215 100 10271 2.39 ·107 119 1.57 ·10−14

3 110467 100 10255 0.72 ·107 56 2.46 ·10−14

4 220000 200 10255 0.71 ·107 83 1.83 ·10−14

5 226710 200 10255 0.74 ·107 94 2.01 ·10−14

6 218813 200 10255 0.71 ·107 88 1.95 ·10−14

7 222475 200 10255 0.72 ·107 123 2.68 ·10−14

8 217181 200 10255 0.70 ·107 115 2.57 ·10−14

9 220247 200 10255 0.71 ·107 93 2.05 ·10−14

10 146952 200 12806 0.38 ·107 52 2.14 ·10−14

11 648392 1000 12806 0.34 ·107 202 1.88 ·10−14

12 119018 201 12806 0.31 ·107 42 2.14 ·10−14

13 646382 1000 12806 0.34 ·107 219 2.05 ·10−14

14 697485 500 12806 0.73 ·107 268 2.32 ·10−14

15 1020163 500 12806 1.06 ·107 341 2.02 ·10−14

16 1003517 500 12806 1.04 ·107 293 1.77 ·10−14

17 1021488 500 12806 1.06 ·107 364 2.16 ·10−14

18 1028797 500 12806 1.07 ·107 366 2.15 ·10−14

19 920346 500 12806 0.96 ·107 374 2.46 ·10−14

20 1124478 500 12806 1.17 ·107 327 1.76 ·10−14

21 1115103 500 12806 1.16 ·107 287 1.56 ·10−14

22 403201 212 12806 0.99 ·107 113 1.70 ·10−14

23 927941 500 12806 0.97 ·107 289 1.88 ·10−14

24 1298297 300 12806 2.25 ·107 469 2.19 ·10−14

25 1362773 200 12806 3.55 ·107 486 2.16 ·10−14

Table C.1: Results from the individual irradiation test runs for OCL period 1.
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id Scintillator Time [s] Scint/TFBC Flux [p/s·cm2] SEU σSEU [cm2/bit]

26 448950 300 15461 0.65 ·107 149 2.42 ·10−14

27 426466 306 15461 0.60 ·107 149 2.55 ·10−14

28 433058 300 15461 0.62 ·107 118 1.99 ·10−14

29 806820 400 15461 0.87 ·107 236 2.14 ·10−14

30 802343 400 15461 0.86 ·107 230 2.09 ·10−14

31 1073869 400 15461 1.16 ·107 349 2.37 ·10−14

32 1102102 400 15461 1.19 ·107 338 2.24 ·10−14

33 763212 400 15461 0.82 ·107 226 2.16 ·10−14

34 578768 300 15461 0.83 ·107 175 2.21 ·10−14

35 1049987 500 15461 0.90 ·107 305 2.12 ·10−14

36 1110742 500 15461 0.96 ·107 338 2.22 ·10−14

37 728643 400 15461 0.78 ·107 238 2.39 ·10−14

38 930099 500 15461 0.80 ·107 267 2.10 ·10−14

39 434071 300 14730 0.65 ·107 152 2.44 ·10−14

40 452361 300 14730 0.68 ·107 123 1.89 ·10−14

41 454589 300 14730 0.69 ·107 130 1.99 ·10−14

42 459400 300 14730 0.69 ·107 136 2.06 ·10−14

43 446024 300 14730 0.67 ·107 142 2.22 ·10−14

44 440664 300 14730 0.66 ·107 123 1.94 ·10−14

45 444148 300 14730 0.67 ·107 146 2.29 ·10−14

46 430222 300 14730 0.65 ·107 136 2.20 ·10−14

47 415376 300 14730 0.63 ·107 113 1.89 ·10−14

48 407933 300 14730 0.61 ·107 115 1.96 ·10−14

49 404209 300 14730 0.61 ·107 129 2.22 ·10−14

50 1307839 600 14730 0.99 ·107 434 2.31 ·10−14

51 1229882 600 14730 0.93 ·107 356 2.01 ·10−14

52 3116010 600 14730 2.35 ·107 945 2.11 ·10−14

53 3669538 600 14730 2.77 ·107 1101 2.09 ·10−14

54 2361790 600 14145 1.86 ·107 710 2.01 ·10−14

55 2166914 600 14145 1.70 ·107 636 1.96 ·10−14

56 3901386 600 14145 3.06 ·107 1190 2.04 ·10−14

57 5208940 600 14145 4.09 ·107 1464 1.88 ·10−14

58 4353841 600 14145 3.42 ·107 1255 1.93 ·10−14

59 4597769 600 14145 3.61 ·107 1379 2.00 ·10−14

60 4366041 600 14145 3.43 ·107 1263 1.93 ·10−14

Table C.2: Results from the individual irradiation test runs for OCL period 2.
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C.1.1 Total dose calculation

The die of Xilinx Virtex-II Pro is approximately 1 cm2. For the active semiconductor
region of transistor a depth dx=2 μm is assumed. This makes a volume of 2·10−4cm2.
The mass of this volume is

M = ρ · Vsi = 2.32g/cm3 · 2 · 10−4cm2 = 4.64 · 10−7kg. (C.1)

The absorbed dose in a material is measured in the unit gray (Gy) or Rad where

1Gy =
1joule

kg
= 100Rad. (C.2)

The stopping power (dE/dx) of a 15 MeV proton in silicon is 5.9 keV/μm [23].
The conversion factor between eV and joule is

C = 1eV = 1.6021̇0−19J (C.3)

During the irradiation test the FPGA was exposed to a total fluence of a total
of Φp = 4 · 1010 protons. The total absorbed dose can then be calculated:

Doseabsorbed =
dE
dx · dx · Np · 1.602 · 10−19

M
≈ 162Gy (C.4)
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Appendix D

Class diagram of fault injection

software

XilinxTest
+FlipAllBits(framePath,startFrame,stopFrame)

+RunToFirstFailure(cmd,framePath)

+FlipSingleBit(framePath,blockNo,majorNo,minorNo,bytePos,bitPos)

-InitialConfiguration()

-WriteToShiftReg(data)

-ReadFromShiftReg()

-EnableTMR()

-DisableTMR()

-EnableContFRVC()

-DisableContFRVC()

-RunSingleFRVC()

-WriteToLogFile()

Xil inxFault Inject ion

+flippedBitTable[]

+frameFileContent[]

-availableFramesTable[]

-framePath

-blockNo, majorNo, minorNo, bytePos, bitPos
+doFI(accumulate,random)

+SetFramePath(framePath)

+SetFlipData(blockNo,majorNo,minorNo,bytePos,bitPos)

+ReadFrameConfigurationFile()

NormalMode IF
+ReadActelRegisters()

+InitActelRegisters()

+WriteReg(address,data)

+ReadReg(address,data)

SelectMapIF
+WriteFrameDataToDevice(frameFileContent)

-EnableSM()

-DisableSM()

-OpenDevice()

-CloseDevice()

Figure D.1: Class diagram showing the classes of the fault injection software.
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Appendix E

SEU Monte Carlo simulation

E.1 FPGA geometry analysis

A structural analysis was carried out for both a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro 7 and a Xilinx
Virtex-II Pro 4. These are based on the similar technology process but contain
different amounts of the logical resources. The main parameters measured are listed
in table E.1. A FIB image example of a solder bump is shown in figure E.1.

Figure E.1: FIB image showing the dimensions of the flip chip solder ball

The thickness of the interconnect layers are estimated from the FIB images
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Parameter
Measured value

XC2VP4 XC2VP7

Number of frames 884 1320

Number of bits (NT ) 2998528 4477440

Die geometry (Adie) 7 mm x 9 mm 8.9 mm x 11.1 mm

Average calculated area per bit (Abit) 21 μm2 22 μm2

Lid thickness 450 μm 450 μm

Die thickness 854 μm 852

Interconnect thickness 11 μm 9 μm

Package substrate 771 μm NA

Solder bump width (W) 100 μm NA
Solder bump height (H) 70 μm NA
Solder bump contact surface (CS) 40 μm NA
Center to center of solder bumps 250 μm NA

Table E.1: Geometry parameters of the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro. The die length and
width in addition to the copper lid thickness is measured using a digital ruler. The
values for the die, interconnect and package substrate thickness is estimates based
on visual measurements from FIB images. Package substrate is measured from
bottom of solder bump to top of solder ball. The solder bump contact surface is the
diameter of the surface where there is full contact between the interconnect layers
and the solder ball. NA: Not measured.
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in figure 6.4. Table E.2 lists a set of nominal values used as input data for the
simulation setups. The metal fraction is based on the average ratio of visual metal
to the visual oxide. As the images only represents a very small part of the full chip,
it is recommended to carry out a variability study to investigate the importance of
different metal fraction values.

Layer Layer id Thickness dz [μm ] Material 1 Material 2 fm1

Oxide 1 ox1 0.25 Cu SiO2 0.1
Metal 1 m1 0.5 Cu SiO2 0.7

Oxide 2 ox2 0.25 Cu SiO2 0.1
Metal 2 m2 0.5 Cu SiO2 0.7

Oxide 3 ox3 0.25 Cu SiO2 0.1
Metal 3 m3 0.5 Cu SiO2 0.7

Oxide 4 ox4 0.25 Cu SiO2 0.1
Metal 4 m4 0.5 Cu SiO2 0.7

Oxide 5 ox5 0.25 Cu SiO2 0.1
Metal 5 m5 0.5 Cu SiO2 0.7

Oxide 6 ox6 0.25 Cu SiO2 0.1
Metal 6 m6 0.5 Cu SiO2 0.7

Oxide 7 ox7 0.5 Cu SiO2 0.1
Metal 7 m7 1.0 Cu SiO2 0.7

Oxide 8 ox8 0.5 Cu SiO2 0.1
Metal 8 m8 1.0 Cu SiO2 0.7

Oxide 9 ox9 0.5 Cu SiO2 0.1
Metal 9 m9 1.0 Cu SiO2 0.7

Table E.2: Table of nominal values for the metal interconnect layers. Each layer is
associated with a thickness dz, two materials, and a value fm1 giving the fraction
of material 1 to material 2 in this layer.

E.2 Determining an optimal simulation target area

The area Asim of the simulation target is calculated based on the total number of
configuration bits, the area of the silicon die, and the number of bits NB that will
be used for the simulation. For simplicity it is assumed that the configuration bits
of the FPGA are evenly distributed over the full area of the chip. Thus, on average
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each bit occupies an area

Abit =
Adie

NT
= L2

bit (E.1)

where NT is the number of configuration bits for the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro, Adie is
the area of the silicon die, and Lbit is the length of the sides in the square defining
the area of the bit. If more than one bit will be used for the simulation, the area is
scaled by NB, where NB is the number of bits.

AB = NBAbit = NB
Adie

NT
= NB L2

bit (E.2)

Considering that the range of possible fragments from a non-elastic interaction can
be longer than the Lbit, the area of the target should be extended with an extra
padding length Lp in each direction. The length of each side of the simulation target
is then

Lsim = 2 Lp +
√

NB Lbit (E.3)

and the total area of the simulation target is

Asim = L2
sim = 4 L2

p + 4 Lp

√
NB Adie

NT
+

NB Adie

NT
(E.4)

In equation E.4 the two first terms are the area of the padding and the last is the
area occupied by the bits. This is illustrated in figure E.2 were

AC = L2
p (E.5)

and

AS = Lp

√
NB Adie

NT
(E.6)

For the TPC radiation environment the main concern are the fragments produced
in non-elastic interactions. Due to the low interaction cross section a large initial
fluence of primary source particles is needed in order to gain a significant number
of SEUs. For accelerated beam tests this simply is a matter of increasing the beam
flux as long as the upset rate is kept at a reasonable and detectable level. This
is however not a favorable method in Monte Carlo simulations as it can lead to
increased simulation time. Keeping the fluence as low as possible is therefore of
interest. Combining equations 6.1 and 6.2 the detection efficiency is defined as the
number of SEUs per primary source particle

NSEU

I0
=

σSEU,bit(E) NB

Asim
(E.7)
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Figure E.2: Simulation target area Asim

Deff ≡ NSEU

I0
∝ NB

Asim
(E.8)

In figure E.2 the relative detection efficiency is plotted as a function of increasing
number of used simulation bits. The relative detection efficiency is here defined as

DR(NB) =
Deff(NB)

Deff(NT )
(E.9)

It can be seen that the relative increase in the detection efficiency is highest in the
beginning and slowly saturates after a certain number of NB. The reason is linked
to the increase in the area AB compared to the padding area. The change in this
relative area is highest until

AB = 4 Ac

⇒ NB =
4 L2

P NT

Adie
(E.10)

Applying the values for the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro from table E.1 in addition to
a padding length of LP = 25 μm results in an optimal number simulation bits of
NB = 113. The padding length is based on the average range of α-particles produced
in non-elastic interactions in the energy range of interest in TPC environment.
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Figure E.3: Relative detection efficiency as a function of the used simulation bits.
Dmax = Deff(NB = NT )

Rearranging equation E.7, the number of incident particles needed for a simu-
lation can now be calculated when a wanted number of SEUs is specified. As a
starting point table E.3 lists the simulation parameters when NSEU = 100 using
the SEU cross section measured for 29 MeV protons.

Parameter Value

LP 25 μm
NB 113
Asim 9.97 · 10−5 cm2

Lsim 100 μm
AB 2.49 · 10−5 cm2

LB 50 μm
NSEU 100
σSEU,bit(E = 29 MeV ) 2.1 · 10−14 cm2/bit
I0 2.38 · 1010 cm−2

Table E.3: Parameters calculated as starting point values for the Fluka simulation
setup.
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E.3 SEMM2.vBergen setup specifics

The geometry description is based on the generic input from section 6.2.2 and
figure 6.5. The dimension of the simulation structure is defined by xl, yl and the
total thickness of all layers in the stack. Each layer is characterized by its location
coordinate LC relative to a reference point, its spatial dimension, and its assigned
material mixture. In SEMM2.vBergen the reference point is defined as the origin
of the coordinate system with YO = 0, XO = 0 and ZO = 0.

The xy-plane at ZO coincides with the top surface of the collection volumes. The
layer coordinate LC is fixed to the XC = 0 and YC = 0 corner of a layer and relative
to the system reference point defined by XC . Currently each layer is limited to be
a mixture of two materials defined by their material id, id1 and id2. The material
fraction factor fm defines the fraction of material of id1 to the material of id2.

E.3.1 Tables of simulation parameters

This section presents tables of parameters used in the SEMM2.vBergen input file.
An example of the input file can be found in section E.3.2. It is divided into three
main sections where the first contains the description of the metal interconnect lay-
ers. The corresponding parameters are listed in table E.4. Each layer is associated
with a layer name and material identification as given in tables E.5 and E.6 respec-
tively. It should be noted that the layer name is not parsed when reading the input
file and is only included for documentation purposes.

The preliminary version of SEMM2.vBergen supports the implementation of 1
to 10 collection volumes. Table E.7 lists the parameters that describes the size and
location of the collection volume(s). Similar to each layer, the collection volume is
defined in space by its own location coordinate (xccv,yccv,zccv). Finally the beam
property parameters are listed in table E.8.
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Parameter Description

xo x-coordinate of geometry reference point

yo y-coordinate of geometry reference point

zo z-coordinate of geometry reference point

xl layer dimension in x-direction [μm ]

yl layer dimension in y-direction [μm ]

n number of layers in target

name Name of layer

id1 id of metal layer

id2 id of dielectric

fm Material fraction of idm (0≤fm≤1) (material fraction of id2 is 1-fm)

dz layer dimension in z-direction [μm ]

z z-coordinate for the layer reference corner relative to zo [μm ]

xscmc Granularity sampling length [μm ]

Table E.4: Parameters used to describe the properties of the metal interconnect
layers in the geometry input file

Layer name Description

lid Chip lid

sub Die substrate

ox1 - oxN Interconnect dielectric layers 1 through N

m1 - mN Interconnect metal layers 1 through N

ps Substrate of chip package

Table E.5: Table of names used for the interconnect layers.

id Number type

si 1 Silicon

oxide 2 Silicon dioxide

Al-27 3 Aluminum

Cu-64 4 Copper

W184 5 Tungsten

Table E.6: Material ID and corresponding number
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ParameterDescription

ncv Number of collection volumes

xccv x-coordinate of collection volume reference point relative
to the target reference point Xc

yccv y-coordinate of collection volume reference point relative
to the target reference point Yc

zccv z-coordinate of collection volume reference point relative
to the target reference point Zc.

xlcv length of collection volume in x-direction

ylcv length of collection volume in y-direction

Table E.7: Collection volume parameters.

Parameter Description

idprj id/type of projectile

ekprj Kinetic energy of projectile

irseed Random number seed

noint Number of inelastic reactions requested within the target

dirprj Starting point and direction of projectile [±Z]

Table E.8: Beam property parameters.
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E.3.2 Input file example

For this case study an input file describing in total 8 collection volumes of different
sizes has been prepared.

C***********************************************************************

C** File Content: 3 blocks of Input parameters for SEMM2-BERGEN *

C* block #1: Geometry description *

C* block #1: collection volume description *

C* block #1: Beam property description *

C***********************************************************************

C***********************************************************************

C** Block #1: GEOMETRY DESCRIPTION OF TARGET *

c* PARAMETER LIST DESCRIPTION: *

c* 1st line:

c* xo - x-coordinate of geometry reference point [default 0]

c* yo - y-coordinate of geometry reference point [default 0]

c* zo - z-coordinate of geometry reference point [default 0]

c* xl - target dimensionin x-direction [um]

c* yl - target dimensionin y-direction [um]

c* n - number of layers in geometry description

c*

c* 2nd line to n+1 line:

c* name - name of layer

c* id1 - Id of material 1 (typically the metal layer)

c* id2 - Id of dielectric layer (typically the dielectric layer)

c* fm - Material fraction of id1 (0<fm<1)

c* dz - Thickness of layer in z-direction [um]

c z - z-coordinate for the reference corner relative to xc

c* xscmc - length scale for the monte carlo sampling [um]

c*

c*----------------------------------------------------------------------

c* BEGIN PARAMETER LIST

c* The geometry description is based on visual analysis of FIB images

c* The targer for the case study is an FPGA. The experimental SEU cross

c* section is based on the following numbers:

c* Total number of SRAM bits in chip: 4519680

c* Number of SRAM bits checked for upsets: 3174912

c* Dimensions of chip 0.89cm x 1.11cm = 0.9879e8 um^2

c* Each SRAM bit occupies then 0.9879e8/4519680 = 21.85 um^2
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c* The total length and width of the device including

c* 25um padding is 60 um

c*

c* ------> Z

C* 450um 850um 9um 100um

C* |-------|-----------------|--------|-----------|

C* +-------+---------------+-+--------+-----------+ -

C* | | |*| | | |

C* 63.3 MeV | | |*| Inter | Pack.Sub | |

c* p--> |Cu Lid |Si substracte |*| connect| /Solder | | 60um

C* | | |*| layers | bum | |

c* | | |*| | | |

c* +-------+---------------+-+--------+-----------+ -

c* |-|

c* ~1um

c*

c* For the preliminary run the pack.sub is set to oxide

c*

c* xo yo zo xl yl n

c* name idm idd fm dz xcsmc

0 0 0 60 60 21

lid cu oxide 1.00 450 -1300 1.0

sub si oxide 1.00 850 -850 1.0

ox1 cu oxide 0.10 0.25 0.00 0.25

m1 cu oxide 0.70 0.50 0.25 0.5

ox2 cu oxide 0.10 0.25 0.75 0.25

m2 cu oxide 0.70 0.50 1.00 0.5

ox3 cu oxide 0.10 0.25 1.50 0.25

m3 cu oxide 0.70 0.50 1.75 0.5

ox4 cu oxide 0.10 0.25 2.25 0.25

m4 cu oxide 0.70 0.50 2.50 0.5

ox5 cu oxide 0.10 0.25 3.00 0.25

m5 cu oxide 0.70 0.50 3.25 0.5

ox6 cu oxide 0.10 0.25 3.75 0.25

m6 cu oxide 0.70 0.50 4.00 0.5

ox7 cu oxide 0.10 0.50 4.50 0.5

m7 cu oxide 0.70 1.00 5.00 1.0

ox8 cu oxide 0.10 0.50 6.00 0.5

m8 cu oxide 0.70 1.00 6.50 1.0
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ox9 cu oxide 0.10 0.50 7.50 0.5

m9 cu oxide 0.70 1.00 8.00 1.0

ps oxide oxide 0.63 100 9.00 1.0

c* END PARAMETER LIST

c***********************************************************************

c***********************************************************************

c* Block #2: COLLECTION VOLUME DESCRIPTION

c*

c* PARAMETER LIST

c*

c* 1st line:

c* ncv - number of collection volumes

c*

c* 2nd line to ncv+1 line

c* xccv - x-coordinate of the reference point of the collection volume

c* relative to target reference point zc

c* yccv - y-coordinate of the reference point of the collection volume

c* relative to target reference point zc

c* zccv - z-coordinate of the reference point of the collection volume

c* relative to target reference point zc

c* xlcv - dimension of collection volume in x-direction

c* ylcv - dimension of collection volume in y-direction

c*----------------------------------------------------------------------

c* BEGIN PARAMETER LIST

c*

c* p = 25 um

c*

c* For the preliminary run 8 collection volumes of different sizes

C* are implemented

C* V1 (xlcv,ylcv,zccv) = (0.4 , 0.8 , 0.8)

C* V2 (xlcv,ylcv,zccv) = (0.4 , 0.8 , 1.0)

C* V3 (xlcv,ylcv,zccv) = (0.4 , 1.2 , 0.8)

C* V4 (xlcv,ylcv,zccv) = (0.4 , 1.2 , 1.0)

C* V5 (xlcv,ylcv,zccv) = (0.6 , 1.2 , 0.8)

C* V6 (xlcv,ylcv,zccv) = (0.6 , 1.2 , 1.0)

C* V7 (xlcv,ylcv,zccv) = (0.6 , 1.8 , 0.8)

C* V8 (xlcv,ylcv,zccv) = (0.6 , 1.8 , 1.0)

c*

c*
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c* P P

c* |------|----------------|----------------|--------|

c*

c*

c* ylcv

c* |-|

c* - +-------------------------------------------------+ 60 um

c* | | . . . |

c* P | | . . . |

c* | | . . . |

c* - |.................................................| 35 um

c* | | . . . |

c* | | . +-+ . +-+ . |

c* | | . |7| . |8| . |

c* | | . +-+ . +-+ . |-xccv4

c* | | . . . |

c* | |.................................................| 32.5 um

c* | | . . . |

c* | | . +-+ . +-+ . |

c* | | . |5| . |6| . |

c* | | . +-+ . +-+ . |-xccv3

c* | | . . . |

c* - |.................................................| 30 um

c* | | . . . |

c* | | . +-+ . +-+ . |

c* | | . |3| . |4| . |

c* | | . +-+ . +-+ . |-xccv2

c* | | . . . |

c* | |.................................................| 27.5 um

c* | | . . . |

c* | | . +-+ . +-+ . |

c* | | . |1| . |2| . |

c* | | . +-+ . +-+ . |-xccv1

c* | | . . . |

c* - |.................................................| 25um

c* | | . . . |

c* p | | . . . |

c* | | . . . |

c* - +-------------------------------------------------+
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c* 2 | 3 | 3 6

c* 5 y 0 y 5 0

c* u c u c u u

c* m c m c m m

c* v v

c* 1 2

c* ncv

c* xccv yccv zccv xlcv ylcv

8

26.05 27.10 -0.8 0.4 0.8

26.05 32.10 -1.0 0.4 0.8

28.55 26.90 -0.8 0.4 1.2

28.55 31.90 -1.0 0.4 1.2

30.95 26.90 -0.8 0.6 1.2

30.95 31.90 -1.0 0.6 1.2

33.45 26.60 -0.8 0.6 1.8

33.45 31.60 -1.0 0.6 1.8

c***********************************************************************

c***********************************************************************

c* BLOCK #3: BEAM PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

c*

c* PARAMETER LIST:

c*

c* idprj - id of projectile

c* ekprj - kinetic energy of projectile [MeV]

c* irseed - random number seed

c* noint - number of nuclear interactions within the target

c* dirprj - direction of projectile (+1 = from positive Z direction,

c* - -1 = from negative z direction

c*----------------------------------------------------------------------

c* BEGIN PARAMETER LIST

c* Case study of a 30 MeV proton beam

c*

c* idprj ekprj irseed noint dirprj

p 63.3 123456 100000 -1

c***********************************************************************
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Appendix F

List of Publications

F.1 As main contributor

• Røed,K. et al. “A Fault Injection Solution for an FPGA in Charge og Data
Readout for a Large Tracking Detector”, 8th European Workshop on Radiation
Effects on Components and Systems, Sept. 2008, Jyväskylä, Finland

• Røed,K. et al. “Case Study of a Solution for Active Partial Reconfiguration
of a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro”, Proceeding of FPGAworld Conference Proceedings
2006, Page(s) 30-34, ISSN 1404-3041 ISRN MDH-MRTC-204/2006-1-SE I

• Røed,K. et al. “Irradiation tests of the complete ALICE TPC Front-End
Electronics chain”, Proceedings of the 11th Workshop on electronics for LHC
and future experiments, Sept. 2005, Heidelberg, Germany, Page(s): 165-169,
ISBN 9290832622

F.2 As collaborator

• Alme, J. Røed,K. et al. “Radiation-Tolerant, SRAM-FPGA Based Trigger
and Readout Electronics for the ALICE Experiment”, IEEE transactions on
Nuclear Science Feb. 2008, Volume 56, Issue 1, Part 1, Page(s): 76-83, Digital
Object Identifier: 10.1109/TNS.2007.910677

• Richter, M. Røed,K. et al. “The control system for the front-end electronics of
the ALICE time projection chamber”, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science
June 2006, Volume 53, Part 1, Page(s): 980-985, Digital Object Identifier:
10.1109/TNS.2006.874726
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• Fehlker, D. Røed,K. et al. “Software environment for controlling and reconfig-
uration of Xilinx Virtex FPGAs”, Proceedings for the Topical Workshop for
Particle Physics Sept. 2007, Prague, Czech Republic, URL:
http://www.particle.cz/conferences/twepp07/

• Richter, M. Røed,K. et al. “A distributed, Heterogeneous Control System for
the ALICE TPC electronics”, Proceedings of the International Conference on
Parallel Processing Workshops June 2005, Page(s): 265-272, Digital Object
Identifier 10,1109/ICPPW.2005.7

• Tröger, G. Røed,K. et al. “FPGAs - Reconfiguration for Radiation Tolerance”,
GSI Scientific Report 2005, Instrumentation Methods 27, Page(s):288, URL:
http://www.gsi.de/informationen/wti/library/scientificreport2005/index.html

• Tröger, G. Røed,K. et al. “FPGA Dynamix Reconfiguration in ALICE and
beyond”, Proceedings for the 11th Workshop on electronics for LHC and fu-
ture experiments, Sept. 2005, Heidelberg, Germany, Page(s): 119-122, ISBN
9290832622

• Gutierrez, C. G. Røed,K. et al. “The ALICE TPC Readout Control Unit”,
Proceedings of the 2005 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical Imag-
ing Conference, Puerto Rico, USA, Oct. 2005, Page(s): 575-579, Volume 1,
Digital Identifier 10.1109/NSSMIC.2005.1596317
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